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BOOK I 

INTRODUCTION TO THE STUDY OF Arqueometre

The Arqueometre 

2. YOUR STRICT RECONSTITUTION 

Solstices and equinoxes WORD WORD 

4. archeometry OF RELIGIONS IN THE INCOMPARABLE COMPARED 

5. Brahmanism, investment Ishoa-ism 5. Brahmanism, investment Ishoa-ism 

6. PHO-PROTEST AND, ZARATHOSTRA, PROTO-Budhism Gayna 

7. THE IOHANISMO OF SOBBHAS and Mohammedanism 

DEDICATION 

My dear Master. 

The implacable fate has put an end to your earthly days abruptly, has earned us the honor of replacing dangerous, 

by joining your friends, your intelligence unit, for the publication of Arqueometre. If you had lived to attend the birth of your 

intellectual work. the dedication of this work had been done for you at Angel who has presided over the other side, to his 

edification. It is your dear wife, is this angelic spirit descended upon the earth to light irradiation with all its beauty and 

spirituality our poor hell down here, it is that your work have paid tribute.

So, it is a duty for us to evoke, at the head of this publication that comes from a double plane memory that has been 

its inspiration in the world of the living Word. As the Arqueometre dedicated to Madame la Marquise de Saint-Yves d'Alveydre, 

now eternally united to you in the name of our Lord Jesus Christ and by the kindness of Maria. Our Lady of mercy and light.



WARNING 

just two years ago that our revered Master, leaving the visible world, has crossed the Gate of Souls, to join forever in 

the divine Word to angelica Alma, who was always, still invisible, her bra and her life down here. 

The disappearance of this bright genius has made him come from all over a number of disciples, and could not but 

be happy so if some of these convinced yesterday, exaggerating a bit zeal of neophytes, not to try to persuade themselves, 

and persuade others that are truly the depositaries of the supreme confidence of the Master, and his innermost thoughts. It is 

useless to add that everyone knows thoroughly Arqueometre, whose exact description we have of the same hand of its 

inventor, is yet entirely unpublished yet.

Some do not hesitate to give kabbalistic interpretations of this instrument of interpretation. Others, who do not blush 

to assert know the latest secrets of Archaeometric Science, initiations and phantasmagoria great promise that will never exist, 

thank God, rather than his exalted imagination. Still others, appealing to Saint-Yves, fought all grass, his readers, ruminations 

of an anticlericalism and a truly too crude and childish antipopery, worthy at most of an electoral subcommittee of people or a 

lodge tenth order of

G. '. O. '., And had earned their authors, Master's life to be nailed to the pillory for one of these fustigantes words that he had 

the secret.

Among the spirits who read and sincerely appreciated Saint-Yves, as some have been wondering why his friends 

seemed to put little effort to defend his memory. The reason is simple. A being like you never will miss enough less, does not 

need to be defended; even when dead on Earth, is powerful enough to defend himself, having left behind unpublished works 

enough to close the mouth all impostors. Which we publish today is a magnificent proof. She comes in time, the beloved and 

chosen by the Maestro time, and responds like a thunderclap to all dementias propaladas for two years under the shelter of 

his name.

Complement and final seal of the "missions", this book is the true Introduction to the Study of Arqueometre. In any of 

his previous works, he has never revealed Saint-Yves, as here, the back of his intimate thought; never, in any, they have been 

the Mysteries so boldly canvassed by him; It never, as here, has revealed him so completely.

It is not only the Christian genius, inspired Renovador Synarchy which recognize; It is the true successor of the old 

Nabis, the last Prophet. Lady terrible runs in his modern Isaiah, so severe to the Pharisees and Scribes contemporaries as the 

son of Amos was for the lawyers and priests of Judah. So terrifying are its tolling the future of France and Europe visions, 

relapses today in the worst pagan anarchy; many, alas !, they have already made, others are in the process of compliance, 

and if we had not heard from the mouth of the Master reading these prophecies more than seven years ago, before the infinite 

of the Sea, I gave them, if possible, even more breadth and majesty, we could believe that they were written later.

But at the same time showing impending disasters to peoples under the ruthless laws of historical cycles, your heart 

bleeds to this fate that seems inevitable and could yet not serious. And he exhorts his fellow humans to abandon the false 

path to follow the true path, one that has given them, from twenty years ago, that still tells them. Les pleads, finally, who want 

to make the test fair the only means that can still oppose fate and save humanity. And this is truly man, a man who "nothing 

that is human is strange," and that's not the least of his titles in our worship and our deep affection.



It is around 1903, as indicated by certain allusions to the events of that time, which was composed the work we fight 

today to the public. and complete parts scattered notes, collect piously, and we did not want them to be strictly more than 

simple computers. It warned the reader to understand and why we had to reject appendix, a fragment written on a way and in 

a style quite different from the whole work. And if we have preserved and published this unfinished fragment is in the 

conviction that it will be read with pleasure by all who have known the Master and who have frequented a little; because they 

recognize there entirely with this fine irony, this sparkling spirit and this exquisite mixture atica gala salts and put both charm, 

originality,

As for the shape and division of work, not talk about it; It is clear enough, especially now that certain plates of 

Arqueometre have been disseminated and reproduced a little everywhere.

May 23, 1911 

FRIENDS OF SAINT-YVES 



The Arqueometre 

YVES SAINT 

PREFACE

Classical studies: its influence. - Hierarchies of Peoples. - Human astronomy. - Atenienses and Romans; its anarchic character. - Origin of the Greeks. - 

The ancient cycles. - The Metropolis. - The Proto-verbal Synthesis. - The Mediterranean Paganism. - Invasions. - Emergence of Pythagoras. - The current 

period compared to Pythagoras. - Why have we written this book.

Five centuries ago they are born classical studies, three increasingly encroaching European addresses and lead to 

their successive loss for the benefit of America and Asia. From the crown princes, even college fellows, enter fewer Christians 

in these catacombs backwards, and exit increasingly pagan.

Missing them too because anything to the second output of this descent into hell off this land of shadows of the 

younger generation, sinking pink, pale out again. What is missing is a comparison, a trial, an initiation into full life, a cure of 

true humanity, celestial air of divine light.

On leaving these studies, already we had his mind on suspicion. Our high studies have made us discover then above 

this anarchy, the teachings, the universal principle of knowledge and sociology, of which the State Act constituted later the 

object of our historical demonstrations.

No hierarchy among peoples; especially among the guides, according to its original essence and graft that these 

people can carry.

As regulated by human Astronomy, these guides reappear in old age, from town to town, illuminating the darkness, 

the waves, the pitfalls and address of the Communities. Desembrollan them for a longer or shorter depending on the nature of 

media time, tangled deformations, giving them a general sense and recrudescence of destinations. They come in time to fulfill 

one of the functions that we have described ( one), and they attract and crawl all, as a system of gravitation. one of the functions that we have described ( one), and they attract and crawl all, as a system of gravitation. one of the functions that we have described ( one), and they attract and crawl all, as a system of gravitation. 

Theocracy being the highest degree, people are always visited on time, one of the types of the first order, which also 

has its degrees: Orpheus, Numa, Pythagoras. They are thus invited the most of social life and civilization, for your own peace 

and humanity for example.

Our "Mission" prove that no one has admired more than we the great men of all time, and consequently those of 

Greco-Roman antiquity. We can not therefore say the same of the Athenians and Romans, local opponents of these 

remarkable individuals.

Among all the historical means, in effect, they not never had more refractory to this supreme body, the Athenians and 

Romans. Human quality never had to deal  

one Note the Friends of St.-Y .: Watch Mission des Juifs ( The mission of the Jews). one Note the Friends of St.-Y .: Watch Mission des Juifs ( The mission of the Jews). one Note the Friends of St.-Y .: Watch Mission des Juifs ( The mission of the Jews). one Note the Friends of St.-Y .: Watch Mission des Juifs ( The mission of the Jews). one Note the Friends of St.-Y .: Watch Mission des Juifs ( The mission of the Jews). 





more chaotic amount, incoherent, anarchistic essentially more, more individualistic banal mass, and most stubborn 

individuality accordingly. 

Trepidante atomicity never was less susceptible to molecular cohesion that was none other than the compression 

under the force of things, naked in the armed forces. 

It is the permanent civil quagmire, dedicated to military regulations or invasion. It is then that, for the temporary 

protection of these means, reappears a type of second order, a secondary star of human Astronomy. His name is 

Alexander and Caesar; and for civil disorder not Devore himself, his chief of staff makes you devour the world.  

The first order was social, the second is political. One creates, the other preserves what exists, but does not modify it 

externally. Intellectual and social decay remains inside.

That is why everything falls in the Late Roman-Byzantine Empire; It is the continuation of the busyness of Babylon. 

Europe is feudalized remember this old but not ancient, lively as an adventure novel and scandal. Thank God this is not the 

norm of universal long history, but the evolutionary series of a succession of decadence, its rippling snake. The Athenians and 

Romans were not themselves, from the outset, rather than decaying refugees, most foreigners in these cities, with stronger 

reason in Greece and Italy.

Among modern archeology, mythology among the ancients, as on the order of Indo-Egyptian Universities Priestly 

history and other sciences, was written not only in riddles; the sacred books, in short, have allowed us to open other hand the 

veils of remote ages ( two).veils of remote ages ( two).

Not ever have enough reverence for the two peninsulas that attract our continent chains in the Balkans and the Alps. 

It is at every step that we can say, "viator Sta, heroem rubbings" But the traveler does not holla there only a poor hero spread 

of almost recent old history; they are the necropolis of the heroic ages, and even more, the Metropolis Cycles patriarchal who 

lie beneath their feet.

When Philip of Macedonia responded with a sweet irony to the petulance of the ambassadors of Pe1oponeso: "How 

many true Greeks among you" were given, without appearing a little history lesson, knowing better than they that Graios, or 

totemists of Gruya, were Epirots Celto-Slavs and ancient Greece it was Eslava and Pelasgian, until the invasion of the 

revolutionary operators Asia. Yonijas and Yavanas Manu, Yavanim Moses a Larto etrusco a Numa, it could also have been 

Levantinos tell the Tiber: How many true Italians among you?

Indeed, the true Greeks were Slavs in the Balkans; the true Italians were also Celto-Slavs descended from the 

mountains, western and eastern Alps. All were part of the vast confederacy of Pelasgos of Harakala, before that Rama of 

Moses and the Brahmins, the Bacchus of Greca-Latinos, and before that the first cycle of the Patriarchs.  

These straighteners rivers, seas, flooded lands, these tamers of animality and wild nature, were wise priests, military 

engineers, farmers and founders of cities as they have not already seen. 

His Aryas, grouped in Dodecapolis, ranging from Italy to Greece, from the Balkans to the Caucasus, from the Tauride 

to the plains of Tartary, from Iran of Ghiborim to Hebyreh of the Nephilim, and all the Aryavarta.  

"Oh Hebyreh, residence of the pure Law on Aryavarta." 

This is what the first Zoroaster, twenty centuries before our era, twelve centuries before Moses. The latter faithfully 

marks the Heber the Hebyreh. He cites in his rank among the Patriarchs attributed by their ancestors Hyksos, who Maneton 

called the Pariahs of Egypt. Brahmins, with respect to India, say the same thing Maneton, but Zoroaster explains everything.

two Note the A. De St. Y: Saint Yves d'Alveydre, loc. cit.two Note the A. De St. Y: Saint Yves d'Alveydre, loc. cit.two Note the A. De St. Y: Saint Yves d'Alveydre, loc. cit.two Note the A. De St. Y: Saint Yves d'Alveydre, loc. cit.



Only in Italy. Mention may be made Metropolis of these zodiacs in cities, Argytas, so grandly beautiful as Thebes and 

Memphis, as ancient as Babylon and Nineveh, which testify to the same science that illuminates the university cities of 

northern India such as Kali, face to the Chaldeans, and Tirohita, the beloved of the Egyptian priests. Thus, in Europe itself, the 

antediluvian social decline falls as an increasingly opaque veil, until the advent of the Redeemer.

But if fold rises to fold the veil torn by Jesus, the Incarnate Word, is attenuated and let transparent, and then shine 

the light of primordial civilization, the universal empire of the Aryas and routes, Theocracy Indo-European and Egyptian 

Ishva-Ra and Oshi-Ri, Jesus, Word-Creator; Rex patriarcarum Jesus say rightly our litanies.

"In the beginning was the Word," the disciple whom Jesus loved and for which the Master had nothing hidden. You 

can not designate more clearly the Proto-Cycle Synthesis government, the era in which the primordial Creator-Word, 

worshiped under his real name, was prophesied as the Word incarnate, as the Savior of the welfare state listless.

And when there was the Mediterranean Paganism, the Sabbat of the slaveholders Burgesses, regular Societies of 

Europe, Asia, Africa, universities, temples, did not fail to protest against the Sophists, false democrats, politicians, rhetorics 

rebels all kinds and all social peace, 

Rome and Athens have been banished from humanity as Babylon, Tire, and all intellectual and moral rot of Ionia. 

Druths celto-kímricos, Droths celto-Slavs, Scandinavians Volas, Germanic Vellés, Lartos Italy and Iberia, Prophets of 

Egypt, Nabis of Israel, Magicians of Persia and Kaldea, manávicos Brathmas, vedic Rashis, Lamas of Thibet, Shamans 

Tatars and Mongolians, everywhere the same anathema against Edom and Yavan Moses against Yavanas and Mlektas 

Manu. 

North finally avenging the great Ase of Asgard, Frighe son of Fridolf, and the secular fury of Peoples growls it rises. 

druid half, half Buddhist, towering over his buckler Vodân carried on their swords twelve Apostles. Takes the name of 

Trismegisto borealis, to gather in their militant deism, all Europe North, Central, East and reservations: Og, Gog and Magog, 

to the heart of Upper Asia.

Then these men deluges slowly piled up, roll over the civilization of Satan. Making the prophecy of Christ, pagan 

Rome, unwittingly avenged the sky gobbling Jerusalem come to Earth Europe giving Roma empty priests of Jesus Christ.

Byzantium is where all the pestilences of Rome and Athens to merge to vitiate Barbarians and Christians. South 

Vodân then arises, and Muhammad encouraged the Koran, the Sunna and Djehád in human whirlwinds of Islam. What race 

snow has not been able to finish, it is fulfilled by the flames and firebrands: Arab, Turanian, Turkmens and Osmanlis.

Europe today is exposed to the same destinations. It provokes all at once, since he rejects the living Spirit by the 

dead spirit, the Christian spirit by the pagan.  

And if human energies are not sufficient to lead to its principle, Jehovah loose the elements of this new Adamah and 

its Atlantis. 

Of willy-nilly, by the Son or the Father, Christianity will return to the Holy Spirit. Six centuries before our Lord Jesus 

Christ, in the grim darkness of the Mediterranean Paganism, which happens to celestial clarity of the Orphic synthesis; in the 

row to the revolution of Sudras benefit of slave Burguesía and anarchic agnostic Clerecia period; with all the height of a 

Epopte, a man, Pythagoras, reminiscent of an Old Testament patriarch stands; who deserves even more and much better 

than all that has been said about him, and that for this reason, inscribe at the head of this book, aimed at preparing 

intelligence to the understanding and use of precision instrument returns experimental universal revelation of the Word, 

divine Wisdom.



It happens that, twenty-five centuries away, our time, as the European mental and state government, has a 

remarkable identity with Pythagoras. At the time, indeed, when Pythagoras undertook the mission of Europe, the Orphic 

Synthesis, recovery of the Proto-Synthesis patriarchal or verbal, had disappeared or almost drowned by the encroaching 

wave of Paganism Asian and Ionians Letrados. Similarly, today, Christianity obnubilado from the Concordat of the fourth 

century, and completely deprived of his Masters from the Renaissance, yields everywhere to neo-pagan humanism.

Pythagoras, his time, his work and conclusions behaves offer us as a solid foundation for the study we have 

undertaken, and the exhibition of scientific means to be employed to raise the social status declined, and restore the synthesis 

that the great philosopher vainly undertook to reconstitute. 

However, since our twentieth year, we had resolved to be the Pythagoras of Christianity supplanted since the 

Renaissance by the pagan spirit. Hence, twenty years later, our four missions among modern nations, and our action in Paris, 

Brussels, Rome and elsewhere,

and in this testimony given to the truth, we only with God, and with your help field Time. 

And now, in the middle age, throwing a look back over the long history of our accomplishment, we see with great 

peace of mind and consciousness, which has not deviated or our books, nor in our public or private acts. She plans on 

ignorance and the calumny, disdain higher than, as high as the divine mercy, for these unfortunate blind, led by blind human 

Hell will engulf them.

It is this same charity that despite the cruelest of dueling, despite age, despite the disease, makes us finish the work 

we promised to undertake Divine Master, and comply with their help. 

The glory of this should not return but Jesus Christ alone, and in Him, the angelic soul who has joined us and who 

wanted that death itself can not separate us. So, before you have the unspeakable joy on this planet nailing our business card 

with PPC, we are delighted to welcome the glorious memory of Pythagoras with the same respect in our youth.



FIRST PART 

Wisdom of Man and Paganism 

Omnis homo mendax  

Psalms CXVI. II.

FIRST CHAPTER 

MENTAL REGRESION

Universal verbal Synthesis individual Philosophy 

Instruction pagan and Christian Education 

Definition of Paganism. - Her character. - His Essence is anarchy. - The human will erected in principle. The Trimurti of Krishna. - The Sudras. - Mentality 

third caste. - His rejection by the religious bodies. The ancient Mediterranean Paganism. - The Paganism dominates the Clergy and Instruction for four 

centuries. - exclusively pagan Instruction. - Religious education reduced to catechizing. - Imbalance in favor of Paganism. - Being and Having. -. Phryne 

and the Areopagus. - The experimental Paganism in children. - Father and Mother: their role. - The school of Life. - Where to find the Spirit of Life? - The 

wealth. - Pagan Evolution Niño.- Priest; his role. - The Catechism. - University. - Pagan possession.

Paganism is a mental state and government graft returning to the wild sapling. Its formula: Primo mihi et sequere Paganism is a mental state and government graft returning to the wild sapling. Its formula: Primo mihi et sequere 

naturam. It is always symptomatic, not an evolution but a revolution. It comes from a flawed instruction, the result of a vicious naturam. It is always symptomatic, not an evolution but a revolution. It comes from a flawed instruction, the result of a vicious 

education. One is to the other as having the Self, and flawed being, either by himself or by his environment, it vitiates 

everything, including having a real and a fake one more reason.

His character is to be filosofista and political, antireligious and antisocial. It is because subordinate antirreligioso 

filosofista and universal Reason to individual, the two objective criteria of the first to the second subjective. It is political and 

antisocial because this subversion on the understanding becomes impersonation at will, and it tends to take, by all means to 

oppose the Legality of the Legality.

His newspaper, in its ontological cause chronic historical crisis, this morbid state is natural to the human spirit 

listless, deprived of its two real criteria that study later: Science and Life. He has dared to erect his own Filomanía in system 

under the name of philosophy and even Theosophy, its essence is anarchy, and anarchy is: Fiat voluntas mea! It is the will of under the name of philosophy and even Theosophy, its essence is anarchy, and anarchy is: Fiat voluntas mea! It is the will of under the name of philosophy and even Theosophy, its essence is anarchy, and anarchy is: Fiat voluntas mea! It is the will of 

man. Make it a principle, and put it on the scales with one or many other sets Providencia name and destination, is not to 

recognize any principle. It is to create three Gods, of whom two left over, and that is truly intellectual Essence of Paganism, 

polytheism as its first chief.

Fabre d'Olivet, on which we shall return, has accused, following others, this doctrine to Pythagoras, but-she has 

never been to this great man. He knew too deeply the Trimurti by which, under various names, in the Indies, in Kaldea in 

Egypt, Krishna had replaced the patriarchal Trinity, the Proto-Synthesis referred by St. John. Whatever the concession that 

the founder of the current Brahmanism has wanted to do, five thousand years ago, the mental state of Sudras Letrados, never 

intended to say that Brahma, Shiva and Vishnu were something else



the personification of the three branches of one and the same God the Creator and Preserver Transformer. and this triad itself 

was nothing more than the desired reversal of the previous Trinidad, thrust down the eternal principle the temporal origin of 

beings and things; Universe divine the astral universe; Biology of Physiology; World of species embryogenesis of individuals; 

Involution evolution.

The mentality of this third usurper caste, the Sudras, did not correspond only to the former primary education and 

some secondary waste. His murderous greed had invaded and destroyed the social status of the two peninsulas, its 

contemporary metropolis of Nineveh and Babylon. Templar Alliance of Arians, Argianos, Aqueos Slavs and Hindus Pelasgos. 

Reconstituted by Orpheus, the Ribhou of the Vedas. She had then closed, both religious law and Ontology, senses 

corresponding to the upper echelons of Revelation. Only the rare exceptions were to expiate metropolis in metropolis, the 

price of the toughest tests. anathematized Yavanas its origins, of Mlechtas of Pinkshas, of Sudras and Hyksos revolutionaries. 

This is what made Pythagoras, for more than twenty years, others say forty: And even then, after all the physical, moral, 

intellectual, spiritual cleansings, religious scholars Bodies kept them in long observation before reopening them intimate 

senses of grace and life from above. In most cases reveal no more than internal.

As for the legal, degenerate mass of the Orphic Word in their own chatter, it was further from the truth, which is the 

Life that his last slaves. Thus he never saw the Filomanía of his own obstinacy, casuistry, dialectically endless mental and 

governmental anarchy philosophy. And yet, this intellectual rabble erected in ruling class always remained curious as much as 

defiling of lost Sofia.

Pythagorean Hierocles most of the horizon of secondary and higher Greek and Latin Studies, eleven centuries over 

sixty who has the best documented of our earthly Humanity history because it except in the sacred books, not going beyond 

extends six thousand years. 

four centuries of slavery that this ancient Paganism, antisocial Bourgeoisie, is the only mental and governmental 

model of all, both priests and secular European universities. 

Clergy and Instruction, of which we elsewhere difference, take the same cliché of anarchy in many copies as 

learners. These; in turn, put his signature on everything: Science, Art and Life, Law, Politics and customs. But the farther you 

go, the more rebate molding imitation, and sterile and deadly, the Christian genius of our races.

Each lawyer diploma in this way, since the crown prince of a throne to the last fellow seminary or grammar school, 

has the same vulgar instruction, trivialized the same mentality. Only education differs somewhat, wherever there is a Christian 

home, and if you can give it to this home. But this possibility becomes increasingly rare, exceptional even, thanks to the 

parceling of fortunes, the uprooting of stocks, economic anarchy, fruits of the same unable classical system governing the 

world that seeks to govern. In any case, religious instruction and education stop to all, without distinction, in the pure and 

simple indoctrination.

These facts thrown in the balance show a huge weight in favor of Paganism and a huge decrease in the expense of 

Christianity. Christian is therefore demagoguery who sits on the European thrones. as on all chairs of Instruction, including in 

them the Higher Studies and Comparative Religion, highlight of this anarchy.

It does not take a great cleric to see the outcome, the Light of the Mysteries of the Father and the Holy Spirit shines. by 

its complete absence from top to bottom of these secular hierarchies. But just once, the same light contained in the Mysteries of 

the Son, High Priest and King of the Universe, Word



Creator Incarnate, risen and glorified, is completely clouded by this mental and governmental Paganism. 

However, the instruction is made for life and not vice versa, as the law is made for man and not man for the law, in 

the words of St. Paul. 

It is always the method of the Word made all things in life, and is here of social life. Education bonus as instructional, 

because the first points to be and the second to have. One is essential, the other assistant. But the character of the classic 

Spirit is to replace your chitchat to Word, and supplant him to usurp the spiritual, temporal. Wants to be both teacher Reason 

and Reason of State, head and secular arm. It is therefore exclusive of Education, because political imitation of the pagans is 

exclusive of Being, and only leads to demonic possession.

They can be to have trillion and no be nothing. Can not nothing Y be a priceless value. The instruction is not worth, They can be to have trillion and no be nothing. Can not nothing Y be a priceless value. The instruction is not worth, They can be to have trillion and no be nothing. Can not nothing Y be a priceless value. The instruction is not worth, They can be to have trillion and no be nothing. Can not nothing Y be a priceless value. The instruction is not worth, They can be to have trillion and no be nothing. Can not nothing Y be a priceless value. The instruction is not worth, They can be to have trillion and no be nothing. Can not nothing Y be a priceless value. The instruction is not worth, They can be to have trillion and no be nothing. Can not nothing Y be a priceless value. The instruction is not worth, They can be to have trillion and no be nothing. Can not nothing Y be a priceless value. The instruction is not worth, They can be to have trillion and no be nothing. Can not nothing Y be a priceless value. The instruction is not worth, 

then, rather than according to the use made of it, like fortune, talent, beauty.

When the Hellenists of the Areopagus absolved Phryne all his crimes, because she brings down her shirt to toe, 

Themis mark on the back of these boars of the Earth Venus for the Roman triumphal car chacinero. It is the prison system 

that supplies the lack of education. Such is the mystery: it is necessary that social life devours death or all-cause mortality 

collective. It is so, a thousand years after Zoroaster, Moses repeats: "Our God is a consuming fire." Military history, from 

Babylon to this day. It is but the long and painful commentary to this no less terrible word.

Practical observation and direct experience of Paganism are every day before our eyes. Is childhood and 

adolescence happens family. under the rocker usurper political state of social status and power of education. Public 

Instruction and rootless is the Tree of Death, roots in the air; his spirit up with his head down. Take represented by the family 

a good living and true gold coin Society, marked JC, Jesus Christ

and a transmutation conversely, yields a false copper medal marked JC, Julius Caesar, Pope and Emperor pagans. 

The boy is a blank page on which can be written everything. Heaven or Hell. It is a dear human wild sapling on which 

all flowers can be grafted trees of Paradise. To his right, invisible, there is an Angel of Light, but his left is a black demon. The 

Angel brings the seven gifts of the Holy Spirit radiating. the universal; the Devil brings .. ' "

The child is a blank page on which can be written everything, Heaven or Hell. It is a dear human wild sapling on 

which can be grafted all the flowers of the two trees of Paradise. To his right, invisible, there is an Angel of Light. but his left is 

a black demon. The Angel brings the seven gifts of the Holy Spirit radiating the Universal; the Devil brings seven dark 

Auto-Spirit presents individually. There then. from the cradle, fighting between Christian and pagan reaction Revolution, and 

this invisible battle between Light and Tmieblas is visible in the young child.

Just about their projects feet, it is the true charmer sansculotte *. The only good and you can love. Already, in its Just about their projects feet, it is the true charmer sansculotte *. The only good and you can love. Already, in its Just about their projects feet, it is the true charmer sansculotte *. The only good and you can love. Already, in its 

way, the declaration of human rights ... individually. This would mean early in his young understanding that homework is for 

parents; But the Angel is there!

Eclosionar see how captivating these beautiful blooms early age, these free thought buttercups free conscience, free 

action with all its consequences, from the pot secretly absorbed confections until colic and socks damaged. But the Angel

*

N. Tr .: Patriot French Revolution. N. Tr .: Patriot French Revolution. 



It makes a sign: Religion and Society are there! Jesus is represented by the Father, the Mother Church! as the depth of the 

conjugal bond measures the entire height of eternal life. So, blessed mother, for the Holy Spirit of Jesus lives in her joyful to 

assume all the duties of love ordering all these young emerging rights. And his love does not want and wings, how heavy !, do 

not want and freedom, no thought, no conscience, no action, but all its chains, all his yoke, how light!

Like the Divine Master washing the feet of his apostles, she is devoted entirely to his heavenly servants, to graft wild 

beloved sapling. Jesus said, "Whoever wants to be first among you shall be your first server first." Words of lord of Heaven 

that only mothers can understand because they have the heavenly understanding of the heart.

Insuflándole his spirit and his soul with her life, she wants her buttercup accrues the most beautiful roses human and 

divine Paradise. But in the current tumult of this world and especially his spirit, how few young women can get rid of this 

seraphic slavery, how few may know, keep your clairvoyant love with the band of his own idolatry. It is there that begins the 

danger that fears the Angel and the Devil waiting.

The cradle and then the small bed is the center of the eternal epic of Life. This little one smiling is the largest and the 

most serious thing that would interest both to Heaven and Earth, all present, all the terrestrial and celestial future, not only of a 

family but of a society.

That is why the Divine Master wanted to come to him they were left to children, and that is why he said; "E1 Kingdom 

of Heaven is for those who are like them." Resemble them is to listen and understand. The child, like women, have true 

understanding: the heart; hear everything that is said, under penalty of instruction without educate worse to leave in 

ignorance. Worse, as the School of Life is the only true; Universities all together are not worth your humble lesson.

The small worker has this school among his poor parents, and for this reason the workers heart exceeds all 

university classes lettered factory. Of the seven gifts of the Auto-black Spirit, just it has the last two, which is why it has 

nothing itself, or a few things, but their affections which are assets of Being, rather than have, and the only real.

But education should not just know how to live in the world, because then it would simply knowing his mind and not 

to be, that is the true knowledge of Life. The latter without the former embalm the latest depths; the first without the second is 

a jar of ointment, perfumed on the surface. It is not less than husmos.

Are you all today this essence, this spirit of life? Rarely in the soul of the legal profession; still a little between people 

of dedication or voluntary discipline, priests and soldiers calling; much among poor people, including those who carry the 

burden of the day, without security of tomorrow, including the Knights of Labor, on the backs of which so heavily loaded all 

contemporary Paganism. But this will not last very long. thanks to the mendicant scholars of universal suffrage, these 

gentlemen of political industry.

"It is harder for a rich man to enter the kingdom of God than for a camel through the hollow needle," said Jesus. (The 

Hollow Needle was one of the low gates of Jerusalem.) Wealth is everything that has its own, starting with the instruction; and 

when it is false, when one simple detentor it is not believed responsible before God, nothing is better not serving wealth, in 

this case, rather than to load weight and again I ventrípeto. When the Lord recommends the simplicity of the spirit, 

understands the availability of reflection to life, the heart to the head; but the head is useless or harmful escombrada things. It 

is the largest of the protesters and their reflection is closed to the incident.

That is why, or anything except elementary instruction or instruction conducted all possible to simplicity, unity, 

humility of individual reason to the incidence of the Word-God in the universal reflection of man.  



They did not relate well over the three races of the true terrestrial and celestial hierarchy; but we anticipate what 

should follow, and return the little darling at the entrance to the Kingdom of Heaven it is difficult. Women in the Church is the 

only educator, the man in the Lord is the only educator. The child who does not feel this Lordship of love and wisdom, 

becomes the master of the paternal and maternal idolatry. Slowly the little reason subordinated to the large, the small will to 

the median, small spoofing the entire gardener gardening and marital Eden. From year to year, the baby's mind will be in a 

box of toys defended, a Noah's Ark full of idols, a whole pagan philosophy for use, and will quickly transformed this philosophy 

in government Querencia, courteously first, then breaking everything. This darkens, the future is black. The Devil laughs, cries 

mom loses increasingly strong leadership and do not know what recourse. Vainly invoked the arm of paternal justice; flogging, 

disciplines, slaps, around the Arsenal of the Wisdom of Solomon is powerless here that the wisdom of the Gospel disarmed 

and would have led everything perfectly.

The angel ora; corifeo of the seven social virtues, religious piety is the mother dela filial piety. The priest comes to 

the aid of the maternal priestess. It has tenderness, but adds that sweet gravity of the first two races, sacrificial, priestly and 

royal. Irradiates him a breath of the Holy Spirit who exorcises the Auto-Spirit and the mentality of the rebellious child is 

rectified. Knee mother on her model the Church takes up the indecisive catechization work if not compromised. the divine 

graft at the point where I could have succeed when the Word, through the motherly lips, taught the Word in its divine source 

begins: prayer, and gave himself through the young woman's response living god smiles, caresses, kisses, light and warmth 

of life.

The catechism is the primary teaching of the Gospel, the best that can exist. But where is, alas !, high school, the 

second race; greater than the first? They are nevertheless essential to the virile age, the initiatory phases of life, the initiation 

and conduct of individuals,

and, for their Fraternidades, for the orders of their races, driving Societies. The Gospel has only one light, that of eternal life, 

but this light has many degrees, the butterfly lamp, lamp to the moon, the moon the living Sun of stocks and their spirits .

Just accomplished the first communion, just the infant leaves the golden doors open Church on the city of God, the 

bronze doors of the universe open, will engulf and close again. Completed education of Life. Is it just started when the 

instruction of death will blow up. Behind bars watching Cerberus, the child will lower the degree you just ascend to change 

soul and spirit again. Then the other degrees of the abyss open before the young man; puberty to manhood, mind the soul is 

gradually weigh on her glacial Spirit, death, politics teaches mercenaries government, instead of the warm spirit of life, social 

of all free dedications . Grafting again withers,

But behold the magic lantern of Paganism which begins its projections, its evocations 

and, alas !, his funeral reincarnations, on an attentive crowd of young mediums, living souls. Homer, Horace, Virgil, 

Demosthenes, Cicero, and then all the saturnalia of philosophical individualism and political, of the Sophists and rhetoricians, 

all bourgeois Loba Roman lycanthropy. mediócrata Aigotropía all Greek Macho Cabrio.

What infernal possession befalls the children! And how they resist, since it has the right of grown men, lack of a 

complete education, lack of a comprehensive education, which controls one by one every doctrine, to verify her mistakes or 

truths in the light of the two objective criteria that will take care of the second part of this book.  



CHAPTER TWO 

THE ERROR TRIUMPHANT

I 

Pythagoras struggle against pagan mentality His efforts for the 

reconstruction of the Proto-Synthesis 

Paganism time of Pythagoras. - Resistance of Third-Orders. - Pythagoras and Aristotle. - Is a philosopher Pythagoras? - His teachers. The old religious 

unity. - Different Synthesis; their overlap. - Adam. - Quote of Moses. Kush; the Kashidims. - Pythagoras, Pilgrim Unit. - Oneo books. - Tholth and Thoth. - 

Names of the Word in the first two synthesis. - Pythagoras repudiates Paganism. - Theophany of Pythagoras. - The Orphism.. - The domain Noaquida. 

The OSI-IO. - Pythagoras destroys his own works.

Paganism philosophical result of this mental regression just follow up on the child who becomes a lawyer; and 

dominates Europe today, the enslaved and at the time of Pythagoras. It is against him that the great Initiate and orders 

founded on the plans of the Orphic Synthesis, tried in vain to function social therapists, including waste TercerasOrdenes 

Ionian and Phoenician who had vitiated the spirit and upset this organization Greece and Italy ancient Celtic-Slavic and 

Pelasgian, which we discussed above.

These lay theologians who stand out, Pythagoras and Aristotle especially on the banal background of his time, as 

men of another race and another cycle, out of metropolitan Temples of polytheism, to strive to conjure a double life plague of 

civil and military corrective revolution, war. In his Epistles to the Romans, St. Paul beautifully defines mediocrity of the third 

mental and moral caste, and say that these philosophers have sensed.

History proves to spare, alas !, how these media have remained refractory to action. of these men, the whole 

hierarchical spirit, all sociology, and how mind only the second race, States' military majors, has been able to link them to his 

forced peace.

This admirable Pythagoras which opened in Greek- language the word philosophy does he himself was a philosopher, 

in the sense that we take the term, Philosophy: Having your own wisdom? 

Religious, yes; a founding orders, either; San Benito of almost divine Orfeo, either; but a philosopher's saying, and 

not enough.

Les heads of Arctic brotherhoods then headed Greece and Italy were called, for centuries, theologians and prophets. 

Before Pythagoras, Numa had been one of his envoys to the rising anarchy of the Romans. He was elected king of an 

Etruscan Sacred College, according to the patriarchal rites. Mediterranean Samien great masters carried the same character: 

Epiménides, Ferécido Siros, Aristeas of Proconesis; all theologians and prophets, the second caster, the third priest. His 

predecessor in Italy, Xenophanes, the spiritual father of the Eléates, theologian also, fought to face discovered Paganism of the 

Ionians and even their polytheism, as well as that of the Phoenicians.

Fortiori, the elders who instructed Pythagoras were not philosophers: Themistocles, high priestess of Delphi; Abaris, 

priest of the solar Word among the Hyperboreans; Aristeas, already named; Zalmoxis, the chief priests trácidas; Aglaofemo, 

high priest of Lesbetra, and so on.  



I have not mentioned here but the heads of the Temples of proto-Greek, Orphic, the Slav, strokes union of all 

celto-Slav Federations and Pelasgian dating back to the patriarchal Church Manu and Moses designate. Men under Kush and 

Rama.

But let Pythagoras in the initiatory metropolis of Africa and Asia. His priestly teachers are, in Sais, the prophet of 

Oshi; Om, Heliopolis in the temple where Moses, under the name of Oshar-Sif, was the prophet of Oshi-Rish and arreo 

initiator, is the prophet Ofi hon. Babylon is Nazarath (and this name is suggestive, being then the prophet Daniel, the 

Nazarene, the Grand Master of the Sacred College of the Magi). Persia is the leader of the Neo-Zoroastrians, the Gheber 

Zarothosh. In Nepal, also visited by Lao-Tsee, it is the first pandit of the Sacred College of Brahma after Krishna, and before 

the latter of Ishva-Ra.

Let us pause here to point out some important stages of ancient religious unity. Synthesis and had many 

overlapping alliances and Here they are:

1st Universal Ishva-Ra; 

2nd India and golden brown of the races, the Bharat Ishva-Ra; 

3. The Aria ° conquering the Pavan, the Rama Hanouman escita; 

4. The system Nareda ° adhered to the Protosíntesis; 

5th Llt Concordat Brahminic, the Krishna, Abrahamismo source of Cashidim, 

the latter being a branch of the Iyotishikas of Ca9i, Cashi. The Egiptianismo concordat follows the Pouranikas of Tirohita.

This overlapping systems before and postdiluvian, its cycles and its doctrines, it is almost impossible to grasp 

because of the reversal of seal AMaTh, which, conducted by Krishna about 3,000 years before Pythagoras, entails that of 

Word of the Word BRA-shith, its Shema and its Shepher. But with the Arqueometre, it is relatively easy to recognize and 

overlap indicated here .arriba then becomes very clear.

MOSES calls the Protosíntesis and the first alliance: Adam, on closure AD-Am, UnidadUniversalidad; and it 

multiplies in many ethnic churches like Moses, following the Egyptians, the Babylonians, the Brahmins, the Magi, the 

Kouo-tse-Kien Far East and the Far West Votánidas mentions of Patriarchs to Noah.

Deutosintesis then begin, and the second universal Alliance. If we were to quote here all the historical documents of 

these two Catholic churches, this book would be enough just to do so. Moses, who had them all under the eyes, records them 

among others, with his usual accuracy, which concern, and that interest today more than ever, to the vanguards of the white 

race in Asia, Nepal and Persia . Here is the translation of his words, extremely mysterious and veiled with great art because 

their background is very simple, very real especially without metaphor, or philosophy.

Bereshith, c. VI verse 1, 2, 3, 4.

l. "Having perverted the Church of Patriarch Adam because of the multiplication of

races and a mixture thereof, on the visible face (Phana-I), spiritual Earth (ADa-MAH), was that there it will form numerous 

brotherhoods Virgin. 

2. "The sons of the celestial Alhim loved these bijas of Adam. They took wives 

spiritual, by inspired by Nashim, those whose love BABIA captivated them more in spirit (B'HaROu, investment Ba-Rou-ah). 

4. "For the Nephilim existed hereinafter on the astral Earth of these Ya-Mim, times and 

Ya lightwaves. Indeed, since the Sons of Alhim had frequented the virginal brotherhoods of the Church of Adam, the gruborea 

Alliance, the vast Boreal was born of this inspiration and



had founded, from the remotest antiquity, Anosh-Ya, Ya virile Corporation, the sacred Staff of Ha-SBEM, the Shema celestial 

glory of God. " 

That is the Old Covenant called Aryan day today, founded by Virgin inspired reaction against a universal decline. 

Pythagoras will not forget, as head of orders, pay the true feminism whole mission, all its legitimate share of influence.

Besides the Alliance above, but many centuries later, we have to mention the Patriarch dating from before the 

Nemródica Koush Revolution. The eastern metropolis, whose Sacros schools had by corresponding all other centers more or 

less adhered to the Ancient Order, were: the capital of Jana-Cadesha, Mithili, for the section of the divine and human sciences 

called Puranic, or holy Humanities, and kashi, for the section of Sciences called positive or iyóticas because Astronomy snow 

to cosmic physiology was considered as the synthesis of these sciences.

It is these historical stages dating back long before Moses, the priestly India's relations with the East and the Far 

East on one hand, North Asia and Europe, including Greece and Italy it on the other. And finally, with Egypt and Ethiopia. It is 

kashi today Benares, who came to the college of Kashidim (word for word given by Kashi), the Chaldean. Is there too, that the 

Magi of old Iran would end its senior Iyóticos Studies. But after the first Zoroaster, and reputation of the cult of Devas he 

regarded as contrary to the old Orthodoxy, abstained from Mithila, the great Puranic school frequented by the Egyptian 

priests, cólquidos, Delphic and others.

Pythagoras was as a religious, pious pilgrim Unit and the patriarchal University, a faithful of his double Revelation 

and its double standards discussed later: Life and Science. Life, eternal life, because without it, the Thanatismo, which is the 

purpose. of all being, it was the beginning of it, which is absurd. Science, not man, but before that he was already written in all 

the facts, from the infinitely large to the infinitely small. Biology, finally, the invisible universe and Physiology of the visible 

universe.

Moreover, let us hear through his disciples and he will tell us whether the criteria 

Truth is objective or subjective, real or metaphysical, living or dead, universal or individual. 

"Human reason does not, by itself, worth more than conjecture. Science and Wisdom do not belong only to the 

Divine and have no power to take cognizance of them, but according to our degree of receptivity." 

These words refer us Prodo exhaling smell of incense, the altar of the Word, his Christianity one, universal, His 

Revelation indiscontinua since the first Patriarchs until our time. 

Let us begin with the Altars of the Word. 

It is true historically that Pythagoras reconstituted thanks to the documentation of the temples, one of the books of 

Orpheus: "EI hieratic Word." He dedicated to the memory of this Slav prophet, renovator of patriarchal Greece and Italy. It is Orpheus: "EI hieratic Word." He dedicated to the memory of this Slav prophet, renovator of patriarchal Greece and Italy. It is Orpheus: "EI hieratic Word." He dedicated to the memory of this Slav prophet, renovator of patriarchal Greece and Italy. It is 

less certain that the Egyptian priests preserved under the name of Thoïth, books from the Protosíntesis, antediluvian of the 

Word, and under that of Thoth, the Deutosíntesis of the postdiluvian. It is beyond doubt that the substance of these books was 

common to religious universities in Europe, Africa, Asia and even America, to the philosophical revolution politicia in 3100 

before the Incarnation broke this Holy Alliance and forced ensured. It is indisputable that among the miriónimos titles Word 

spread in these two syntheses, figure from all antiquity direct name or reversed: in Etiope Shou-I, in Zend IOSH, in Chaldean 

Isho in Veda Ishva in Sanskrit ISOua in Chinese ShOuI and soui is the Ieshu, King of the Patriarchs of our litanies. This same 

name is Moses, written as the Thermouthis Infante gave it: M'OShI dedicated to Oshi.



The Qaobalistas have it. Therefore, when they say routine tradition: the name of God is within Moses; but they can 

not provide proof of this: it is in the foregoing.

We have to go back in detail on all these points; but what we noticed here proves that the fulcrum taken by 

Pythagoras on the Word in the Temples of Europe and Asia is religious, not philosophical. Revelation belongs to the one, 

universal and indiscontinua of the Church and the Patriarchal Churches. The same blow, Pythagoras could not stop 

repudiating the Ionian Paganism, his atheistic polytheism, mental anarchy, anti-social policy. And it has not been following the 

footsteps of Numa and Xenophanes in the West, Lao-tzu in China, Daniel in Chaldea, Zaratas in Persia. even more, is the 

Invisible himself who would have commanded.

His biographers, Greeks and Alexandrians, say in effect received the grace of his first Theophany, if not their 

vocation, in Crete, around the year 550 or 553. It had then reached and even exceeded the thirtieth year. so I was in one of 

the ritual conditions imposed by patriarchal the second birth Churches, the spiritual, the opening of the physiological senses in 

divine Biology at the entrance, through the Gate of Death, toward the experience of Immortality.

Carrying the Incarnate compliance at its own law, as the Word Creator Word, you observe this rite in his retreat in the 

desert, 

So that Pythagoras would have seen Heaven and Hell for the first time, and the most frightening circles of the latter, 

the two lackeys of Paganism, the two wizards Mediterranean Jonismo: Hesiod and Homer, whose admirable songs had lulled 

her elegant youth at the home of his father, wealthy banker of Samos. Desolate, not daring to believe it in his eyes, he looked 

at these spirits prey Spirit of Darkness, the mob of demons, his black and red. "Why?" He shouted. They replied: "Alas !, for 

having defiled Gods and men to the gods, giving teacher atheism, slandering them, showing them vicious like us, men, 

deifying their vices,"

I was there for a well settled antinomy, cut to the chase, the first class of Pythagoras, one hand, Orfeo prophet and 

the divine Word holy veiled in his heavenly Majesty on the other hand, human chatter in the prestigious nudity all his art 

borrowed the sacred art, its pantheism where everything is God except God himself. its Theosophism where everything is 

divinely true, but truth, Hamath, the Seal of the Eternal Word and Himself.

Orphism, a thousand years before Pythagoras was, in Europe, one of the supreme efforts of the Alliance Templar 

against the invasion of the Asian Revolution, its rhetoric, its sophists, their exploiters, their supplanters political and slavers . 

At the time of Moses and arreo, Crete of the hundred cities had been reafiliada the Holy Alliance Manu Temple and 

Menes. The Curetes were a priestly mission of Kouros Hindus celebrated in poems. The Minoa Mine had seen them renew 

one of the Gordian knots, symbols of Orcs and Orcus Orphic, the oath of allegiance in God, philosophy and politics easily cut 

them these sacred knots, unfortunately for the people: Only religion you can remake them for peace.

These names: Minoa, Minos, Menes, manu, meaning in the language of Bereshith: Na-noah, Rule, Noah Orthodoxy. 

During this time, the O-Ripheus, the Ribhou of Vedanta, the son of the Sarmatian kings of Thrace: arreo, renewed the same 

period in the Slav sanctuary and Pelasgus of Delphi. Egyptian Daliph is the Dalipha Sanskrit. Devanagari, Dalapha or Dalapa 

expresses one of these holy places, neutralized, and one of those sacred treasures of the Alliance. The same observation for 

Dodona, one of the Vedic Dyomnas Danú and Dodonim Moses.

Great Soberania Noaquides, renewing the Adamic, has sown his priestly Dalaphas similar march from one end to 

another planet. 

In Europe there were siringos of this genre from the Caucasus to the Pyrenees, and the catalog of these underground 

libraries was possessed not only by the Sovereign Pontiffs metropolitan. The



Colchis also had its Dalipha, which led to the Orphic expedition of the Argonauts. The latter name refers to one of the ancient 

times of the Alliance called Arga or Arka. Its supervisory board was called Argus, dog Bread, Phanes and the Great Pan.

Orpheus, then, had ordered him to be, in Europe, the modernizer of Amfictionía Celto-Slav and Pelasgian, datante of 

Krishna, with respect to the worship of the gods, the Devas, the Alhim, fruit pagan of Asian bourgeoisies revolution. 

Behind this neo-Concordat, he had safeguarded the old orthodoxy of the OSI-oi, from which the pontiffs of Delphi 

retained, however, the holy name. There was also linked to the sacred peace in Colchis, in Greece, in Tauride, in Italy, and 

even Spain and Gaul, the revolutionary invaders, content from one century on Europe, on the eastern dike of the Magi and 

then of the kings of Persia. His teachings, recorded in the deva language, and then Doric on copper plates were in each 

central city, guarded by indigenous families, even in Athens still enjoyed great privileges in times of Pythagoras. A fortiori, 

these customs persisted in Greece and Italy.

The work destroyed Orpheus was, as we said, reconstituted by Pythagoras, who, to better seal the impersonality of 

his thought, submission of his own reason to the Supreme Reason, disdaining collect the easy laurels of the Ionians, did not 

write or destroyed his own works, not to trust the essence of them more than the memory of his followers. This disdain of all 

doctrine, of all individual successes, brought together many other signs, makes a unique Greek Pythagoras; he approaches 

patriarchal priests away as much as philosophers.

This way to understand him is Christian, true, we have developed our first "Mission". 

II 

Successors of Pythagoras - The Golden Verses Successors of Pythagoras - The Golden Verses 

Manuscripts bought by Plato. - The Pythagoreans pursued. - Lysis and golden verses. - The Great Pan -. The three Creeds. - The Oath of Orco and triple 

certainty. - Foundation of universal welfare state.

Not having left Pythagoras, for reasons of up here and perhaps by others, it imposed them by templarias Initiations 

other documentation that increasingly some memory of his disciples, his Higher education remains in reserve under a 

unpenetrated veil but not impenetrable . 

Plato bought three manuscripts have happily escaped the cruel discipline. Sophocles' Oedipus and worthy of a 

sphinx such, the author of the Timaeus is therefore both date and rank, the first commentators of the notes themselves, if not 

the summaries of Pythagoras.

The title's friend Archytas and Timaeus Lacres gives his admirable dialogue, indicating their affiliation. In the 

circumstances, the Order had no doubt what Plato became more evident, as a follower of Pythagoras. Independent support 

were necessary to this Order; the envious bourgeoisie that he had decimated and scattered aborreciéndole continued as a 

threat to their encroachments. She was behind it and its founder, the sacred Synthesis resurrected by the royal son of 

Oeagrus whom Pythagoras, with respect to Europe, meant, like all the rest, his cosmological theology that has sent us the 

Timaeus.



Among the fragmentary remains of the teachings of the Italian School, one of the best known is certainly the Golden Among the fragmentary remains of the teachings of the Italian School, one of the best known is certainly the Golden 

Verses, which were written by Lysis in the V century BC, and formulated esotericism, primary education of semi-Orphic Order Verses, which were written by Lysis in the V century BC, and formulated esotericism, primary education of semi-Orphic Order 

of the Pythagoreans dispersed. 

These verses, indeed, are the catechism of the Great Pan, but not of pantheism. Bread is one of the cosmic names 

of the Word, the cosmic Pastor of the Stars, of the Powers that guide of the souls who inhabit them. This word comes from the 

Sanskrit Pana, the Tutelar. This symbol also expresses, from the point of view Earth, the Universal Alliance of temples in this 

same Word, which means Argus Surveillance. The foregoing clarifies what will follow.

The first two verses are a creed, and this credo, in their opposition to the terms, it is analogous to the two hierograms 

of Moses ALHIM, the Gods or the powers of God, and IHOH, the absolute Being. And while Egyptian Epopte says: "Hear, O 

Israel, God thy gods, the absolute Being One", arreo disciple of Moses, renovator arreo Pythagoras, Pythagorean Lysis 

redactorde say:

Render legal homage to the gods of the nations. 

And keeps his oath to their rightful God.

All ancient cults derive, in fact, more or less accurately, from one source one and universal: the primordial 

Revelation, Protosíntesis or Christian religion of the Patriarchs: "religio vera" says St. Augustine, and this climactic fact, key 

dome of Science of comparative religion, mine all anti-Christian systems that govern today the two levels of the classical 

teachings and its consequence: the Higher Studies.

In the Empire of the Patriarchs, before Krishna, the act of faith was, "Om, Sas, Tat, IShOua-Ra, Hamo!" - Om, Sas, 

Tat; in Ieshu-Rey, Gloria! He is glorifying the Word of that sort, under the name according to the Alliance. After Krishna he 

was: "Om, Sas, Tat, BRA-Ma, Hamo!" Ishva expressed the existing being by himself, BRA-H-Ma expressed his reflection in 

the waves of Time boundless creative energy at work in the substance and livelihoods of beings.

Reading the first Slokas of Manava-Dharma-Sastra, it is understood that the foregoing is your key. Thus, in effect, 

that Vyasa Krishna, to consolidate the Laws of Manu stated the sonship of Hindu Deutosintesis, that of Noah, Ma-noah, the 

Protosíntesis of the first Patriarchs, the Universal, the Adamic of Hedén the Christian-Catholic.

Fifteen hundred years after Krishna, eight years after A-BRA-ham, Moses, doing everything back to the primordial 

Unity, subordinating the ALHIM, not BRA-H-Ma, but BRAShITh, the Word of genesiaca Héxada: "BRA BRA-shith ALHIM" and 

IHOH name is not pronounced than in compliance with the seventh cosmic 10M. The credo imposed by the pariahs 

indo-Egyptians, making a shemático people is: "SheMWa IShRAL IHOH ALHI (M) -NO, IHOH AHD!." - Hear, Israel! God thy 

gods; Absolute Being, One.

For the Jew, not Moses, not to the prophets, Israel is alone; for the sons of Japheth, it is humanity as a Zodiac or 

universal Agency. In Veda, Israel read the European investment is Rashi, the Zodiac; Monolítero L is the symbol of Indra, the 

deified astral Heaven.  

After Moses, Pythagoras and Lysis. 

Different ethnic cults emerged from the universal religion remembered more than the best, and in his thirtieth year 

only; as we have seen for Epopte Samien, the terrible revelation of the invisible, the reintegration of human existence in the 

absolute life, and in this state of rapture so little known of modern Europeans as the validity of all other religious mysteries. 

Even in initiations more or less than the three branches of the Deutosíntesis, the twice-born of the Gospel, the Dwija of 

patriarchal Thorahs, referring to the other world at the following three fundamental certainties: the existence of God, his Word 

and of its powers; the Immortality, in other words of human existence; and finally his



Responsibility before the Tribunal of this same Word and the same Powers: The Osiris the Egyptian priests said Amenti; the 

Mahadeva Ishvara, said the Aryan priests. It is in this great judgment in the name of which is enclosed that of Jesus, who, 

during his double birth, the Initiate lent Oath: the Orcs, the Orcus of the Orphic, of Greece and the patriarchal Italy. And this 

name, Orcus also appointed the great Judge, the Lord of Vedic Triloka.

It's about triple certainty above, which was founded the first universal welfare state, and every time has been 

attempted or intended to withdraw this triple sacred base, has returned or will return to the Spirit of the Beast, his law of war 

and anarchy and all the punishments of the invisible world. 

Lysis has continued to register this bows in her second verse, which brought together the former, explains, "It 

respects the diversity of the Cults, power and the role of Nome, and be faithful to the Orcs, ie the one universal religion you 

received your oath. " 

III 

The false old and modern Pythagoras The three mental Races 

The golden verses inclined to pantheism. - The main commentators Lysis. - The three conclusions: the three mental Races and its relations 

with Christianity. - Eclecticism Alejandrino. - Hierocles. - concordat Theologians. - Dacier. - Neo-Paganism. - Giordano Bruno. - Fabre d'Olivet. - 

Reservations about the latest Golden Verses. - Empedocles. - The pure white. - hazards resulting from the commitment to Paganism.

Despite this reserve of prime importance. but it was accessible only to the mentalities of only two degrees higher, the 

verses of Lysis, by the fact this desired level, but dangerous. primary, could not help but drag a pagan philosophism of 

pantheistic tendencies, who made him his philosophical and religious code.

This is what happened to most of its commentators. to most of those who say, and good faith can believe, true 

Pythagoreans.

These commentators need to retain three, Hierocles, Dacier, Fabre d'Olivet; for none better than they can clearly see 

this derivation of the true doctrine of Pythagoras: the universal Christianity and eternal towards Paganism, and synthesize 

more accurately for fervent of pagan studies, three conclusions that involve these studies with respect to Christianity and 

Christianity, which are:

1st. Conclusion: Eclectic. Marco Aurelio type: 2nd. Conclusion: the 

Concordat, Constantino type: 3rd. Conclusion: pure, Julian the 

Apostate type Pagana.

These features are not intended to facilitate but the discernment of spirits corresponding races. To make us 

understand better, call Paganism black, white to theological Christianity, inseparable from his true form is Catholicism. 

Consequently Dama

Eclectic mulatta the black race, cuarterona the Concordat, to pure Pagana oars: Nigra sed pulchra. naturally. Well, if Eclectic mulatta the black race, cuarterona the Concordat, to pure Pagana oars: Nigra sed pulchra. naturally. Well, if Eclectic mulatta the black race, cuarterona the Concordat, to pure Pagana oars: Nigra sed pulchra. naturally. Well, if 

we booked as Pythagoras, our faith to a fourth, the all-white evening that Wisdom itself is more reason to cover the three 

Graces flowers that refuse to apple.

These three conclusions we are not interested only in its relations with Christianity. From this point of view the type of 

the first is Marcus Aurelius. It is the liberalism of M. Prudhomme: it is good to rely on bayonets, but it is wrong to settle in 

them. This is no less liberal  





persecutor of them, on behalf of the teacher Raz6n the Empire, and on behalf of Reason of State. But times have changed 

since Constantine. Bayonets then pass slowly to Christianity, and philosophy hides the nails, because bishops vigorously 

defend claws show the faithful.

The second conclusi6n deserves the name of Concordat between the theological autonomy and this same 

philosophy. On one side and another it is that the claws back in, left to go out from time to time, depending on policy directions 

are operated by the right wing or the left flank.

The third conclusion is that of Julian the Apostate; in the left flank. This fine Parisian character during his life, 

because he said my face Lutetia, has taken a considerable part in the Encyclopedia of the eighteenth century and its friendly 

political and anti-social consequences.

Back to the first one, the Eclectic aIejandrina-turned fifteen centuries ago, it was revised and corrected by an 

admirable professor of philosophy official: Hierocles. This is not at bottom the Imperial Roman fretwork, the raz6n teacher of 

philosophers who handcuff reason of state to the Pantheon and even the Santa Sophia, from Augustus to the Augústulos. 

More or less impregnated, knowingly or not, twice before and after the Incarnation Christianity, know the divine essence and 

the human reach, believing power is delete, be subordinate to their judgment and their methods.

Named to pacify a terrible pagan school and church civil war, Hierocles is worthy of the choice of the Byzantine 

emperor. It feels, in the sweet beauty and depth of his teachings, that the concordat period will be born. It is an Orphic 

theologian like all Pythagoreans. It is not a philosopher in the ordinary sense of the word. Pythagoras certainly remains after 

Orfeo, the largest unitary Slav polytheism and Pelasgian, after Greek and Roman has ever produced; but since the founding 

of the Academy to Hierocles, the trend of the initial pitagorismo is found again more so than individual systems founded 

increasingly their bands, forming a final ecstatic glory to the setting of the moon doxia Temple . We can continue with the 

thought to Hierocles in Alexandria, in the Bruchium who had survived the destruction of the Serapeum. The traditions of 

Pythagoras are there scattered over forty authors and sixty volumes. Hypatia's successor, after a long interregnum that ended 

the death of St. Cyril, the elegant master, white-haired as his robe, plus friends had by all these countless books stacked shelf 

on shelf. In such a soul, in a similar intelligence, all these more or less contradictory including treasures are sought, by a sort 

of attraction towards the lost unity, to the perfect chord Lira. Many meditations on this man for nearly half a century; how many 

mysterious dialogues with members of the League of philosophers and priests of the gods hopelessly defeated by the Church,

Alas !, degenerates mysteries of his time had not given him a real epiphany, as they had so many Christians still, 

without which Pythagoras had told him: Go Jesus! but I knew how to keep meat on the profanes a simple and very real 

majesty of teaching. A shadow, not just an expression, but a movement indicator soul of a grudge either against the triumph of 

Christianity: as Pythagorean does not grieve at all the defeat of Paganism, unlike, perhaps, and with all your soul which is in 

Hellenism, he kisses the cross if it had been planted on Mount Olympus and not on Golgotha.

Darkness pile up more and more, and from all horizons the deluge of Barbarians coming to immerse civilization, 

decadent daughter of a mother for the beautiful and pure contrast, immortalized by the sacred books of all peoples. Thus the 

will of Hierocles is not only lead to the ancestral Unit Pythagoras anarchy of teaching and harmonized from Plotinus, but to 

rival the Gospel this ideal Hellenism and become religious again, and do survive bright despite this Light of lights .



He wants his lovely Feba is the older sister of this dazzling Apollo, and that his last smile, illuminating saw all 

generations to come, kneel intelligence before the last of the rarest glories of their race. That is why your comments, 

unknowingly made alive by the Evangelists and the Fathers have an accent goodbye, one last breath majesty of national soul 

surrendered to the Soul of Humanity. It is a social legacy of the hands of Phidias rises to the incomparable Testament of 

Jesus Christ NS; something beautiful, piously collected, almost divine; a sort of Testament too, a transfigured Hélade, 

artistically placed in his immortal point perspective with Orfeo by Moses, Elijah Pythagoras, Lysis by Elisha.

It is with this noble race of spirits, so well represented by Hierocles, the second is neoconcordataria, particularly 

since 1648; but dominated scientifically with the invincible power of its reserves and its Principle. The second race is the 

Thomist, then the opportunist Loyola, the luteriana of the Augsburg Confession, the Calvinist, through national Orthodoxies 

fretwork and others, and the Anglican, which classify as sisters and as raw from the Roman Church since this view of 

common interests.

In his modest role of translator, Dacier represents very good second race with dignity, and has much more 

importance than they would believe his lack of character, humility, and especially his poor clothing. What a garment bag !, 

which frayed endless periods, what style! ... yes, but what a beautiful Christian conscience and in this poor light flashlight 

Academy honored. It has been said of him and his wife who was the marriage of Greek and Latin, marriage of love and how 

prolific! Dacier is the father Gigogne (*) translations. A whole cloud of scholars have worked there with espiocha without 

exhausting.

But there is more than this in the work at hand. Apart from his erudition always so wise, aside from its real value 

philologist and Scholiast, he is passionate in the cold. How loves his Hierocles, knows how to add, without having the air of 

that, precious stones his rosary! How serious his Christian studies, his admiration for comments Hierocles did you never 

forget! Unobtrusive care has to prevent the studious youth against derailment dragging everywhere teachers and learners. 

That is why in his notes are, scattered, their own conclusions leading the pagan Renaissance to patriotic Renaissance, the 

right point of the Concordat.

It keeps well in this, fooling with historical time. Does not regulate his pocket watch with stars of scholasticism, nor 

the moon Suma. You will, if not theological Sun, at least of his worshipers, after the Apostles, they were more closely. It is a 

good Catholic, a Christian elementary honest religious teaching, Catequizaci6n. This degree of religious instrucci6n is purely 

theological; but the other two are of the same nature: the secondary grade and higher grade missing from Constantine.

This was also true sagacity, since the fourteenth century, one of the merits of Petrarch. No doubt St. Thomas 

Aquinas remains, rightly, the master theologian of the clergy; but does not require less instruction, to defend himself, the 

Grand Master himself, St. Augustine, that, of all parents, whose understanding is the most pr6xima the Supreme Master, the 

Word Creator and the Incarnate Word, the double Christianity before and after the Encarnaci6n. But what a difference 

between the faith of Dacier and Petrarch! Petrarca is the loyalty of Catholics love Letrados the pagan intellect, giving his 

reason and reserving all his heart to Christian sentiment. It is adultery least the last act. Dacier, on the contrary, much 

stronger in its twice pagan and Christian scholarship, no reason to pound his whole attraction of philosophy. Moreover, the 

monomania of glory, atavism, the necropolitano patriotism of the Republic and the Roman Empire, triggering

*
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deaf possession of pagan love of self and all instincts, they are rejected without effort, and not enough good .the moral Dacier. 

As we have never had the widespread vocation to fly to the aid of winners, we take the honor to add that the 

conclusion to be closer to the Queen of the Intelligences, the immaculate Perfect, is the noble defeated today: the 

Concmdataria, in mental and governmental sense. Pagan's head if, behold their atavistic weakness, they lack classical, and it 

only reminds his two sisters Atridas of which has nothing but the tiny black crescent on white Pearly nails. But it is Christian by 

the heart, and that is enough to be sure that this living fire will change again in cerebral divine light.

Moreover, this time while a priest, she is the sole repository of holy tradition and promise. As such, she is the mother 

forever venerable of all Christians, safeguarding Christianity and pagan Europe today is no more all that should, all you have 

to still receive it.

In Fabre d'Olivet, finally, we have the classic anti-Christianity, the pontificating secularity of philosophers and 

lawyers, who opposed the Greco-Latin secondary and higher education courses, primary religious teaching catechism, pagan 

philosophy, theology of the concordat. 

Is already blunting this race, which is very typical in the person of Fabre d'Olivet, the Neopythagorean eighteenth century between the unclean apostolic 

secretaries of those who speak elsewhere, exploiting the Papacy in the first half of the century XIV . Its modern truest type is the Pythagorean poor Giordano Bruno, 

unarmed Catholicism by humanism, to fall first in Protestantism, then bounce out of Christianity revelation to finally throw the Pythagoreans head. It was given to 

Pythagoras, a bonfire, when a shower and some good words would have been enough to lead to Jesus Christ. As for Fabre d'Olivet, he stabbed himself. It is not in vain 

renounces Christianity: and this kind of humanism is that of Julian the Apostate, a truly infernal possession. Fabre d'Olivet suffered this possession: but has this curious 

among other things: that deliberately raises the altar against altar. It is the most systematic spirit of Franc-Masonry then surpassing a hundred cubits to today. Among 

the secular scholarship pontiffs taking a tiara, they could cite many and not the least: Court of Gébelin, Boulanger, Dupuis, Volney; in Germany, Schelling and many 

others, friends Lysis commentator. Do not forget the Reveillere-Lepeaux, the famous teofante, the famous teofilántropo and nobody knows today, and also pontificated, 

with sleepwalkers by Pytias. He is surpassing a hundred cubits to today. Among the secular scholarship pontiffs taking a tiara, they could cite many and not the least: 

Court of Gébelin, Boulanger, Dupuis, Volney; in Germany, Schelling and many others, friends Lysis commentator. Do not forget the Reveillere-Lepeaux, the famous 

teofante, the famous teofilántropo and nobody knows today, and also pontificated, with sleepwalkers by Pytias. He is surpassing a hundred cubits to today. Among the 

secular scholarship pontiffs taking a tiara, they could cite many and not the least: Court of Gébelin, Boulanger, Dupuis, Volney; in Germany, Schelling and many others, 

friends Lysis commentator. Do not forget the Reveillere-Lepeaux, the famous teofante, the famous teofilántropo and nobody knows today, and also pontificated, with 

sleepwalkers by Pytias.

It is true that Fabre d'Olivet founded a neo-Greek cult of this kind, which fortunately did not survive him. As he died in 

1824, and I was born in 1842, I would be hard to talk about it directly, and the only person he could talk to me about it 

knowingly, sadly watched this subject. But a manuscript that has been communicated to me by M. Rosen, in 1885, proves to 

me that is rendering service to the memory of this great classic. leave your worship where there is, in the dungeons of history. 

This does not remove anything besides the value of their comments, beautiful and mosaic dating where we presented as a 

novelty his unchristian completion of secondary and higher education patient.

Before leaving Lysis, we must make the most express reservations on the occasion of the last lines of the Golden 

Verses, which considered the intellectual Superman, dear to the pagan mentality, philosophical Homunculus that the honors 

of deification is self-administered. Iamblichus, documented in a very different way than we are today, charitably warns us that 

this apotheosis is Empedocles. This illustrious philosopher, let us say filómano, Nietzsche is the fifteenth century before ours. 

The Brotherhood, finding too incriminating, he had quietly entered the door. But, no doubt believing that the day of glory had 

arrived, he continued to stand outdoors. Ridiculously wearing a purple robe, loose hair, the crown



head as the Pythia, sang in the streets his own divinity, involuntarily verses that evoke the goddess Reason Cantatas and 

Teofilántropos, in the cathedral of Paris. 

Within the Immortals, he becomes a God yourself. 

! Nothing less ... municipal councilor, deputy, senator, minister, prime minister, president, mannequin in Palacios, 

statue in the crossway, all at the expense of the social economy, still pass; but, God! ... This sort of Greeks, prototypes of our 

Jourdains and his professor of philosophy, did not doubt anything, and themselves unless anything else.

But, how was far from the thought of Pythagoras and his character mania of these Greeks by foreign glory, his 

pursuit of opinion, and his taste for medrar! 

To sum it up, raise minor questions about our thinking about the three races, there we need to add this: all our faith, 

we have said and we repeat yet, it will, above-colored pure white, the autonomous theologal , exclusive of any mixture; but the 

second, the Concordat Theologica, not the less our respect. What we criticize, in Christian theology, is all flirtation with pagan 

sinalagmático commitment with the black-white more or less mitigated. We must never forget that this is antisocial, 

mediócrata, supplanting, slaver. When offered the goods of this world, or rather their world, it is always compulsory but not 

free. Caboteador, but also, alas !, Farsante (*) of patriarchal antiquity, no never gives more than altered. It is his philosophical 

and politicio peddler. His mental state government always has one behind his head and nothing of Orthodoxy: Roman or 

Greek Republic, Roman or Byzantine Cesarismo with teacher Reason and Reason of State; always, in any case, antisocial. 

Its sovereignty be left to survive a little sentimental Christianity in the heart; but expels all Christianity brain. Now, is this 

connected to the other, the only one that can lead to mastery of today's world and put back to black in its range.

The black is Mephistopheles, Faust is because only his Punchinello. The concordat, even mentally, is the scene of 

jewels, whatever their meddlesome music. We want to be tenderly respectful for that of the three classic thanks to which we 

love, without hating the other, which we also would like to convert. But we have not stopped Margarita ignore these renovated 

fates of Constantine the Great stories always end with Fulanos deplorably anyone. It is the sacerdotal adultery severely say 

the Prophets Jewish leaders-turned concordat Theologians. Race result has been worth us like Esdrás his Judea, as Jehovah 

blows, among which are Islam and the Mongols, but they do not ask to restart your Sabbat more beautiful and stronger than blows, among which are Islam and the Mongols, but they do not ask to restart your Sabbat more beautiful and stronger than blows, among which are Islam and the Mongols, but they do not ask to restart your Sabbat more beautiful and stronger than 

ever. But these moxas, these tips iron and fire, they are beneficent compared to past, present and future interior evils to 

Christianity caused by the unpredictability of the same race.

Does it happen so because she's a priest? Yes! hawking black-white. We say: it is not enough!

Is it because she is theologal? Yes! Demons snarl of Julian the Apostate. We say so because it happens is 

Theologica Concordat.

*
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CHAPTER THREE 

SPIRITUAL DEATH

The Renaissance and the Triumph of Paganism by modern Humanism 

Birth of Humanism in the fourteenth century. - His spirit. - Its action on Christian social state. - Its consequences.

- Papas and teacher at the Humanist Church. - Dangers of pagan studies. - Utility catechization. - The clergy could avoid danger; its underbelly. - The 

pagan Renaissance fearlessly welcomed by the regulars. - Pagan Studies and Instruction. - infernal Hatching between Letrados the Renaissance. 

Apostolic Secretaries: Petrarch, Boccaccio, Salutati Coluccio, Pogge, Laurent Valla, l'Aretin, etc. - His influence over the following centuries. - Pagan 

Result Humanismo; it is unavoidable? Who has done this? - The Popes. Should they receive the East? - True Humanism. - The two spirits of history - 

Acts and Laws. - Principle of Sociology; your password. - Regulatory Laws of Humanism. - The three social orders, and three levels of education.

It is in the fourteenth century, the Papal Court, born Humanism. From Italy to France, and after Avignon to Rome, 

advocated by secular Letrados who anticipated and, exploiting and making it held temporal and spiritual princes, the 

Renaissance was surprised, dazed, bribing the teacher Church's highest human representation : Popes and Cardinals.

What Renaissance? For there are two of them: the form and substance, the flesh and the Spirit. The Spirit, and this 

spirit is deadly to all synthetic and living, religious and social status. Dama is mental and governmental pagan reason. 

Originally, in his egg, is, as we have said, the individual reason being elevated only in principle, Law, Criteria of the human 

spirit; and the last is the devil without the first. Is the Soudra semiletrada, renegade, who dismembered the Church and the 

social status of the Patriarchs, five thousand years ago; is the modern Soudra Apostate who killed more than a century, the 

true middle class, and the social economy of our nation.

She also dismembered the Church and the States General of NS Jesus Christ; therefore, at all times, his departure 

is the same: Upset everything to occupy all; be the illegitimate intermediary, parasitic of all public Economy to subjugate his 

venal voracity. His real name is anarchy, individualism, envy and Cupídez, to the collective madness of murder and pittance. 

His thought always comes from the belly, even when it has the air flow from the brain. Mark everything with this sign that 

makes ventrípeto to be recognized everywhere and in all things. Cogitating to the stomach, he acts with the colon, and 

everything she touches usurps and is almost irretrievably tainted: Education, Justice, Economy; Faith, laws, customs; 

Science, Art, Life. human monster,

Is the Lady "Take off you there, I put me" Mrs. "Cut off the head" if necessary; Mrs. "Banasta" forever, but only for 

her and her side.

This mother of all cracs, and the seven deadly sins, not because Eve, but the Lilith of the human spirit. Is Madame This mother of all cracs, and the seven deadly sins, not because Eve, but the Lilith of the human spirit. Is Madame This mother of all cracs, and the seven deadly sins, not because Eve, but the Lilith of the human spirit. Is Madame 

Jourdain, crazy by the Serpent, his professor of logic, and killing her for her brave man husband who had done baroness and 

General arrendataria, like so many other things. After aneado the cloth with a false measure, submits all at the same fraud, 

everything, even the Tabores and Calvarios; Exegesis calls this his; and is done with it perks at our expense. Today his 

instruction clericalism cost us many thousands per year, as the clergy in ten centuries.

According to the times, it is the knitter, and then golosa guillotine. This was his dream thus becomes princess of the 

blood in his own way. This mentality starts and ends by two pronouns; its



Understanding signature: Me and her will I, with the English capital. Pickpocket born, always squints into a purse either, and 

escamotearlo, is entitled, under the circumstances: atheistic, f1iósofa, philanthropist, theosophist, teofilántropa, Concordat 

humanist, everything you want, except Christian. It abhors the relics of the saints, consecrated altars and, since he sees a 

crucifix, possessed of the worst demons, froths. Just throw one in Monte Pelado and the response of the central fire is not 

over.

Babylonian Revolution, which triggered a second flood of blood and mud, had granted the honors, not only imperial 

but divine, under the name of Lady Nemrod: the reason of the strongest. Without Moses to reconstituted, she had annihilated 

the will of the patriarchs, then, howling against the Word Creator, and shouted: "Death to the infamous"

The anti-French Revolution, his, return of Rome, has also made it a blood red idol, throwing the same blasphemy, 

but against the Word in all its aspects: Creator Incarnate, risen, Pontiff and King of eternal life. In the person of a prostitute, 

philosophical Carmagnole has settled on the high altar of Notre Dame, under the name of Goddess of Reason, as in Babylon.

Luther, as a man of the North, had kept more restraint and moderation. He had been limited to preparing this 

apotheosis saying, "Every man is born endowed with reason interpreter of Scripture." The interpretation of the harpy has been 

to settle on Scripture and on Luther.

This reason is because last word: Sit pro ratione voluntas! Mea, entendámonos good! It is the facineroso of classical This reason is because last word: Sit pro ratione voluntas! Mea, entendámonos good! It is the facineroso of classical This reason is because last word: Sit pro ratione voluntas! Mea, entendámonos good! It is the facineroso of classical 

studies. Hence their oyster shells outlawing all pearl his odious ostracism, this infernal lift convicted, necropolitanos patriots, 

fanatics, pagan, rancorous in espadrilles or cothurni mediócratas, rastacueros of Rome and Athens, sophists of Agora, 

rhetoricians Forum, that pagan its electoral clientele news circuses at their expense, taking Panem in the form of taxes. Hence rhetoricians Forum, that pagan its electoral clientele news circuses at their expense, taking Panem in the form of taxes. Hence rhetoricians Forum, that pagan its electoral clientele news circuses at their expense, taking Panem in the form of taxes. Hence rhetoricians Forum, that pagan its electoral clientele news circuses at their expense, taking Panem in the form of taxes. Hence rhetoricians Forum, that pagan its electoral clientele news circuses at their expense, taking Panem in the form of taxes. Hence 

all those raped and empty monasteries, schools and gutted all those widows, all these sacred asylums desecrated and 

deserted. Hence, this crowd unfortunate and countless exiles, women and men, celestial sisters of the poor people, Angeles 

true democracy, religious of all orders, which breathed this West the militant spirit of Christian life, responsibility of large to 

small, discipline always pays to the dedication, sacrifice of self. "they move abroad episcopal Church of France, and his last 

faithful in this execrable expatriation expelling back with them the soul of this body national. No longer will soon leave there to 

guide her, rather than the Legion of Satan that has already possessed. Believe in vain and escape the terrible punishment 

that awaits her; but the social war, and in times of pagan Rome, the devours because its policy is triggered, as it opens the 

door to foreign invasion.

The bad reason is indeed at the same time, ill will, that will never have peace, neither inside nor outside. Will not ever 

because it leaves no one, from Cain to the Tower of Babel, from the Sabbat philosophical and political of the Greeks and because it leaves no one, from Cain to the Tower of Babel, from the Sabbat philosophical and political of the Greeks and because it leaves no one, from Cain to the Tower of Babel, from the Sabbat philosophical and political of the Greeks and 

Romans slavers until the encyclopedia and the anarchy of the current teachings. 

How, then, they have been led Popes and Cardinals to dizzying abyss from which we play today the background? His 

Holiness saw no evil; his faith believed that of the secular world as solid as yours; many others no less noble motives encouraged 

them.

Admittedly, moreover, that their pagan studies offered a much lower risk for the Clergy for the Clergy, on the basis of 

signed in 313, under the name of scholastic theology intellectual Concordat. This bilateral treaty was certainly not perfection. 

Let survive the allied paganism of Christianity: the Christian teaching on the one hand, pagan philosophy on the other. 

Theologal he demeaned him; instituting an inevitable confusion between the races, and this is why we see the Concordat 

perpetually tend toward Pagan; But as it was, he maintained and still maintains a mental discipline that fixed by the primary 

and secondary catechization theology. A) Yes



then, and we repeat, it is this Concordat race that, despite its imperfections faintness is still going all our respect. 

These studies might even have not resulted danger for the Clergy, under the condition that the Secular rec1utase in 

the Regular entire teacher Church, Episcopal, and remojase periodically in a bath of life intellectual, moral and spiritual, 

absolutely pure all mundane mixture. Under these conditions medium, the priest of Our Lord Jesus Christ had to defend their 

rule, all direct and indirect weapons of the Gospel: a strong Christian education insurer invulnerability heart and life; a 

powerful not only theological, but theological and scientific instruction, drenching intelligence and making it all sovereign 

synthetic analysis; mutual and hierarchical control coenobitic charity; the discipline; no constriction, but voluntary obedience, 

the Fiat voluntas tua in everything; economic, territorial and chattel independence from all political and civil power; security of the Fiat voluntas tua in everything; economic, territorial and chattel independence from all political and civil power; security of the Fiat voluntas tua in everything; economic, territorial and chattel independence from all political and civil power; security of 

living away from the individual all suggestions belly; renouncement to the world of Being rejecting all requests of the senses, 

all the opinion and thrive.

Orders Greek and Latin, nurseries secular clergy, gathered most of these conditions; but they offered all double 

weak, academic and social point. The first was because theology, mental concordat Interpretation, between objective 

theological, and Philosophy opinion of the Gentiles, individual reason and metaphysics and dialectic subjectivity. This was the 

first vulnerable side, tilting the priestly understanding to settle for the pagan mentality, instead of subjecting all things to the 

invincible Christian intelligentsia, armed as we shall show elsewhere, the two objective criteria of sacred Tradition: Life and 

Science. All this was remediable and remedies are currently: Science stripped of all philosophical interpretation,

From the social point of view, it ie the application of the Tradition to the collective goodwill. He lacked certainty with 

respect to organic conditions of the political state and the welfare state; where the tendency to suffer with this, completely 

made notions. those of the slaveholders pagans.

These two gaps arising from one another, and the first corrective necessarily imply the second. Apart from that, the 

Greek and Latin orders, while regular nurseries Episcopal clergy. They performed far beyond what Pythagoras had vainly tried 

to reform the Paganism. after consulting all the patriarchal tradition.

Thus we see, from the fourteenth century, the Regulars whose heads have the rank of bishops and teacher are part 

of the Church, and with them the hierarchy of the secular princes of the church. fearlessly embrace the pagan Renaissance, 

and encourage intelligence with a liberality and munificence unrivaled hospitality.

It is Benedict XII who, in 1335, appointed Petrarca, the true godfather of Renaissance and Humanism, canon of 

Lombez; is Clement VI who confides this same Petrarca embassy of Naples in 1343, who made him in 1346 prothonotary and 

apostolic secretary, later archdeacon of Parma in 1348, and finally canon of Padua in 1349. Innocent VI, rather than a spirit 

more Clement VI austere than his predecessor, Zanobi appointed apostolic secretary. Urban V continues the same traditions, 

and under his reign, we note among the secretaries, the humanists Coluccio Salutati, and Francesco Bruni, whose nephew 

Leonardo says l'Aretin, was apostolic secretary, department head, in a way, the papal chancery at the beginning of the 

fifteenth century.

Under Martin V, who returned from A vignon to Rome, Pogge is the head of the College of Secretaries. Academy 

lucky that contained only humanists. At this school, Christians, as Ambrose Traversari, the Camaldolese, Maffeo Vegio, 

rubbed shoulders with rotten pagan and l'vices like Poggt Aretin, Beccadelli the Panormita and Filelfo.

Finally, with Nicholas V, the Renaissance takes so to speak possession of the papal throne. Pious and devout, 

distributed, without distinction, his favors to all humanists, both pagan



and Christians. Da, Theodore Gaza, the chair of Greek language and philosophy at the Roman University. Under his reign, 

Marsilio Ficino is the oracle of the Academy of Florence, and under his inspiration Gianozzo Manetti trilingual undertakes 

scholarly edition of the Bible, under the direct text.

We could not, without extending indefinitely this study, list all members of the Sacred College who, drawn by the 

example of the Popes, became interested in the movement of the Renaissance. Among the highlights, we quote: Louis 

Alaman, archbishop of Arles; Nicholas Albergati, Bishop of Bologna; Hugues Lusignan; Prospero Colonna; Dominican 

Capranica; Julian Cesarini.

It is Cesarini who discovers and protects this humanist destined to become a glory of the Church and Letters: 

German Nicholas of Cusa. It is the cardinal Saintange who, discerning the moral courage and intellectual culture of Bessarion, 

the illustrious Metropolitan of Nicea, fixed in his person Hellenism in Italy, and it is this humanist scholar Cesarini owes his 

cardinal's hat.

Cardinal promoted while Cesarini, Capranica Dominico was, like the latter. providence of students, artists and 

scholars. He built a palace in Rome for poor young people, and there founded thirty scholarships for students in theology and 

literature. It is from this school that distinguished by Capranica who made him his secretary, Aeneas Sylvius Piccolomini left, 

poor but intelligent and energetic, and who became pope under the name Pius II. This same. Santiago also left center 

Ammanati, future cardinal-bishop of Pavia; Agnili and Blondus.

These protectors, these promoters of humanism, we can not forget the Cardinal Pedro Barbo, artist, collector, 

archaeologist, that he built a splendid palace to house its rich collections, and Gérard d'Estouteville related to the kings of 

France, and rivaling with Barbo in luxury and liberality. 

These few quotations will understand what liberality. with what ardor, and with what spirit freed from all fear of 

danger to the understanding and faith of the clergy, the Church launched the Renaissance of pagan studies.

But these same pagan studies, if not a real danger to the clergy, both regular and secular, burst from the beginning, 

as a social danger without example for all instruction, beginning with their teachers, lawyers philosophers and jurists of the 

same gender . 

A weak Christian education, however much stronger than today; a weak religious instruction limited to the primary 

grade, catechizing, and yet much more widespread than today; a relaxed discipline and yet preserved by a series of 

completely broken family and social bodies for a century; a printed hierarchical mutual control even Christian spirit, but 

corrupted and high court, and amid fashion and by the opinion of this Court; concern for the living lower than in our time, 

thanks to corporations and ensuring that individuals were in them; the suggestions of the womb among the laity break with his 

lawyers in order and forcibly passing dilettantism parasitism; solicitations every way by naturalism and the spirit of the world, 

both pagans; thirst seems to thrive; the instinctive abhorrence against all social constraint in this detachment of individual 

Anarchy: such were the environmental conditions in which Paganism was awake and in his own house, under every possible 

way, but infinitely worse than their models, for the spirit imitation exaggerates the flaws and qualities ever.

So, infernal explosion among all scholars of this period, and particularly among the unclean apostolic secretaries. 

The first of these humanists, Petrarch, however remains Christian and strives to reconcile the pagan instruction 

Christian education. Respects the Church and its dogmas, visit the



shrines and tombs of the Apostles and Martyrs, but a friend of Boccaccio and Leontius Pilatus. If St. Augustine is the 

inspiration of his conscience, Cicero and Virgil are his literary masters. Well that very sincerely devout, is the glory disordered 

love that reaches monomania, a vanity without limits that drives him to envy and hate their rivals, and he himself deplores this 

pagan love of popularity, which can not be to correct. Already, since the fourteenth century, the type of Pogge and 

Machiavelli. Antiquarian patriotism makes him salute the triumph of Rienzi, and spread into bitter criticism of the Papacy; 

therefore imbued with political ideas that are found again among most of the Renaissance humanists, dreams of a Rome, 

queen of nations, not as a papal villa, but as a pagan archaic: Roman Republic or universal Empire. Later, Valla and 

Machiavelli likewise denounce the Papacy as an enemy of Rome and Italy.

Paganism not shown yet but timidly Petrarca, type Race Concordat was not going to take to establish itself as the 

undisputed master of Humanism. Since the beginning of the fifteenth century, Coluccio Salutati, the master of Pogge, wrote in 

his Labors of Hercules. his Labors of Hercules. 

that "Heaven 'belongs to the strong men". This was to proclaim that man draws from itself and its efforts to its ultimate end 

and perfection. It was already the pagan numanismo, the fourth mind Raza, the radical negation of Christianity. College of the 

Apostolic Secretaries, matching his steps, developed this thesis: "Human nature is good in itself", and in the next century, 

sharing this optimism, Rabelais writes, speaking of the Thelemistas: "In its rules do not there was more than this clause: do sharing this optimism, Rabelais writes, speaking of the Thelemistas: "In its rules do not there was more than this clause: do 

what you want, because, well educated, conversant in honest companies, well-born people have naturally an instinct, stinger what you want, because, well educated, conversant in honest companies, well-born people have naturally an instinct, stinger 

which pushes them to virtuous deeds. "It is reduced to the satisfaction of all moral instincts. 

Increasingly pagan time, the Renaissance, under the pretext of following nature, gives preference to enjoy all its 

forms. The future favorite of Nicholas V, Laurent Valla, is Epicurean. In 1431, he published his treatise: Of voluptate, where he forms. The future favorite of Nicholas V, Laurent Valla, is Epicurean. In 1431, he published his treatise: Of voluptate, where he forms. The future favorite of Nicholas V, Laurent Valla, is Epicurean. In 1431, he published his treatise: Of voluptate, where he 

says that pleasure is the true good and dedicated, Eugene IV, the De vero bono. which develops the same doctrine: the says that pleasure is the true good and dedicated, Eugene IV, the De vero bono. which develops the same doctrine: the says that pleasure is the true good and dedicated, Eugene IV, the De vero bono. which develops the same doctrine: the 

unbridled enjoyment. 

No wonder then that if such a theory led to the development of this obscene literature, represented in court by so 

many illustrious Popes humanists. For the most remarkable memory, we quote: Leonardo Bruni l'Aretin and Heliogábalo 

speech arguing with the courtesans of Rome on the different fates of voluptuousness; books that apostolic secretaries do their 

delights. Beside, the Panormita writes an infamous book: Hermaphrodite; Pogge published a collection of licentious jokes. delights. Beside, the Panormita writes an infamous book: Hermaphrodite; Pogge published a collection of licentious jokes. delights. Beside, the Panormita writes an infamous book: Hermaphrodite; Pogge published a collection of licentious jokes. 

Under Nicholas V, Aeneas Sylvius Pedro Niceto and Piccolomini, the future Pope Pius II, exchanged correspondence on 

marriage and free union.

Customs of the Secretaries respond to literature: Pogge, who received minor orders, acknowledged fourteen 

bastards. "As a layman," he says, "I have children;. As a deacon, passing women" Filelfo, Porcello, Fence, Pogge again, are 

Sodomites, and when he reproaches Pomponius their ignoble vices, alleges the example of Socrates.

But why remove for longer this mud? Men of letters capable of anything, crápula the human spirit, pornographers, 

pamphleteers, Meistersinger, cupids, conceited, rotten habits, venal and public girls, shameless mancilladores all that is 

worthy of respect, behold what were the apostolic secretaries, pagan Renaissance humanists, representatives of the fourth 

Mental Race; and thanks to them and their successors; This Renaissance Protestantism, the latter to full Apostasy of the 

encyclopedic instruction, the chasm has been drilled deep enough so that the fire of hell out of it all

,his demons. We described elsewhere in this mental possession and antisocial influence on the French Revolution ( one).his demons. We described elsewhere in this mental possession and antisocial influence on the French Revolution ( one).

one See Appendix II. one See Appendix II. 



Such is the pagan mental reason: Agrippina, mother of Nero, or Frinea, sovereign of the Areopagus. And behold 

why, since the Renaissance, the priestly Church, good hen the Gospel, so many mallards as pagan broods s diploma 

graduates by the usurper state of public education. Incubation is Christian, the instruction is pagan and worse than his model, 

jonio Paganism., The Church of the anti-Church, the Sea Pond (*) is the concordat Humanism University leading all ducklings, 

pure water of baptism to salt water of the flood.

Alma mater!... Alma's saying, and Mater even more so after the political, new state Cain has destroyed the social Alma mater!... Alma's saying, and Mater even more so after the political, new state Cain has destroyed the social 

state, Abel, their general states, the people themselves living body, and has enslaved its three branches: Education, Justice 

and public economics.  

This pagan inhumanity whose final judgment continues, is a result of Humanism. Is she a necessary result of it? 

Admit it would be pagan like her. Would ignore the Gospel and their keys, their science, their veiled wisdom, human and 

divine synthesis, religion one and universal. It is there, and there only, which is the supreme sovereignty of all Humanisms; 

and as it is spirit and life, he wants all resurrected, washed in his light, his love purified, transfigured in glory.

What are all ethnic Churches of the Earth, but the spiritual bodies of all peoples killed by pagan Rome, and returned 

to life as so many Lázaros by the Church of Jesus Christ? These glorified bodies are the guardian angels of these nations and 

all his past, present and future history. But woe to those who expel these Angels !, because the demons exorcised reenter 

them worse than before, and they die for their cause.

If the result of Humanism was not fatally pagan, what, then, he has become such? Will, free choice of counsel both 

clergy and Instruction, the latter especially, with full and complete responsibility and punishment of the law in action in Acts, 

and the principle that speaks in these laws.

Can we however rebuking the Roman Pontiffs for opening his arms, his heart, his spirit, his palaces, his treasures, 

our whole Church, its saints and revered brothers of the East, monks and abbots of the Eastern Convents fugitives from 

Byzantium, on which the scimitar the Turks beat down? They had appealed in vain, sued, I begged, pleaded for a Crusade to 

the incorrigible, the anarchic Europe; the feisty, crossed in herself, remained deaf to their voices. How, in these conditions, 

reproaching the Popes have helped the Byzantines to save iron and fire of Muslim sectarian scholars monks who brought 

confusedly, all the convents of the Slavonic-Greek and Ionian land Patriarchs, not only the manuscripts of their pagan 

ancestors, but those of the Fathers of the Church! How do regret these pastors of European peoples have embraced, in the 

same enthusiasm, with the insolent triumph of an anti-Christian and Asian invader, all chronological solidarity of our continent, 

understanding it its Mediterranean idolatry dominated by the Cross!

This cry: Humanism !, how good he was, basically, in this hour of history and the living Spirit of this crisis of shame 

and pain! Santos on these lips lawyers means: Charity. This majestic Latin Church has been, indeed, the sister of charity of 

his noble and unfortunate sister. Oh! These two sisters! In prosperity the beauty lies one rival, jealous of power, even hostile; 

but a bow to adversity, the other takes the cross, His love shines, and will be so from century to century.

This Humanismo the first hour is ours in the first degree; but we have him two more in reserve, and in the same 

spirit: Remembrance and Hope. Masterpieces of all humanity witness the city of God, the same previous and future 

civilization. All belong to the divine source of all truth, being in the Truth but only by drops

*

N. Tr .: The pun is in French: de la Mer à la Mare.N. Tr .: The pun is in French: de la Mer à la Mare.N. Tr .: The pun is in French: de la Mer à la Mare.



adamantine they have received from it; and pure rays, the human-divine glow in these living waters always come all the same 

sun from which all the reasons and all human languages: the Word-God.

Therefore, those of us who, instead of these popes and these Cardinals had not done the same in this case, the first 

and the last stone to be thrown into his mouth. The shouts of Protestants on this occasion, against Popery and great Babylon, 

are humanists as many ejaculations of madmen or drunkards biblical illiterates; political burping, if not kicking ass school.

It is not the act of the Popes, with respect to Humanism, but the use that could be done for him. The act itself is 

above all praise and all blame, and Europe has but reverently to thank the pontifical Rome as a child to his mother, for having 

rendered the Greek authors. The Jesuits deserve the same gratitude for having revealed the Chinese Kings and Anglicans, 

priests and nobles, faithful scholars, for having communicated Sanskrit texts, the Vedas, the Pouranas, and interpretations 

then made according to the Brahmins.

We not only carry so far, but farther than anyone, this sense of human universality that is, at bottom, the celestial 

Infinite. It is imperative for us, as our faith in the University of primordial Word; But no less imperious speaks in our spirit, the 

sense of. Unity, the Absolute, the Divine whose polar axis is the direct action of the Word, his eternal Christianity, at the 

beginning, middle and end of all cycles, not only on Earth, but in the whole sky.

Let's do understand better, down from the positive superlatives. The story has two known spirits, of which the child is 

not the stair, if it is judged by the number of modern writers, and the little harmonious concert of their performances. Those 

who continue their varied Guise this music airs, played at a time but whole. We have opened for ourselves, for our exact 

understanding, a third spirit. Preserves intact the first, that of facts; away from our consciousness as we are concerned, the 

second: that of. subjective reflections; but replaces it by a third party: the Laws.

Laws, but not in the individualistic sense, jurist, political and pagan Montesquieu, our sense is the goal, that of pure 

science. Now this is inseparable from life that orchestrates, and this life, the life of the Word legislator is religion itself and the 

three together are the sacred wisdom.

The spirit of Acts is pure and simple observation, in man, of human experience in all its historical degrees and 

solidarity at all times. It's the how. Next comes the why the existence of peoples and races? Why its birth, its growth, its more 

or less long heyday, its decay, decrepitude, death? Anyway, why their survival in the Word, by His Word? Why his 

resurrection in a new body glorified by Him? These glorious bodies are the churches of Nations, without prejudice to those of 

Races and, finally, the whole of humanity.

This repeated from grade to grade, it is the Spirit of the intrinsic Acts sociological laws, and this science is sacred as 

any real science. Principle of Sociology is in all saints-Books, those of Aryan, the Iranian, the MUGHAL, those of the 

Egyptians, Orfeo, the 108 Druidas, in all, from the Patriarchs to Gospel. But in this whirlwind of universality, the hand must 

hold hard Unity, the absolute center and the polar axis through the center, under penalty of being dragged by centrifugal force. 

This center is the Word God is the axis of the patriarchal pole to the Last Judgment, through all the Patriarchs, by



Moses, the Prophets, the Word Incarnate, Crucified and Risen, by the Apostles and their past, present and future successors. 

Is useful again say these things, because the pagan essence of contemporary Intelligentsia, daughter of the 

Renaissance, will soon repeated his Sabbat at the expense of sociology as anything else. Each will have his degree in his Renaissance, will soon repeated his Sabbat at the expense of sociology as anything else. Each will have his degree in his Renaissance, will soon repeated his Sabbat at the expense of sociology as anything else. Each will have his degree in his 

pocket, his socialism for him, which is the opposite of true sociology.

Without the key, the scientific and religious rather than the latter, history is a lighthouse without light. 

It is the lantern bourgeois Cliff. Thanks to this key, the light comes on, and it's so useful to statesmen and men of the Church, 

not as a counsel for dilettantism, but as conscious and responsible human walking guides. That's why we have blackened 

fingers, twenty years ago, writing our Missions; and is for the same reason charity that today, at a time when so many kinds of fingers, twenty years ago, writing our Missions; and is for the same reason charity that today, at a time when so many kinds of fingers, twenty years ago, writing our Missions; and is for the same reason charity that today, at a time when so many kinds of 

people hold the pen, which will soon no longer be the take more than tweezers, the return to take us free to whistle, stronger 

than ever, Pharisees and pagans, and all its sub-reptiles. 

Let's see what the regular laws of humanism are, if this word is understood by classical studies. Laws on record are 

Christianity itself, in its first sovereignty over the Gentiles, as we show in the second part of this book, intellectual sovereignty 

as well as spiritual, then what right there to separate the two among the Apostles and Disciples from Pentecost?

For this sacred sovereignty, for their continued control over the rise of neo-Paganism Renaissance, could avoid the 

catastrophes that have reached and still reach humanity, it had been necessary to turn a double intervention in the secular 

understanding and in their collective will. 

In the understanding, prevention remedies indicated by the theological sovereignty were the three degrees of 

Teaching Tri-Regno, corresponding to the three Persons of the Trinity: Father, Son, Holy Spirit Essence. Existence and 

substance.

In the collective will, the evangelical prophylaxis indicated the three social orders corresponding to the three levels of 

education ( one). Here, from the bottom up. the relationship of these degrees and these orders.education ( one). Here, from the bottom up. the relationship of these degrees and these orders.education ( one). Here, from the bottom up. the relationship of these degrees and these orders.

1st instruction of the economic order corresponds to the primary level of catechizing. 

supplemented by a solidarity of Communion and always open selection. that they relate to:

2nd Instruction of the legal order. the sword and gown. Responds to the secondary level: no

this being as banal as the previous, but initiatory. It is related by Communion and solidarity Selection to:

3. ° The Order Instruction University teacher. Responds to higher grade

Society of the Faithful, the initiator grade, he joined the Church teacher, the mitered abbatial regular and secular episcopal, by 

a chain of communion and selection: 1. Private Priesthood. ad same; 2nd abbatial mitered, Canonnicat; 3. ° cardenalicia a chain of communion and selection: 1. Private Priesthood. ad same; 2nd abbatial mitered, Canonnicat; 3. ° cardenalicia a chain of communion and selection: 1. Private Priesthood. ad same; 2nd abbatial mitered, Canonnicat; 3. ° cardenalicia a chain of communion and selection: 1. Private Priesthood. ad same; 2nd abbatial mitered, Canonnicat; 3. ° cardenalicia a chain of communion and selection: 1. Private Priesthood. ad same; 2nd abbatial mitered, Canonnicat; 3. ° cardenalicia 

Purple. 

In sum. secondary and higher studies Greco-Latin. Suitable second grade, should not lead to nothing but stronger 

still studies with the classical Sanskrit as proto-Aryan language. The vacuum thus would quickly. and they would not be. on 

banks, but real truth-seeking elites for herself and not a vain Instruction to take advantage of it, a means abnormal existence, 

or parasitic or corruptive.

one See, for developments, the Mission des Francais. ( Note the A. De St.-Y.) one See, for developments, the Mission des Francais. ( Note the A. De St.-Y.) one See, for developments, the Mission des Francais. ( Note the A. De St.-Y.) one See, for developments, the Mission des Francais. ( Note the A. De St.-Y.) 



SECOND PART 

Wisdom of God and Christianity 

Ego sum Via, Veritas, Vita  

San Juan. Ev. XIV. 6.

FIRST CHAPTER 

ROUTE

I 

Christian Matesis 

Reconstitution of the Proto-synthesis. - Our guides. - Christianity is the only religion. - Christian Matesis and the three Synthesis. - 

Overview table. - The sacred books divided into three synthesis. - Their common origin.

- The gospel. - Jesus. - The AMaTh. - The Matesis and San Juan. - Daniel, Ezra; Synthesis reconstitution. - The Kabbalah and Keys. - Old 

Universities. - Seal God-Living in the Vedas; in ARKAMETRA. - The name jeshu and correspondences. - Tradition asleep before the 

European mind. Our efforts to wake her.

Some bones have been enough to Cuvier to reconstruct the antediluvian paleontology. History and pre-history 

contained in the holy books of all peoples. leave us a merit much lower, with respect to the Proto-Synthesis human, whole 

difficulty was to let herself be restored as the dual objective method. and its double standard.

Our main guides have been among the Fathers of the Church: St. Augustine; among the Evangelists: St. John; 

among the other apostles Paul and Peter; among the sacred writers of the Old Testament, Moses; among the authors before 

Moses and comply with the purest patriarchal tradition: Job; among the oldest universities of the Patriarchs, but still alive 

today, that of Brahmanism, dating from Krishna, but that encloses a well before the XXXII century documents before the 

Incarnation of the Word.

To this we add the Irani University, still represented by Guebres, and in the Far East, Kouo- Tse-Kien; Far-West, 

Documents red race.

All documentation is read and she stands with all its correspondences on the precision instrument which we have 

discussed many times, the Arqueometre; as all the teaching that derives from it, it is centralized and summarized in a living 

verbal moment: CHRISTIANITY.

Christianity, indeed, is not one of the religions of this world: all others are but a dismemberment of him. Is the religion 

of all worlds, the Matesis double visible and invisible universe and its Amphibian: Humanity.



Christian Matesis it holds three Synthesis: the visible universe, the invisible universe, humanity. amphibian of the 

two, as they are summarized in Table synoptic following:

UNIVERSE 

Invisible, Visible, Amphibian Man 

Divine Glory: She Ma 

Eternal Life 

Esencia.-Sujeto.-Soporte.-Centro.-Apoyo.-Father. Existencia.- Verbo.- Principio.-Rayo.- 

Potencia.-Son. Substance. -Object. - Purpose. -Circle. - Movement. -Holy Spirit.

Heaven of Glory, radiant involution: SheMaY 

Eternal Existence

Specific powers of the Word. - ALHIM. 

Specific powers of the Holy Spirit. - Roha. 

Species-specific powers. - Ha-OR. 

Heaven reflected reflection of the Gloria, the devolving of the airwaves: SheMaYm 

The existence 

immortal

Society cosmogony of the Angels of the living word. Ath-Ha-Sha-Ma- Ym. 

androgónicas devolving powers. Ath-Ha-DaM. 

Society of the Elect glorified. Ath-ha-ares. 

The involutionary and evolutionary physical Heaven Forces and Atmospheres: Shemi-DWU. 

The intermediate 

Existence

Antropogónicas Angeles and Powers: involutive Society 

evolved souls. 

Faculties Angeles and animal and plant: involutive. 

The shematizada Astrality - involution and Evolutionary: ARETS-astra 

Evolutionary 

physical existence

Individual men visible. The animals Plants

Astrality dynamised - involuting and evolving 

substance 

evolved 

physics 

Reflex Forces and gases. 

Metals: Supports Forces. Occlusion of gases. Cadaverous matter reentering 

transaction substance.

The resorptive Astrality, disjunctive, against-Shema 



The existence 

infernal 

sacrófagas powers of Tibieblas. devolving 

demons.

Men convicted evolved. 

EI fire disjunctive Chaos, putrificante and annihilating 

The existence 

satanic 

Demons of the repulsive forces and explosive gases. Demons of hatred and 

pests. Satan, the Anti-Word of perdition and destruction.

Each level of the first seven Ternarios is discussed from beginning to end of human history by the sacred books of all 

peoples. These books are themselves trifurcan according to divine Matesis, three Synthesis related to dual universe and the 

double site, visible and invisible.

Despite its apparent divisions under the banners of Religions, universities, languages and legal systems that earthly 

Humanity divide, the Vedas, the Kings, the Avesta, the Books of Moses, the Prophets and to Asian, European and African 

Mythologies, they are neither more nor less than the expression of individual systems chaired by anarchy. They are not 

philosophical; Subjective criterion not emanate from, and show that have a loop including Unit discovering a common origin in 

the world, and in the same developer Principle Other. You can say the same of scientific systems that accompany these 

works and social systems are applied.

All scholars who have taken the trouble to be studied each other, have reached our conclusions, namely, that these 

dismemberment are much more consistent with the real laws of universal facts, the higher goes back one in the old, up to a 

point, but translucent veiled in his triple primary Synthesis can be glimpsed. And we have given has been finding, with all the 

possible rigors of the most demanding reason that this triple synthesis and are Matesis Christian religion, Word of the Creator possible rigors of the most demanding reason that this triple synthesis and are Matesis Christian religion, Word of the Creator possible rigors of the most demanding reason that this triple synthesis and are Matesis Christian religion, Word of the Creator 

and before incarnating for the salvation of men. Moreover, the Gospel "we 10 says with all the letters, and, after him, the 

apostles and disciples who preach it to all nations. The Fathers' Church, sprung mostly from all Mediterranean initiations and 

eastern, the Christian conquest continue reminding the Gentiles this incontestable fact.

That is why Jesus speaks both as Word Creator, who inspired all past and future revelation, and as Incarnate Word 

before returning to ascend to the glory of which has declined, saying: "I am the AMaTh" Truth living whence all truth. 

AMaTh indeed contains: 1 THAMA, the Miracle of Life, its manifestation in universal existence; 

2. A thma °, infinite existence of absolute essence, the soul of souls: A Th; 

3rd Matha, Mata, the ultimate reason for all the true reasons, the incidence of all 

Reflections, legislation of all laws, Eudoxia of all doctrines. 

Speaking so, the Lord expresses not only the whole sacred tradition revealed by him to the Patriarchs, not only the 

Thorah of Moses that resume, but his own direct Thorah, the double Universe, and double Humanity. 

We have said enough elsewhere that the most intimate of divine thought of Jesus confidant, John, has recorded the 

old Matesis and Principle of the three synthesis in the beginning of his gospel. It is impossible, reading this book and the 

Apocalypse, with a religious and scientific spirit at the same time not see that they are by the same author. They expressed 

the same mysteries, the same hieratic manner, and in particular AMaTh in question here.



"I saw an angel ascend from the East with the Seal of God-Living." I beg the reader to retain good word of 

Revelation, VII, 2. prophesies that the Matesis of AMaTh, inseparable in Jesus, but apparently disunited in religious, scientific, 

academic and social Humanity, will be reconstituted between East and West. Daniel echo through Esdrás, with respect to 

certain traditions and key of the Mysteries, the Talmud says: "The seal of the living God is AMaTh."

Prophets, knowing what he meant, had immediately recognized the Messiah, every sentence that would have done 

so decisive Mysteries. But the prophets were all dead, killed by mental state and government of supplanting Bourgeoisie, of 

the tribe of Judah.

Mending the course of time, let us pause at the university source in the texts of Moses were reconstituted in vulgar 

language Assyrian characters and half Hebrew, Chaldean half. Daniel was then the Grand Master of the Sacred College of 

Kashidim. Keys given by him open the doors of all the Shrines of Tradition, as well as its unity and its prediluvianas 

Universality and even postdiluvian for several centuries. These common to all directly or indirectly patriarchal Universities 

Keys, we should mention the Ca-Ba-LAH as we have defined in our notes on this occasion, in Solar-Lunar, Lunar, Time, 

Monthly, Decánica, etc. ., according to the languages and their sacred signage. These keys are scientific, and, as such, as 

clear as the prophecies of Daniel, so you accurate as the time he indicates for the incarnation of the Messiah. All this and 

many other things, were part of the Matesis of AMaTh.

The same mystery leads us to the second transcript to the first, from Babylonia to Thebes, where, under the 

functional name Oshar-Shiph Moses as the son of the king, was Epopte, then chief of staff royal commissioner as a military 

engineer, the refection of the strengths and war machines. Its popularity as wise and as an inventor goes from the Egyptians 

to the Romans.

Universality Theban leads, up the Time, to one that was not her mother, but her older sister: Tirohita, erudite town of 

ancient Brahmins North. Tebanas'y priests Ethiopians and their royal insiders, there came to finish their Higher Studies 

regarding the invisible universe. Similarly, the Babylonian Kashidim would hone his, in his university: Kashi, Sanskrit Caci 

today Benares, with respect to the visible universe.

Let us dwell on Tirohita, and to see the University and Christian Universality, in such an important event as the 

AMaTh, Seal DiosViviente, the Atharva-Veda open up: "The Seal of DiosViviente carries the Sun, because its disclosure 

illuminates the Universe . " So, Lord Jesus Christ, in this as in all shemáticas words, there has only summarized therein as 

Word Creator and Inspirer of His eternal religion, one and universal.

The Atharva-Veda leads his antediluvian affiliation. It is here that we find the imprint of the seal Matesis, verbal and 

cosmological Shema plot in the ARKA-METRA we have reconstituted on old documents verified by modern science. 

Arqueometre this is the primordial Word of Word that John refers in his Revelation. The reading of one and the other leaves 

us no doubt that this stamp of seal, would not have been revealed by his divine Master.

Hays there led by the Vedas to the antediluvian cycle, the triple Synthesis and its Matesis signed on this same label: 

jeshu-Word and Meshiaḥ. In our notes on the Kabbalah, and the first part of this work, we have remembered that the Litany of 

our Lord Church named the "King of the Patriarchs". It is a fact, not a manner of speaking, and so with all religious tradition 

from their theological texts to liturgical Arqueometre that fits in all correspondences double and triple universe.

In Vattan, the shemática language of the first cycle, we find Ishva-Ra, jeshu, King of the Rishis. Sanskrit articulated 

this shemática language, from which also comes the Vedo says IShOua and ISOua; but you have to reintegrate the sacred 

languages cosmological systemized to vattanes Bills XXII Seal and all its archeometric matches. No mention here



more than the numbers. The divine name in question is 316. We return to find it in the Egyptian Osiris: Oshi Ri = 316. And 

Risch, King of Amenti, the visible universe. Hebrew is Isho, but above the Hebrew, Ethiopian, is shoi. and always, whatever 

their position. the name is verified by the number. Sanskrit: Ish means the Lord: Go, universal cyclical movement.

After the above, no longer we are amazed us to see, seventeen centuries before our era, an initiate of Higher 

Education of Tradition, Egyptian Infanta, devoted to OSHI-RI a small child saved from the waters, and call M'OSHI, as we say 

Child Jesus, Child of Mary. 

We will have elsewhere, and in more detail on all these points, but we wanted to show followed how, affirming the 

AMaTh, NS Jesus Christ the VerboCreador, founder of Christianity, Religion eternal affirmed, confirmed by all the tradition, 

both antediluvian as postdiluvian. 

European mentality can hardly understand this, dominated as it is by the Greco-Latin Gentiles, and yet just 

awakened from individual to the Divine Reason by recent scientific methods reason. And, we shall see later, they return those 

to boost Eter of the Ancients, its wavelike System and the Middle intermediary transmission of divine Powers: ALHIM, to 

physical forces: SheMaIM, by musical vibrations of numbers.

However no efforts we have not done twenty years ago, to explain everything that evangelical Matesis resource 

offered to spruce national and international ills that threaten: life of our country and what was Christianity. Everything that has 

happened after all that is currently being met, has been faithfully revealed by us as a consequence of the divine laws of 

history, and ignorance of these laws by our lawyers of

University Church and the Clergy and Instruction from the pagan Renaissance. Everything could be avoided and we 

have conjured them for three years, left and right, to the leadership of our country, to take the necessary measures very 

simple, but very effective that Tradition told them. It was a long time; the time has passed today, and do not write anymore but 

for tomorrow. for the morning of disasters of all kinds, in which we must build again what Paganism will be destroyed.

II 

Criteria constituent Matesis 

social cycles of the Patriarchs. - AD-aM. - Origin of Religion. - Certainty and Evidence. - The three criteria.

Religion of the Word as Creator, Preserver and Savior, Christianity has been since the first men and their cycles social Religion of the Word as Creator, Preserver and Savior, Christianity has been since the first men and their cycles social Religion of the Word as Creator, Preserver and Savior, Christianity has been since the first men and their cycles social 

designated under the name of the Patriarchs who have founded. Very prior to the Hebrews, the first people of India have 

recorded this memory in its huge mythical and historical documentation. AD-aM is Sanskrit Unit-Universality. Indivisible whole. 

The Patriarch himself is appointed by the Kashidim under the name of AI-our: -OShI, God-Luz, and invested the same name 

says jeshu Saint-God-Spirit ( one). The Word was then known under the name archaeometric, and the Patriarchs brandished like says jeshu Saint-God-Spirit ( one). The Word was then known under the name archaeometric, and the Patriarchs brandished like says jeshu Saint-God-Spirit ( one). The Word was then known under the name archaeometric, and the Patriarchs brandished like 

a banner this divine Hierogram and inscribed on their foreheads in letters of gold and precious stones. 

one Investment indeed gives Isho-Rou (aH ') - AL. Not forget that O and U are one and the same letter: the Vau (Note from A. De St.-Y.)one Investment indeed gives Isho-Rou (aH ') - AL. Not forget that O and U are one and the same letter: the Vau (Note from A. De St.-Y.)



How this religion imposed on human reason? Is she from ignorance or fear Provino, 'as stated by Voltaire? Or; one 

nor the other. This religion was born from the revelations that have led men to the true system of the World and the true 

system of Humanity.

Certainty is the Truth, indeed, what the evidence is to the Light. But the same evidence, though not change, has 

different aspects depending on the state of the eyes, opening and point of view; He has none for the eyes that close 

voluntarily or for the blind. The same applies to Certitude. He has his conditions, his critics degrees, corresponding crisíacos 

man signs his collective and individual teacher and taught, involuting and evolving Existence. It is what the school called 

criteria, but we add to this abstract word his living substrate.

It can be said without equivocation that the human spirit three criteria are divided. 

In the order of their influences, they are those that provide us: 

1st Philosophy; 

2nd Science;  

3rd Life. 

If philosophy occupies its influence, the first rank among these three criteria, is far from being so from the standpoint 

of its real value. 

FIRST CRITERION 

Philosophers criteria. - The consequences for social life. - The Science and Life.

This first criterion, that of the Philosophers, not for himself but a simple value of opinion and conjecture; It is a more 

or less elegant innocent prattle more or less, according to the native eloquence as education, but always semiconscious and 

tends to erect in principle Individualism in Authority Opinion, in all things anarchy. The first part of this work and all our 

previous works abundantly prove.

The rejuvenated by Descartes formula: "I think, am", is an obvious inaccuracy; man does not live because he thinks, 

he thinks he lives, and thought is not fair but in proportion to the education given by Life and instruction given by science.

Left to herself and not subordinate to the other two, philosophical path does not therefore lead to the Truth which is 

Life; It moves away from it, and the advent of the Philosophers to corporate governance, always opens the liquidation of the 

latter.

Such has been the fate of the ancient world from the Division of Languages and the emergence of pagan naturalism. 

Babel has begun; among the Jews come out of Babylon, the kingdom of the Scribes and Pharisees continued; among the 

Greeks who had forgotten Synarchy Orphic like the Jews of Moses, Philosophers and Sophists have given us all the way test 

what is true of the social State, the philosophical criterion alone. Finally, we have seen right here and we will see yet where 

tends the fate of Europe today, thanks to the high school that, since the Renaissance, have operated the pagan resurrection, 

the awakening of this mental anarchy and consequently gubernamenta1 daughter worthy individual philosophy.

Settled the first criterion, we are faced with the other two: the Science and Life. Science is the constitutive Truth of 

the visible universe, the fact legislated.

Life is the constitutive Truth of the two Universes, visible and invisible, his verbal legislative principle. 



These two criteria are objective. Both are shown in the Note by the experience. Both come by revelation and this 

double revelation is religion.

The visible universe and the universe are invisibly between them in relation to Esotericism exoterism, such well 

inversely proportional. Their agreement is Wisdom itself.

CRITERION 

First Grade: Positive 

The priest and sage. - Science is not a product of the human spirit. - Science legislation done. Human thought-Reflection universal impact. 

- external senses, individual, collective. Biology and Physiology. - The instruments,. Epigenetic organs. - The different degrees of 

realization. - The Series are evolutionary. its involution chain. - The two laws of attraction. - Organic Time. - The cosmic fact, is not purely 

mechanical. - Harmony, witness of a Supreme Reason. - Where scientific judgment stops. - Their conclusion.

The priest goes to the altar of the Word and the invisible world, he says: "I will wash my hands among the righteous." 

El Sabio, addressing the visible world, lava all his powers of observation, all its instruments of experience in justice and 

accuracy.

It is a new mental race in our neo-pagan world, pure breed, not bastardized, as powerful as it was the primary, which, 

by the same route, has come from analysis to synthesis, from science to religion. His method has nothing human in the bad 

sense of the word; It is the opposite of philosophical fantasy.

The more powerful the wise by thought, most fears mistakes and wrong to others; Thus away, as infants, all 

metaphysics, all philosophy, all cogitation in a vacuum. It makes a clean sweep of Anarchy multiforme whose pagan 

secondary studies soar intelligence and opinion from the Renaissance, knowing better than anyone what he finds there 

forever without your permission.

"We draw the ocean water with a shell," says Newton. Newtonian emission was this shell, but the ripple can rebuild 

the ancient Periplus of the Patriarchs: Round the World knowable to the beginning inclusive.

Science, Religion only can it not be a product of the human spirit; both the one and the other are not given it rather 

than Disclosure, having constitutive Truth visible universe, and made centuries and being legislated cycles before the man 

appeared in it. The latter has no power to take cognizance of Science; Depending on the progress of their own evolution.

Science is the cyclical Legislation - made whole visible universe, its Thorah cosmogony, his cosmological Code, its Habeas Science is the cyclical Legislation - made whole visible universe, its Thorah cosmogony, his cosmological Code, its Habeas 

corpus. It is not signed with human reason, but to the social reason for this universe. The man does not take cognizance of it corpus. It is not signed with human reason, but to the social reason for this universe. The man does not take cognizance of it 

rather than self-sacrifice of his personal thought; Therefore, this, by itself, is essentially lie, or, if you will, the conjectural 

illusion. It is only by strict mental discipline and to a certain moral point rises to its true value of culture. And grinding the graft 

becomes wild arbolillo support a higher rate.

Grafted human thought science is the reflection of the Word considered universal Incidence while Reason of the 

visible universe. 

It is because of exoteric revelation comes here. She grabs the man from his cradle, through all its external senses. 

This penetration of the reflection by the impact is, it also proportional investment; Incidence of luck complaint that, in itself, is 

the whole Cycle



Fenomenia, involutional, decomposes in reflection in many evolutionary series as corresponding to each sense objects. 

The universal Fenomenia affects the entire cosmic existence, and needless to say that existence is not life, but your 

exoteric way: its name says it clearly. 

The mental process or rather scholar student is like, rather than grinding to the child. Interrogates, but combine; 

observed, but without imagining; experience, but magnifying and correcting their external senses, the earth's Fisiologia that is 

common with animals.

These senses are individual enough in the animal, inadequate in man in relation to the power of reflection, it only 

corresponds to the universal impact. This power, reason of its species, places him above and beyond the physiological range, 

like an amphibian biologist at the Earth and the universe, planetary evolution and cosmic involution.

That is why, to the individual organs of their senses, adds others, collective, more relevant to your life than his 

existence. They are above all animals who have more developed sensory apparatus as yours: the hawk for the eyes, the dog 

to smell and hearing the horse for the movement, the bull for strength, etc., etc. But are precision instruments that supply the 

limitation of land organs of sight below. hearing, touch, taste, smell, and finally the sixth sense movement.

This epi-organic frameworks. transorgánicos try. as we shall show below, which prevails on the physiology and 

biology transforms your body as needed. Also try the man grafted Revelation, even simply exoteric, partly ceases to be 

ground, for cosmic becoming and master the physiological conditionalities. the series under the durations of Time and Space 

extensions.

Indeed, when the astronomer observes an invisible star to the naked eye, but not in sight, telescope, increased eye. 

equivalent in duration and extent to a proportional approach not only the observed phenomenon, but the observant videncia.

It happens the same way. with respect. no longer the infinitely large. but the infinitely small and the microscope. 

These examples are replicable for all scientific instruments, real organisms that man adds or can add to all his other senses, 

known or unknown.

The positive rating of the finding of Science Knowledge incident reflective aims all series of facts and laws 

concerning Forces and supports their stocks, their agencies and their media. Next comes the realization of comparative 

degree. This discovers the relations of the Series including a whole new order of facts and laws in which the involution 

commands the developments. Then reveal Harmony, Organia and Lodge invisible Species presiding individuals visible, then 

specifying Powers and strung all, and then the smallest details to the cosmic whole.

Individual series are evolutionary, their cyclic chain is involutive. It seems above all that the former are second 

brackets; but a more detailed examination shows that the opposite is true. It is the universal Order who specifies any 

particular order. So that, while every individual, in each series, as the series itself, are regulated by a law of self-attracting 

particular relationships are by a law of universal attraction acting from one realm to another and among all kingdoms, for 

mutual support in the ever present aim of one and the same principle of general Existence are provided. This is the supreme 

cosmic fact, the cyclical Made of this Act, physiological, harmonious and logical.

This supreme fact has many aspects, and not name but the easiest to grasp. Time is called organic, whether the 

universal cosmic year cycle that encompasses all solar, or the Great Year systems one of these systems or the single year of 

one planet or the last satellite.





Time is the space that the number is the interval of the sound Rope. But in the Universe, the rope is all Dynamism, fluidic all 

the astral Sky Sky is the tensor.

The cosmic fact is not limited to this mechanical character; The latter there is not there but in terms of general 

physiology, which, from largest to smallest, the annual cycles themselves are renovators living conditions. Physiological roles 

are subordinate themselves to a higher harmony Law governing its adjusting inter-mode Organia mode, number by number, 

of interval range.

This harmony itself is not yet but an expression of Logia, perpetual act of thought. And the act testifies to the 

conscious will of Reason supreme legislator, one in essence, universal in form, global in its way of operating, always lying on 

the same end: the guarantee and the renewal of cosmic existence and all They are resulting therefrom.

Science Criterion stop there, and this supreme realization of the name that governs the visible Universe, takes full 

reflection of the experimental Incidences of the Word, exoteric. This issue, covering the entire cycle of the series and 

harmonies of exoteric knowledge, it is in the Word to Genesis and Synthesis designated under the name of science, and in 

the human spirit to the Hierarchy and synthesis of knowledge natural and human. In this hierarchy, physiology leads to the 

realization of the sustainability of Form and Soul of Life whatever astral or fluidic means that this soul and this way assimilate 

into their double visible and invisible existence.

This dual existence accessible to observation and experience, entails conclusion Immortality. Moral freedom, 

individual responsibility. This, without leaving the conditions of observation and experience Criterion own designated under 

the name of science, only that, life can take you to the Certainty.

CRITERION (continued) 

Second grade: Comparative 

Patriarcas progress towards Synthesis. - The facts lead to the Laws: they Principle. - Denial of matter and pure spirit. in the metaphysical 

sense. - The root Mat. - Matter and substance. - The body does not involve material state. - Minerals and vegetables. - Resurrection 

experimental form. - Man does not create the numbers. - Sound. - Forces and Powers: their relationships: their nature. Waviness and 

vibration. - Dynamic current Act. - Laws of living Powers. - From the first revelation to the second.

In its upward march towards synthesis, Wisdom and universal religion, the first Masters of known human spirit under 

the name of the Patriarchs have come all this double cycle. 

Quickly they abandoned the first criterion, lacking infant science and conscience, and after the second, gradually, all 

grades delivered them to take the third; therefore accurate observation and experience are the common condition of 

knowledge of all the facts. Now the divine world is the supraetérea Reality of the astral world.

The inventory of physical facts ends as well as their laws harmonicity and organicidad, reason and human 

consciousness come for him always, as a necessary conclusion, the "Verbum Vitae" of "Sum qui sum" supreme Law, 

Principle talking in the Laws, like these on the vibrating plate of the facts. 

Armonicidades universal, those of everything and all between them, are the Laws of Acts, and they proclaim the 

common principle of which they are the functional equivalents and 



convertibles. It is so, having observed and experienced by all analysis procedures, the bodies of the three Kingdoms: 

terrestrial and cosmic minerals, plants and animals on Earth, substances and forces; after studying the crystallization of the 

first, the cell and the organicidad of others, resistances and movements of the past, one has been and will always be led to 

what follows.

Denial of matter and pure spirit in pagan and Greek metaphysical sense of these words; So if we demand the 

archeometric Languages or shemáticas of ancient etymology of the term matter, here what we respond:

The Kaldeo, Syriac, Hebrew tell us: MaT, passiveness, inertness and mortality. The Vedo, Sanskrit and Pali indicate the 

idea of having of thing possessed by the Self.

It is clear; but at the current point of anarchy in relations between clergy and instructions in the Civil War presented 

among philosophers theologians and scholars, borrowing some arguments to science against religion and the other to religion 

against science is good to send back to back to these politicians and these peddlers of one and the other.

And say: matter and organic substance, far from being the same thing, they are the opposite. Matter is a waste a Caput And say: matter and organic substance, far from being the same thing, they are the opposite. Matter is a waste a Caput 

martuum, an inorganic, amorphous, organic substance and morphic excrement. But just excrementada from a previous martuum, an inorganic, amorphous, organic substance and morphic excrement. But just excrementada from a previous 

agency, just chaos and matter is taken up by the forces working in the media organization. Operation creeps back to its inertia 

to leave its chaotic condition matter, and re-enter the substance defined in a body, and in a form qualified. As the state of 

body does not imply any material state but, on the contrary the substance and shape depending harmonicity and specific 

organicity.

A piece of iron or any mineral that is not the matter, as this is inorganic and amorphous, while the metal or mineral is 

fully organized according to its kind, each characterized by a aritmología and a special morphology. This corresponds to 

aritmología chemical equivalents, and this morphology to molecular or physical cristalométrica architecture.

Moreover, harmonism and the body of metals and minerals in themselves are exactly corresponding to their 

relationships with plant and cosmic Kingdoms, animal, hominal, comprised therein gases by occlusion forces by conductivity, 

and all the rest of their known or unknown relationships. 

Similarly, a fragment of any plant is of matter as it is not disrupted; It is the substance, of his kingdom, in the form of 

their species, their gender and their variety. Its expression is aritmología function in harmony plant, its morphology is the 

signature of his body in the kingdom, and the cell is rudimentary structure as crystalline molecule is the mineral and metal. 

Moreover, whatever the physical destruction is made suffer both vegetable and mineral and metal, do always recur typical 

fashion by very simple means and by the action of polarized heat on mineral polarized light on plant.

It is the resurrection of the glorious bodies and the affirmation of the continuity of life to the state lab in fact. 

This aritmología governing organized substances leads directly to the numbers that the human spirit does not create 

more than anything whatsoever. They noted by observation and experience, because everything is numbered, weighed and 

measured. The number is the same Harmony, inseparable from all the laws and all Acts, including those who seem to slip 

away.

Music sounds is but one aspect of this universal music, but as yields the experimental number while the figure has an 

exceptional scientific importance. 



The regime of cosmic forces, of which the sound is a part, is exactly appropriate and obedient to the cosmic powers 

of the Word for their living laws of involution and evolution. 

verbal equivalent of Principle, Powers and World of Glory are supraetéreas in themselves. They are intraetéricas in 

its action, in its omnipresence and its manifestations. These dispense the third grade of the third criterion: religion.

Forces corresponding to the Powers are intraetéricas in direct state; They are subetéricas and atmospheric in its 

manifestations. These dispense the second criterion: positive science.

In this degree, the observer does not perceive the regime forces in the ether itself, but in its reflection through the 

prism of the atmosphere, terrestrial substances and their own bodies. The latter adds the appropriate instruments, and these 

are dialísticos, being dualistic methods of this degree.

Ripple is the direct movement of the Forces in their midst: the imponderable Eter. Vibration is reflected in their 

movement dense media. Aether through these means with seven dynamic modes. Physical entities under the central 

heaviness not perceive it, of course, the forces rather than the vibration of the dense media; But one fact will understand that 

it is not the vibration of ponderable bodies who produces the Force.

At a certain height in the atmosphere, physical bodies no longer feel the vibrations. A noon, the brightest sunlight 

gives way for them to a night Erebo surpassing this height (which has a corresponding number to a lower density of 

atmospheric prism) the vibrational potential of the nervous system.

Forces do not have it because the vibration of bodies, and is the opposite of what is true; because the sun has not 

stopped shining because the man in the confines of our atmosphere does not

perceive and radiance. 

Another fact. is on the surface of the earth, will complete the first.

Bass sounds, vibrations that cause less acute, have a larger dynamic power; They go faster. Below sixty vibrations, 

the ear does not perceive and; fortiori universal ethereal sounds of all Oinamia are inaudible to our ears flesh, and d 

fundamental sound is not heard by the cosmos itself; for his serious hearing the end of the visible world is the trumpet of 

doom.  

The dynamic intensity is therefore directly proportional to the Qndulación and numbers in the imponderable Eter, and 

inversely proportional to the vibration and the figure in dense media, and refractories accordingly. 

What is true for the cosmic forces that dispense the second criterion, it is more reason for living Powers and organic 

modes of "Verbum Vitae" experimental observable and the third criterion. 

When specialists have observed and experienced enough facts surface that are the subject of positive science, when 

have independently classified each other, when they have approached the Act each according to his physical species, 

chemical, geological, vegetal , mineral, botanical, zoological, etc., and compare them are taken to the second degree of 

Criterion. Acts Reflection lead them to the Acts of Incidence, indirectness to directness, the approximation of the laws to the 

same laws, the rings chain, the vibration of ponderable bodies to the undulation of the forces in the imponderable Eter the 

disharmonious to harmonious figure number, the word muteness.



It is the second revelation who begins. He has had to come off badly Newton system; but this is done, and the first 

quarter of the twentieth century will exhaust this stage preparing the next grade: Science superlative comparative born, as it 

had been born positive.

then it will be the indissoluble union of Science and Religion, the second criterion and the third by synthesis 

Wisdom. 

CRITERION (continued) 

Third Grade: Superlative 

The Testimony of the Patriarchs. - Sacred Alphabets. - The Cosmological Seal. - Human welfare state. -. The two modes of existence opened by the Birth 

and Death. - The primordial civilization. - The Cult of the Dead. - The Physiology of Time. - No existing University has invented the Proto-Synthesis. - 

business name of the visible universe. Is the Word? - Man, does it the Word and Life? - The Power of the Word. - The ALHIM are the Word as the letters 

to the word. - Your Harmony. - The existence, is Life?

At this point came the Patriarchs. That is why I have witnessed several

ways, 

of which we mention two: 

1st grafted human Word on Cosmology or Company name of the Powers and 

Functions of the Universe. Hence the Alphabets sacred sun-moon, derivatives schedules, lunar, monthly, decánicos, etc., and 

all this wonderful language of scientific Equivalents of the Word, called language of angels. We've lost all this cosmological 

reconstituted together since the division of Languages. It nevertheless left traces under the name of Cosmological Seal-Living 

God. Among the Aryans is Arka-Metra of Veda; among the Egyptians, is the divine seal carried by the Prophet in the hieratic 

processions; among the Jews, is the hallmark of IHOH, called AMaTh by Moses, for their ALHIM and their successors, the 

Nabim Schools founded by Elijah and Elisha. Finally, in the Barith has Kadosha, is the Seal of God appointed by John on 

numerous occasions,

2nd have founded the human social state on the model of cosmic welfare state and its 

Powers. A theologian would say, rightly, the same thing under other words, have founded the Church militant on Triumphant.

These terms are not to use but when it comes to religion; say here only that, nothing but from the point of view of 

science, the first Patriarchs have known the solidarity of the two modes of existence that opens the Birth and Death, and own 

these two modes. These means are the astral Heaven to physiological assimilation of substances via reproductive and 

vegetative Nutrition and, after death, or rather after transpasaje, fluidic Heaven for return to the species, and direct uptake of 

supraetéreas substances. This, according to the degree of purity by Freedom and Responsibility of the Soul.

All worthy Sages of that name who have studied antiquity at any angle specialty that is, have concluded all in a 

primordial civilization in a unity and universality of the more perfect human spirit the more one approaches this source. Our 

civilization, wild yet, can hardly understand their mental state government, and sociology. That is why all this social state 

based on the cult of the dead intended, ie on the immortal Life in Science observed by Knowledge and Consciousness also 

seen.



If we talk about it thoroughly, proof in hand, we would hardly understood even by the current intelligences that we 

have raised, for nearly thirty years ago, a little everywhere. 

Among the monuments that bear witness to the degree of knowledge of the oldest Patriarchs, must enroll in the first 

rank Physiology time, the body of its functions, the harmony of its powers, the logic of their revolutions. It is this synthesis 

which contains in itself all comers analysis, it was for them the science itself, subordinated to consciousness and foresight and 

providence of cosmic Reason universal Word, Creator of all existence and Conservative by perpetual cyclical renewal ( one).providence of cosmic Reason universal Word, Creator of all existence and Conservative by perpetual cyclical renewal ( one).

Any existing University for old it is: the Brahmin or China, or some defunct University, as old as the preceding: the 

Ethiopian, Egyptian, Chaldean, can claim to have invented this wonderful Protosíntesis. All vestiges collected, their formulas. 

without having entirely or its unity or its laws. It all have partial keys, but not the general key. All the claim, all confirm it; no 

one can say neither complete conservative, not even his scientific interpreter.

The Arqueometre will supply gaps for all tests that can give the supreme principle: the Word, the observation of laws 

in experimentation of Acts. 

What appears as company name, as a concert of powers and functions harmonic in the visible Universe, is the Word 

itself? Universal existence, constantly renewed, is Life? Man, reflection of universal impact, does it this Word and this life? 

Such are the questions that have been raised before the Intelligence necessarily the first Patriarchs, when they heard Cycle 

science, rational Unity and Universality physiological. The force of truth will lead them to conclude in the negative on all these 

points, and this by observation and experience.

The corporate name of the visible universe bears the seal of the Word, but she is no longer the Word itself, only the royal 

seal is not the King, that a written Thorah is not God. 

This reason is social by association Powers in harmonic functions and these powers are intelligent and free. His 

harmony is the result of the freedom of his intelligence and his love itself. Their social status is to base, not only divine Thorah 

which is its charter, the science of the visible universe is the fact entrusted to his guard, but being ineffable, forever adorable, 

who created before this Universe. To this Being, science itself is but an instrument of supreme intelligence, inconceivable 

ap1or, forecasting and inexhaustible for all and to all those who, without it, would not be forever Nothing but chaos and 

providence.

With any name they are given: Powers, ALHIM, Angeles, or gods, these guardians of the universal functions are the 

Word as the letters to the word. Each according to their function. presides over an entire regime forces in the astral Heaven. 

So that, by the cycles of organic Time, this Function extends instantly through the ether, throughout the universe. all 

hierarchies of beings and things double locks visible Heaven itself, to the central fire of each balloon, fire that he himself is not 

only part of the astral Heaven, but especially fluid Heaven.

Such are the powers, each in its function taken in isolation. But their functional harmony is their social status, and 

their product is universal existence, constantly renewed according to the Realms. the species. Gender, whose conservation 

and, if there is room for it, destruction, they are entrusted by the supreme reason.

Existence Is Life? The first Patriarchs have not had more than observed for the answer. Man has no real thought 

rather than reflection. Does not have

one See Appendix I: Cycle 500 years. one See Appendix I: Cycle 500 years. 



existence rather than reproduction. The same applies to all Astro, yet solar system, and the astral universe as a whole. Only 

what is reflection in man there called evolution in the annual involution, and what is reproduction in human physiology, there 

Renewal called general physiology.

And yet the existence proclaims Life, supreme fact, undeniable; She says this inexplicable miracle alone exoteric 

science.

CRITERION 

The religion 

Criterion of Religion. union of the two true criteria. - Senses: external, internal; intimate and biology. - The relationship between internal 

and intimate. - His last vestige: Consciousness. - The inner senses and self-development of the individual being. - Man can not achieve 

this degree itself. which however is not his last chance of life. - Integration of the Patriarchs in Life. - The Certainty of verbal life. - The 

Instasis. - The esoteric Disclosure Word - The highest Disclosure Principle.

Criterion of Religion, intimate union of the two true criteria, the Science with Life, aims conditions observation and 

internal experimentation, not only the existence manifests, but of life and its revelation . When it comes to the visible universe, 

observation and experimentation have simple instrument or mechanically ground increased physiological senses. When it is 

the invisible universe and Life, observation becomes Observance Experimentation Experience, preliminary Sapiencia, and 

they are continued by the inner senses and intimate thereof.

.

External have common sense home or central brain called reflection 

Sensorium commune. 

Inmates are common sense point of convergence with the intimate, vital point known under the name of conscience 

and for the direct seat of life in the heart;

Internal senses are the direct of biology, such as external are the direct Physiology. Is mistakenly that these two 

organic, and inversely proportional corresponding orders would be confused. Biology does not properly belong more than life, 

whatever means she assimilates to exist. Physiology, does not properly belong only to the evolving existence as astral or 

dynamic media, ponderable or not; because the Agency is not weighed with kilogram, and there are many other means and 

possible conditionalities that under the heaviness or the central attraction of a particular Astro. An ethereal wave, a beam of 

light., Sound, carry them all regimes of harmony and Organia of which are vehicles.

With regard to beings, these same regimes correspond to internal or direct way of life. Metaphysicians would call 

these respects the powers of the soul; but metaphysical abstraction is a human, and their definitions are far from expressing 

living qualities, 'its objects; there's a whole difference of abstraction. vain life itself.

Just as external, or rather its organs can be magnified mechanically senses, ie penetrate deeper externals of 

Existence and the whole visible Universa, likewise the inner senses can be magnified with Intimos. 

Communication external to internal is made by the Sensorium commune, Communication external to internal is made by the Sensorium commune, 

Physiologically, ie a mechanically organically either already biologized. 

Communication internal to close is made by consciousness; but here there is nothing mechanical, everything is 

organically vital, rather than with immediate reaction on the physiological support.



To be convinced of this, there is only to make the following observation and experience: think hard, that is both the 

heart and brain reflection, that could, even unintentionally, to harm good things. Imagine these beings, ie concebidlos and 

volvedlos present, return to them in spirit with all the qualities that make them admire and love. So the thought that this time is 

a reflection of life, answers a disorder of Life itself and Physiology records this emotion in the form of a contraction in the 

heart, and a flushing sensation in the lungs.

.

Consciousness is biological and not as metaphysical, and her influence for Life on 

Existence and physiology. 

Consciousness word means: science, ie according to the constitutive Truth of the visible universe. This truth is not 

itself but a manifestation of the Word. Consciousness is therefore common sense by which the legislature Word, Science, 

sheds light directly on their own Sapiencia Life. This sense by which inmates communicate intimate and belonging to both 

these two regimes, is the only one left of the latter. As a result of deep mystery called the Fall, all intimate human senses are 

closed and atrophied, except: that.

Why designo under the name of inner senses, corresponds to the autonomous development of the individual being 

supported on the exhaustion of their external senses, or physiology. Balance and health Summary exhaustion. Reason and 

Consciousness summarize the development rests on it and it increases without being of it nonetheless. The highest degree of 

this development: as a reason and as consciousness. Did he give the ultimate measure of the entire sum of life that man is 

capable of living in itself and to manifest outside? No, because it is not a question of a second development of individual 

autonomy.

For his reason, for his conscience, man does not live and manifest no more than these two modes of life can give: 

Justice with regard to science, justice in what concerns to consciousness. This is as far away from us the thought of reducing 

the human type of this grade: is not that merit back to the individual, like many men of this kind are led to believe.

The spirit of Justice is not their own. man, because it is the universal Reason who

It reveals man to be intimate, Scientific their knowledge. 

No more is the Spirit of Justice's own human individual, as it is this universal Reason Being who reveals man to be 

intimate; because it is the living who speaks Sapiencia and Consciousness.

The merit of the individual is being sufficiently alive to this double graft lead him to this development constitutes him 

the truth as an intellectual and moral, suitable Being to serve as a basis for this higher level of life or participation of Life let's 

talk now. 

Just as there are communication relationship between stocks, just as there is between the lives and between them 

and the absolute life that specified by his Word. 

When the first teachers of mankind, the Patriarchs, in the prime of his mental Virginity, denied the finding of the 

Word, by the exoteric character, they had the shock of the Living God in the heart. Even in the deepest loneliness they felt this 

emotion did not come from themselves, but it was double, shared and as reciprocal, with a sweetness of attention and energy 

to the human and superhuman time.

Not being vitiated in any way their psychic substance, not being atrophied in any way his inner senses through a long 

sequence of mental sophistications secular, or ontological degenerations, piously observed, in the experience of this 

extraordinary emotion. 



Then, the most powerful of the heart as well as thought, assuming and after being assured that the creative Word 

was not only alive, but this, he prayed and worshiped him. 

Reciprocity of love increased, and when the Word of life they felt strong enough to not be troubled to feel herself in 

her absolute fullness, he swallowed in its essence, and through the opening of its internal senses, intimates they opened 

penetrated through and through. 

This divine state, this supreme experience, revealing the invisible universe man his deeds, laws. its degree and its 

cycle is called with a known name but insufficient: the ecstasy. Insufficient, because that what is here deserves rather the 

name of Instasis, Integration, Reintegration if not in direct life and his means. The latter are intraetéreos and supraetéricos, 

like the invisible universe of life.

Such is the theological state, ie, the instasis of Man in the Divine Word of Life. 

Thus it was given the esoteric revelation of "Verbum Viate" the Universe 

invisible. Thus the human word was taken, as we have said, a perfect match with the Word of God and the supreme 

synthesis, that of eternal life, religion was revealed with the same accuracy as its exoterism, Scientific . But what was science 

in external revelation, is Sapiencia on the inside. The Word had not been perceived hitherto rather than his shadow, which is 

the exterior light Laws. He was known in his glory, in the direct light of his life.

For if the visible universe contains all the signs of the Lodge of the Word, only the invisible universe contains and 

gives its living significance, direct verbality. Principle only reveals the meaning of the laws that are their means and purpose of 

his eternal act.

Without him, the prisoner evolutionary man conditionalities will not see more than individuals undergoing training and 

physiological deformation. Blind biological species, which do not belong to Visible World, will be taken to conclude the final 

death, supreme attraction of all astral center, and, by the 'death, Irresponsibility individual and collective anarchy. This death, supreme attraction of all astral center, and, by the 'death, Irresponsibility individual and collective anarchy. This death, supreme attraction of all astral center, and, by the 'death, Irresponsibility individual and collective anarchy. This 

conclusion, however, be false even from the point of view of the external criterion that leads itself through the Universality to 

the unit, the entire cycle of the Laws to claim the Lawgiver.

But by an eagle Spirit which will last until the end of the reflective power of reason under the external impact of the 

supreme reason, many spirits owls will be unable to this victorious effort and denying the Epiphany, the view from the top, 

because they will never be worthy of it. 



CHAPTER TWO 

THE TRUTH 

I 

Identity of Christianity before and after the Incarnation 

Constitution of the early Church. - Need one shepherd. - Only the religion of Meshi-aH can give you peace. Adam. first terrestrial church leader. - 

Pythagoras and Filo-ShOPh-Ya. - Wisdom and Philosophy. - ShOPh-Ya and Minerva. - Definition of ShOPh-Ya. - The Trinity; ten aspects. - The Name of 

the Father; its importance. - The Key of wisdom revealed by Daniel. - The SheMaM and Shema. - Demonstration of ShOPh-Ya by the Divine Word. - 

Patriarchal ALHIM and Pythagoras. - Are there two religions; two wisdoms? - evangelical response. - Pythagoras and San Pedro. - AMaTh and 

BRAShITh. Number 1440. - BRA AND Bharata-Varsha Barat. - Need to proclaim the truth. - Our agreement with the theological order. - San Agustin. - 

steed and Caballero in prophetic language.

It is following the path we just go, it's of Science in Science, the finding in finding that the First University of the Earth 

was the first church, in other words, the first terrestrial social state, in correspondence with Celeste. It is by steps and 

successive degrees of the hierarchy of Acts and Laws, that the human spirit has reached the divine Spirit Substance; the 

divine Word: Existence; and being, life itself: Essence of God:

We have said, and added that, then, humanity had lost successively, by its own fault, a whole faculties regime which 

has only one: Consciousness. Apart from this, it is now deaf and blind to what the day was experimentally intelligible, 

sensible, obvious. Jesus had given everything; Pagan Spirit has lost everything again.

After his primary organization told by San Juan, and as that was true, mankind was Christian, Christian Word Creator 

and Savior who had promised his allies descend on Earth and incarnate in it to gather there all in the when everything had 

been divided by his opponent. That is why, from cycle to cycle, their representatives, popes and kings, biblical Patriarchs, 

Rashis of the Vedas, TIS Kings, as we were called Hebrew dictionary says it all: MeShlaH-Im, Christians. Similarly, from the 

year 590, the Kings of France have called so; but they not in this case are the true successors of the Meshiaḥ-IM Patriarchs. 

Only our popes continue, Neo-Paganism if I had not done retrogress the normal course of Christianity toward fulfilling the 

promise,

One shepherd: Humanity has never had in the old cycles, there will never in future times. Another possible drive 

other than the former; is why the birth of Jesus, the. Angeles divided into two choirs sing the verse and the following 

antistrophe: "Glory to God in the highest heaven of peace on earth to men of goodwill."

Indeed. without religion Meshiaḥ without its dual academic and social state, no, we shall see later, possible peace 

among nations, or anywhere, when even emperors and kings, in the modern pagan sense of these words, would dance the 

carmañola with all the disciples of Julian the Apostate. So to have the peace of God on earth, we must glorify His Word even 

in the highest heaven: Shema of SheMaIM: for peace is the same in the reflection of the Shema, in its social organism living.

Moses terrestrial Adam was the first patriarch who passed mankind from anthropology to Andrology, the individual 

powder to the same Spirit, same Alma, a 



same ecclesial body he had for boss, such as the ALHIM and its Mihla, the celestial Meshiaḥ represented on Earth. It is hence 

data Unit all Teachings, the unity of the language indicated on the divine word. the social unit from one end to the other of the 

Earth, to the exclusion of all politics, all anarchy. We have said elsewhere how this tradition is confirmed by the Sanskrit 

etymology of the name AD-aM.

Inheritor of the patriarchal tradition, Pythagoras who has passed the sacred languages of the Ionian Greek 

Philo-soph term-Ya, Love for God's wisdom. Now this wisdom Protosíntesis the Word or the vestiges then left it at the bottom 

of the more or less orthodox universities in Europe, Africa, Asia, was neither more nor less than human philosophy that we of the more or less orthodox universities in Europe, Africa, Asia, was neither more nor less than human philosophy that we 

have identified as the false criterion par excellence. Objective, experimentally demonstrable, it was the third degree of 

patriarchal education; constituted by herself the summit of Higher Studies: Sapiencia. It was the supreme object. the 

revelation.

It is this wisdom of the source who provided from above the human spirit and its vain philosophy a nimbus of lost 

Paradise, a glory before the Fall, an aura of fallen semi-god, fulminated and blind. She is the Queen of Heaven thought. Star 

of the Shepherd of the intelligences, the sacred Refuge wings and momenta, the Muse of true poets, counsel for the true 

philosophers even lost. But she is also the terrible Impeachment, in the blink of an eye, stands all Angeles, points all his 

swords, casts all their arrows against the faithless simoniacs against the mancilladores, thinkers, scholars, artists, who 

Darkness made in the Souls, Hell clouds accumulating between the human spirit and the divine.

She has in Jesus nine lightning: nine, number solar Leon nine roaring and thundering curses against the Scribes and 

Pharisees of Church, State and University and in addition, the Agora, the Forum, the Emporium, the streets and streams of all 

Babylons and all times. Here I ask the reader to pay attention to Sibolelh-Shiboleth ( one).Babylons and all times. Here I ask the reader to pay attention to Sibolelh-Shiboleth ( one).Babylons and all times. Here I ask the reader to pay attention to Sibolelh-Shiboleth ( one).

ShoPh-Ya, the Teogenia should not be confused with the Cosmógona Minerva: divine incidence with not only human 

reflection, but cosmic; nor Since the Father and the Son with the M of Adam and Adamah: We have revealed elsewhere this 

mystery concerning the Caba-lah the XXII Powers of the Word and its Protosíntesis, and will do so again .

ShOPh-Ya is the union, Ya, Soph the Infinite psychic, and spiritual all, since once again. Union is Isho and IHOH, 

Son and the Father, the Word alive and thinking. Golos and Logos, the Word through whom all things: IPhO and adorable Son and the Father, the Word alive and thinking. Golos and Logos, the Word through whom all things: IPhO and adorable 

gene Essence begot: IHOH in who we are and El-Word. And this union is made in the coessential power, presiding over the 

function of the Ya Letter, common to the Father and the Son. Finally, it is the Union of the Father and of the Son with the 

equally divine substance and whose luminous virtues all remains: ROAH, HAGR. and this binding is done in the power of 

divine Conjunction presiding letter O: IIiOH: IPhO-Isho; ROAH. This third-Union is Ya-O in the IO IO-Ga-va evangelicals ( two); and divine Conjunction presiding letter O: IIiOH: IPhO-Isho; ROAH. This third-Union is Ya-O in the IO IO-Ga-va evangelicals ( two); and divine Conjunction presiding letter O: IIiOH: IPhO-Isho; ROAH. This third-Union is Ya-O in the IO IO-Ga-va evangelicals ( two); and 

three: Essence. Existence and substance are one God and one Life in three Persons or functional aspects of a single being. 

One only, ie, unique, absolute and universal. Infinite.

A lengthy investigation in the holy books of all the earth, has led us to conclude that this mystery has been well 

known to the Orthodox Patriarchs. and in consequence

one Exoterically, not to be confused with Shibboleth Sibboleth, having these two words so similar pronunciation, they sense diametrically opposite of one Exoterically, not to be confused with Shibboleth Sibboleth, having these two words so similar pronunciation, they sense diametrically opposite of 

happiness and unhappiness. Esoterically not confuse Shin and Samech: the center S of dualistic symbol of human philosophy; Sophia, with the Sh 

trunitaria, verbal symbol incidence in the visible Universe: ShOPh-Ya. (Note from A. De St.-Y.)

two IO-GA: Splendor IHOH; IO-Va: Union, Unity in IHOH. Please refer the reader to the Gospel of St. John, c. XVIII and particularly verses 5, 21, 22, 23. two IO-GA: Splendor IHOH; IO-Va: Union, Unity in IHOH. Please refer the reader to the Gospel of St. John, c. XVIII and particularly verses 5, 21, 22, 23. 

(Note the A. St.-Y.)



by dissidents under one of the following ten aspects under many of these issues. or under all at once.

I. Father Son Holy Spirit One God 

II. Essence Existence Substance Being one 

III. Subject Verb Object Understanding one 

IV. Thought Word Fulfillment One Will 

V. Support Beginning end Only one direction 

VI Support Power Radiation One Energy 

VII. Absolute Relationship Infinite One move 

VIII. Unity Correspondence universality One Eternity 

IX. Center Diameter Circumference One sky, or Cycle 

X. invisible Universe amphibian humanity visible universe One Revelation 

IHOH the Father is God-Life. This name is read vattanes characters traced in precious stones on the front of golden 

Bratmahs of Nepal, ancient Sovereigns universal pontiffs, of Moses appoints the antediluvian ancestors under the name 

Népalim or Nephilim; and in the Name of the Father, as we will prove elsewhere, it is expressed his Essence, who is Life; Its 

existence, which is the living Word; its substance, which is Fire living and vivifying creator. That is why Moses, after the Vedas 

and the first Zoroaster, says. "Our God is a consuming fire" And this word is repeated in the Gospel. This spiritual fire is 

indeed so terrible for the wicked as sweet for good, and when his anger mutinies against the first for the defense of the latter, 

triggers to the central fire of the Astros. I can not, alas !, no modern Babylon instantly engulf the bowels of the earth scorched 

and under the thunder of heaven.

As for the ShOPh-Ya, brings together the two names of the Son; Wisdom is the key that secretly appointed Daniel 

Esdras, under the name of "Nicod Bilo ShOPh". Esdrás it did not retain more than the abstraction Soph and then all the Jews 

his Qabbalistas.

These three words: Nicod Bilo ShOPh well written, mean in effect: the point at infinity. But the point, Nicod, also 

designates the letter I or divine Ya. However this would be impenetrable veil and metaphysical interpretation would only 

thicken without the Arqueometre, in which the letters are placed by themselves, not by the will of man, objectively, not 

subjectively.

Now that sounds the first triangle, the divine Trinity and its angular North, defining the Circle of Infinity, it is precisely 

Sh, O, Ph, Ya, three of name Word: IPhO, the three Jesus Name: Isho. here there is no abstraction but a fact that carries in 

itself its law, and Daniel Nicod Bilo ShOPh then becomes the ShOPh-Ya, where Sofia, the Union and the SheMaM.

The SheMaM, indeed, marks the solstice angle Norte (Capricorn, Saturn) Word Creator Incarnate Christmas Earth 

and Heaven and number: Sh = 300 + Ph = 80 is 380. This number 380 is equivalent also Sh = 300, 40 + 40 = M + M, and 

therefore SheMaM. That is why Daniel called these two letters SheMaM, the supreme sign, King of Glory, in Hebrew Meshiah, 

the Shema. And this is the Teogonía divine glory of the sacred letters of the Archangelic Power of the Word.

As the Shema whose number is 340, has also equivalent SPHR, SEPHER, 

Book circle; Heaven in Sanskrit Svar-Ga, in Old Slavonic, Russian dialect, Svar-OG.

Such, for experimental demonstration, with Arqueometre under the eyes, the difference between metaphysics 

Quabbalah of the Jews and the Kabah Allah matésica of the Patriarchs, of Moses, the Prophets and the Apostles, that is the 

eternal Christianity. Moreover, Nicod Bilo ShOPh Daniel, demonstrated by this precision instrument gives, while the word 

ShOPhYa, the divine Arcano that manifests itself not only as Essence Ya, but as Existence in Ph and Sh, and order O



as substance of existing beings. What is it manifests the Word of God: I-pho, the Son of God: I-ShO therefore Sanskrit, the 

latter term also means that: I-sou.

In the archaeometric Shema with which Moses had locked and sealed in God even his patriarchal black pariahs and 

Semites, all the esoteric life of its ALHIM Egyptians and was launched by the Word Creator, to his re coming as the Incarnate 

Word. 

Pythagoras was not in this terrible current and sweet divine Spirit and Fire; their inner senses were not open, but the 

inmates were strongly oriented towards the Orphic Tradition Word creator, toward the beginning of the Lost Word and not to 

the reconquered Purpose. The degree of living is lower, and yet have qualified its direction and influence of regias, under the 

laws of ancient Wisdom.

I have made a mistake? Would they have two wisdoms, patriarchal and Christian? What then would be two religions, 

two Synthesis of objective truth? Then both they are opposing each other, would therefore erroneous; They fall in the range of 

human systems generating and wind drag of decadences; They would collapse from above the Throne of the Objectivity of 

truth.

The holy oracles of Barith Ha-Kadosha will reaffirm. Pilate: "Are you as king?" Jesus: "Thou sayest I am a king I was 

born, I came into this world to bear witness to the truth." (John Ev XVIII, 37.).

Be King, is to make the Light, the Truth, said the ancient priests of the Word, "You are the chosen race, the Order of 

Priest-Kings, the holy nation, the people conquered and conqueror, so that you publiquéis the sublimity of one who called you 

out of darkness into his marvelous light "(San Pedro, Ep. 1, v. 9). 

What a joy to Pythagoras when breast of Limbs, Eter bring you heard the word of the King of kings, and after his 

apostles, thus opposing the legitimacy of the True Legality of the false. Rather than gnashing of teeth to the bottom of Hell for 

all apostates from Word, when the first trial Angelic trumps make them fall on his back, playing for them these same words.

It certainly has far to arreo restorer, not in Jesus Christ, the Incomparable, but St. Peter, the humble fisherman of Galilee, divinely transfigured by the 

Lord in true Pontiff and true King. The spirit of Pythagoras's all lunar reflection on the Apostle's all solar irradiation. One is internal, superiorly human, 

individualized to immortal life by his reason and his conscience; but the other is no longer neither external nor internal, is now re absorbed into the intimate, 

reintegrated from here down to life itself, not just individual immortality, but in the divine eternity. This Dwi-Ja of Jesus every integer is given: Reason, 

Consciousness, Existence; to receive this supreme Life. It is in the Holy Spirit, the divine and living Swirl Ascension of the Son, through the angelic hierarchies 

where he had fallen, to the right of the Father who had stopped to give us the existence and celestial substance, to the throne of King of Glory who had left to 

come to be unaware, slandering, insulting, hitting with rods, crowned with thorns and nailed to a cross. However, is there not a spiritual kinship between the last 

faithful Creator and the Word Incarnate worshipers? Is there not a little crown of thorns on the forehead of Martyr of Pythagoras, as well as that of his master 

Orfeo. crown of thorns and nailed to a cross. However, is there not a spiritual kinship between the last faithful Creator and the Word Incarnate worshipers? Is 

there not a little crown of thorns on the forehead of Martyr of Pythagoras, as well as that of his master Orfeo. crown of thorns and nailed to a cross. However, is 

there not a spiritual kinship between the last faithful Creator and the Word Incarnate worshipers? Is there not a little crown of thorns on the forehead of Martyr of 

Pythagoras, as well as that of his master Orfeo.  

Were it otherwise would have two divine verbs, ie, none. 

But there is only one King of kings, but a royal seal of His truth, says John with ALHIM of Moses, and themselves 

after the Aryans Protogenes the Veda. 

We have said enough what was the Seal of the God-Living that were transmitted to Moses ear and their Egyptian 

and patriarchal colleagues, Daniel, Israelite prophet and Grand Master of the University of the Chaldean Magi, had referred to 

Esdrás, this key seal, this AMaTh of Matha or patriarchal Matesis. But the Word of which St. John goes further than this; she



Religion always links to science. "BRA-shith is Ha-Dabra, verbal Don, Word and Dabra is ath of ALHIM" writes St. John, in the 

first verse of his Gospel. Have to say elsewhere what the ALHIM, but we can understand why the Incarnate Word says: "I am 

the A and Th", the Radio and the Circumference, the divine soul of the divine universe athma.

This same term athma in the primordial angelic language, that of Correspondences of the Word of the Word, is 

simultaneously a number: 1440. This same number in modern sound measurement, is the verbal hierarch of the color main 

mode my, and angelic solar archangelic Arpa our zodiacal system. Multiplied by 100, it is the hierarch of enarmónico mode of mode my, and angelic solar archangelic Arpa our zodiacal system. Multiplied by 100, it is the hierarch of enarmónico mode of mode my, and angelic solar archangelic Arpa our zodiacal system. Multiplied by 100, it is the hierarch of enarmónico mode of 

divine wisdom. Harp is your Archangel: Herm-es-Thoïth, Rafaël-Trismegisto; but aquesto in the world of glory, whose living 

Sun is the " Lumen de Lumine " Creed of St. Athanasius and the Genesis of Moses: Ha-OR. and so one can not go wrong Sun is the " Lumen de Lumine " Creed of St. Athanasius and the Genesis of Moses: Ha-OR. and so one can not go wrong Sun is the " Lumen de Lumine " Creed of St. Athanasius and the Genesis of Moses: Ha-OR. and so one can not go wrong 

there, John (Apoc. VII, 4, 9,10 and XIV, 1, 2. 3. 6) makes it sound by 144.000 harps and sing 144.000 Elect. The gold 

standard of Arqueometre gives his sonometric verification as the same Arqueometre all its sacred Matches.

We pass the royal seal to the King of Glory, and back to a point we have already touched: Let's see if two Divine 

Words. 

It can be seen historically in the Brahmanical documentation, the Proto-Synthesis of San Juan is to Ishva-Ra, 

phonetically altered ISOua-Ra. And this synthesis is the universal, primordial. The following, abbreviated from the first, is in 

the old ethnic Indian Empire and its colonies. Porta BRA name and Bha-Ra-T, the pontifical represented Word and regally. 

That is why India is called the antediluvian era Barata-Varsha, Continent Word Creator.

So that it can not doubt that Jesus Isho, Ishva, Oshi = 316, has been known as the Word Creator from the highest 

antiquity, we interrogate the Vedas. Written in Vattan, retranscribed and abbreviated by Vyasa Krishna, 3,200 years before 

the Incarnation, the Word Shva-called DHA which equals 316. Vattan Vedo and Sanskrit, pronounced SWA-DHA. This word, 

composed of two Datous means the Self Don. Datou-Sho is the first Zoroaster, the Giver Himself.

No two divine Verbs for more than two religions of this Word two wisdoms of this religion, and two wisdoms of God. 

The Gospel of John has told us in vain that need, twenty centuries away, so reproclamar Truth, amath the athma, 

and finally reapplied the Seal of the Living God on the top of the Higher Studies, in spite of the Scribes and modern Pharisees, 

who have enthroned agnosia and then anarchy, and finally to the Anti-God and anti-Christ.

We have just seen that we are in perfect accord with the universal theological Order, Word and his inspired all times 

and all the Temples. Let's see if we're on the same line with the post-apostolic theological order, that of the teacher Church, 

that is, Episcopal: Popes, Patriarchs, primates, metropolitans, archbishops and bishops of all religions bound or unbound to 

Rome. I understand there the Anglican Episcopate therefore layman, being entirely faithful to my religion, I raised my works 

on purely secular realm of higher learning, for peace of Jesus among all religions on Earth, starting with those of the Christian 

religion directly.

St. Augustine will answer us in regard to Christianity and post-apostolic Christianity. If you choose, it is because he 

has come to the Lord for his Church, after exhausting, like Pythagoras, Y, to the dregs, the cup of all initiations, so called, of 

his time.

"I read all his books and found there all these great truths: 

"That the Word was with God, and the Word was God; that this was God from the beginning, that all things were 

made by the Word, that all that has been done, there is nothing that has been done without Him, in Him is life, this life is the Light made by the Word, that all that has been done, there is nothing that has been done without Him, in Him is life, this life is the Light 

Men, but the Darkness have not understood that although the soul of man give testimony to the Light, is not it 



who is the Light, but the Word of God; that the Word of God is God Himself and the true light that are enlightened all men who 

come into the world; he was in the world and that the world was made by Him and the world has not known him at all. For 

although this doctrine was not in own terms in these books, it is there in the same direction, and supported by many lots of 

evidence. But this Word has come in his own abode (of the Word and its Caba-LAH), as yours have not wanted to meet him, 

and who has given to those who have received him, who believe in Him and who call his holy name, the power to become 

children of God, is not found there at all.

"I found there that the Son was born in the form of the Father, and that does not usurp anything when you say like 

God, because, by its nature, is of the same substance as God, and this doctrine is expressed in his books, . in many different 

ways than this child of God he has been annihilated, taking the form of a server, which has been made in human likeness, 

who has appeared abroad as a man of the people has been humbled and become obedient unto death and the death of the 

cross and reward, God has risen from the dead. who has given him a name which is above every name, so that the name of 

Jesus, every knee will bend in heaven, on earth and under the earth, and every tongue publish the Lord Jesus Christ is in the 

glory of his Father,It is not found in those books.

"Well is in them that your only Son is before all time, above all times, which is eternal, immutable like you, and that is 

its fullness that our souls are what could make them blissful, that is participating in this eternal Wisdom who live in it-it, they 

are renewed and become wise. But this only son has been killed in Time, for the ungodly, that you have not forgiven him, and 

that ye delivered to the death for all of us, is what is not in them in any way. " 

What a rush! What course the True! and how steed Knight precision and reach the

term: Word Unit through all Teachings, all Cults, all of the 1st desmembramientos eternal religion. Religio vera, he says term: Word Unit through all Teachings, all Cults, all of the 1st desmembramientos eternal religion. Religio vera, he says term: Word Unit through all Teachings, all Cults, all of the 1st desmembramientos eternal religion. Religio vera, he says 

elsewhere, the real synthesis, the Athma Hamath, and Athma of Hamath and its Matha. 

I said steed and knight; these two terms in the prophetic language

They deserve a mention that it is not foreign to the subject. 

Among the poets, sometimes, always among the prophets, the intimate senses perceive living correspondences, 

relationships of human reflection to divine Incidence of truth, and vice versa: Dead correspondences, relationships glaciers 

and avalanches in thinking metaphysicians believe that purely subjective, as their reflection without vital issue. 

The most direct of these relationships, these "walking paths" as Rabelais says, these Sefiroth in the matésico sense, 

appear in certain cases, the most divinely biologizadas souls, the Prophets, as celestial horses of different colors. It seems 

that one of these steeds leads to St. Augustine.

No painter has ever seen, no one can give the perfect beauty of all these types, first models not only physiological or 

visible individuals, but even invisible species. 

In its corresponding Sephira, Prophets see them, the understanding, the mounted or assembled contemplated by 

one of the powers of the Word XXII, or one of divine and Angeles cosmological Arcangelia. 

These objective Theophanies indiscontinuamente occur in the Apocalypse of St. John. Is St. Augustine as a 

prophet? Not just out of Greco-Latin Gentleness, well she give birth to legions of Santos. In any case it is a metaphysical 

defrosted by the sunlight of the Gospel and has been approached from the eastern cradle. This light has awakened in him a 

living soul; It has made him a Bardo a Vates a Aede, a sacred Cavi, would the Vedantins. Still it does not have the intimate 

direct divine vision; Inspired theologal which does not speak like John, like St. Paul, as St.



Pedro, which is expressed theologian, but just so powerful that no one, until now, can be compared. 

None, in fact, thought, felt like this (not only in this clarity, but in this heat), Light and Fire, Universality and the solar 

unit of the Word, autonomy of religion where everything went as where you must re-enter everything. 

Go subjectively rationally, but with surprising strength of evangelical influence, this Genesis and this eternal 

synthesis of the two worlds, invisible and visible, which, on both sides, carry the same brand, but reversed, the same seal of 

the Lord himself. It is the wisdom of God that leans toward this sublime intelligence and who goes down to the forehead. 

Descender splendid living Light, glowing halo that reveals the entire cycle of thought and divine Fania, and Illuminated. same 

blow all your mirror: the human spirit.

Word Creator of a part, Incarnate Word and Crucified each other, such is the music of the Intelligences, the chord 

second adjusting and modulates many repeated the Angel of Christian theology, the holy and great son of holy Monica. But in 

this sacred leak amounts tone in tone, if not so mode suffers too the laws of harmony eternal, not to solve their second and 

seventh, their oppositions in sabbáticas amplexiones ray in symphonic septenaries of radiantly achieved universality.





II 

esoteric Christianity 

San Agustin and Moisés.- Arets. - Origin of the word Christian. - Meshi-Ha and Meshiaḥ. - Shanah and nahash. The Bapti. - The ionah. - The letter N. - 

INRI - Function N; its relations with ionah and nahash. - The Fall and its consequences. Need for the Incarnation of the Word. - The generation. - The two 

brains Women, Women conception and the Blessed Virgin. - Mysteries of Women. - Lack of Eva. - The mutual love of man and woman. - Need for Virgin 

in the Incarnation of Meshiah. - The only religion affirmed by St. Augustine. - Neo-Sabeos. - Divine reason and its powers in the universe. - The action of 

Jesus Word shematizada in human substance. - Solar Myth. Concordance of the sacred books.

Anti-Christian teaching: its consequences. - The symbolic Bahou. - The Epistles of St. Peter. - The anti-Christian Humanism: its consequences. - The 

Gihen. - Quote Luke. - Water: its role, its symbol. - The living laws. Destiny. - Human Ontology: triple hierogram. - The SHIN. - The SHEMAH-IM. - The 

energy is in itself holder. The Role of ALHIM. - The Word Creator is Jesus. The key 5. - Maeta-TRON. - The Name of the Father proclaims son. - IG and 

AG: Ignis and AGNI; Agnus Dei.

If we compare to Augustine and Moses, we can, at a glance, measure all the space that separates the greatest 

theologians of post-Apostolic Christianity, of a patriarchal theological Prophet of Christianity. 

When the bishop of Hippo tells us: "All Astros are before God as one Earth," he says, and how lucidly, the word of 

Moses: Arets, Unity and gravitating Universality, ASTER-ness, astrality. But the visible universe, the astral Heaven, is not 

himself but the shematizado Chaos. Not shemático alone, but by the Powers Lodge, harmony and Organia enclosing the 

invisible universe, the fluid Heaven wavelike: shēma-IM, Shema of the huge waves Moses says, summarizing it as all , his 

predecessors Meshiaḥ-Im, patriarchal Christians.

For if our glorious Christian name comes from the Latin Christiani, and this Greek Chnstos, is not derived less than 

Meshiaḥ-Im, the Realists of the King of Heaven, and his Kingdom SurAstral, cosmic, solar and sign: ISh- Ra-EL, three terms 

in Tibetan, in Vedo and in Sanskrit, means: Lord-King-Tierra Celeste. Christos, indeed, is the vernacular translation of one of 

the most important hierograms of the common sacred Word to all patriarchal Universalities to the Division of Languages and 

even many centuries later. It is this language who has transmitted to us, through the Vattan and Vedo, the word Meshi-Ha = 

360. About the Seal of the Word, on its archaeometric blazon, 360, musical number, chairs the double circle of grades. It is 

one of the chromatic modes of divine light Year:

Meshi-Ha, 360, is for the King of Glory, the Shema of Shema-Im Heaven Heaven fluids, and Årets, astrality and not 

only the earth, as it has looked so good san Agustin. 

Through variations of the Sanskrit, Zend, the Chaldean, Egyptian, Hebrew and finally, we Meshia-H = 358. About the 

Seal of the Word, this number 358 chairs in the solsticial diameter in the axis of the pole double Universe, the lunar year: 

Shanah, 358, the incarnations and des-Incarnations. His antinomy is Nahash, the Serpent of generations, one on which 

Moses prophesies that women should go. Indeed, the Blessed Virgin Mary Victorious tramples the serpent under the crescent 

moon, astral Blazon Angel Gabriel annunciator, who exalts in Asuncion by Meshi-Ha.



Following the above, it is understood why the ancient Patriarchs divided Languages in pracritas, wild or natural, and 

devanagarias, languages divine city of celestial Civilization, said otherwise indicated on the cosmological Word of the Word. 

As NaHaSH, the adversary Meshi-aH is the Serpent of Eden, Dragon Water-Living, celestial, the attractor 

evolutionary biology to physiology. It is the most subtle beast of the field Extension substancializada by ROuaH-ALHIM.

In the work of the patriarchal Mysteries that was not addressed more than in the thirtieth year, Bapti in the flowing 

waters, hands folded across his chest, eyes closed, received the Holy Spirit, the ROuaH of ALHIM. When your most intimate 

inner senses were so open, his head turned toward the sun, eyes always closed, did not see him more than the spiritual and 

spiritualist Light. And in this light they descended toward him ionah in the form of a dove, and nahash as patriarchal Cross or 

augury cane. San Juan Bautista has not received a random archaeometric enclosing the name of Paloma. Not the Iohan of 

ionah but because the Word had marked his Shema, fulfilling the celestial Thorah his label, before it has had inspired on 

Earth.

Na is the central letter and in God, the power presiding over all bright and solarized center. It is assigned to the Son 

of man as the Son of God. It is so to fulfill all his word in the sacred languages inspired by her, Jesus will, on the letter of his 

cross, the four letters

INRI: in Vattan in Vedo and Sanskrit INRI, El, Humanity; I-NARA, The, Soul of the Universe: I-NARA-Ya, El, the NARA-Deva, 

the God-man.

They meet again, although less pure, traces of sacred Tradition in the Indo-Egyptian Mythology Orpheus and other 

ethnic prophets. Delphi and Dodona, Apollo, pythons, Prophetic Palomas, votive Robles, the waters flowing s of the Springs 

and established sources indicate as many correspondences with the patriarchal Matesis.

What, then, nahash? A spiritual creature performs its role and its role of passing the Alma and shape of the invisible 

to the visible incarnation species by generation.

Letter N, of ionah and NaHaSH, is the Focal, the central Archaeometric and in Powers verbal Word, which 

standardises the center, in white rays, any further radiant rays Infinite Circle, 360; ie luminous substance biogenada 

universally distributed. This home is the Sun in the Shema-IM in Heaven wavelike fluids before gravitating serious in Astrality. 

Thus, all the latter can disappear in a fundamental vibration of the ether, that he would not survive any serious body; but the 

Astros would then be transfigured into substances imponderables, radiant, regulated by the same Shema, and diversely light, 

as shown by his Spectroscopy.

Power N naturalizes for the souls and their forms in the invisible universe and in the visible. In the first case, the light 

is direct, the second is reflected through the series of musical modes governing the system of forces and deployment. In the 

first case, the only vehicle is the ether of shēma-IM, in the second it is complicated dynamism descending from undulatory 

Heaven to Astrality and their metabolism support forces and occluder Gases, condenser and conductor their logical, harmonic 

and organic transactions. Finally, in the first case it is the ionah who is at stake, second is nahash.

Thus, when the psychic Neutralization is no longer made in Nahash, the lift of mortal life can not exceed, in the best 

case, the point of Trigon of living where Aguas she has fallen under the breath of Generations dragon. This is what takes 

place after the Fall.

This journey of Souls is called, according to languages: Limbos or Nirvana, Bosom of Abraham or Brahma. And this 

return to the waters of his cosmic embryogenesis does not result in more than annual Renovamientos of Time, and that a new 

matrix embryogenesis. It is the fall out of



the eternal principle in the Origins temporary world outside of God's Puerta del Arqueometre, Solsticio north to the Lunar Gate 

of Men, South Solsticio. 

To be otherwise, so that Man can be reintegrated into the evolutionary origins in the principle of Divine involution, it is 

necessary that the entire trajectory of the substance that constitutes what is biologized again for the beginning, assuming for 

downward path, by voluntary abasement, by living spirit of sacrifice, the invisible and visible modes of human existence. 

Hence the Incarnation of Meshia-H, 358, after the fall of the same Meshi-Ha, 360, in the divine purity of 

ROuaH-ALHIM, subordinating an angelic another order until Gabriel, full power of Nahash. 

Again, the latter is not worse, if that creature some invisible or visible whatever. Polarized light and the calorific and 

chemical, infrared and ultraviolet rays returning to blue, are no worse in themselves, of course that will not break the light 

wave in which the ionah plans.

When the living God himself has told invisible species: "Be fruitful and multiply over the entire Astrality" has blessed 

all generation and generation, of course they are met among men in the holy spirit of this blessing. That is why the danger of 

Nahash is to make people forget the celestial species by Earth's individuality, involution by evolution. Biology by physiology, 

anthropology Andrology, Immortality by mortality, the principle by Origin. Its danger is present generation as an animal and 

not a Fatality Women Cooperation with all constituent Powers double Universe, visible and invisible, with his angelic 

correspondences in the two female brains and in their dual imagination. Of these two brains, one is nervous, the other is 

blood; One is ideal, other plastic and immediately filmmaker, one is the viscera of the head, the other delivery. Woman 

performs what he conceives, not only physically, but also and above all, spiritually.

Alma Temple until puberty, the Holy Mother of Jesus as indicated by the Word, with the name of celestial Aguas 

Vivas, offered incense to ALHIM, and ate his heavenly bread in the Temple of the Living God. She has plastically conceived 

the Messiah incarnate Meshia-H, 358, and ideally conceived because he had seen the Messiah, King of Glory, Meshi-Ha, 

360. How had seen and ideally conceived? Helo here.

As we have said and repeated, the man has only served by external sense organs of the same name. These senses 

are merely points of epigenetic and developmental support to a double series of internal and intimate senses, the first 

evolutionary half half involution, second, finally, who do not manifest but involution, the biological universe and its powers.

Possible developments of human life are as unlimited as they can re-enter the divine life itself by its Mediator: the 

Word, and his spiritual powers: ROuaH-ALHIM. 

Desecration of women by men, and vice versa, is thus a formidable Fall of the higher modes of life in the past, the 

Paloma under the Serpent, the Holy Spirit under the subtle Beast, without being essentially unclean herself, makes us such by 

our understanding, if we do not see more than her, and our will, if not more than her love. 

In the first case, being in Love the Men and Women are at ROuaH-ALHIM; in the second, they being in Selfishness, 

not two but individual NaHaSH are under, rather than over.

But the mystery goes further. Women can be directly in One, whom the Egyptians said Himself, who is always 

identical to itself, the Eternal, or the other, one whose essence is to change depending on the course of time. Nahash is the 

time in spiers, which Rouah Cycles is to Eternity. Lack of Eva, the wife of the first Patriarch, was primarily cosmogony, and, if 

you remember that the Oracle of Delphi cooperated with the Piton de Apolo, who



seared his delirium, you will be less surprised that Nahash also express gender Divination the presider. 

Priestly wife of the first Patriarch, thereby regulating the female Holy lniciaciones College, Fall dragged forcibly from 

all walks of life, and reduction as sense only temporary existence. 

Is there a mystery of substance and substance transmission that does not militate in any way against the reciprocal 

love of man and woman, with all its consequences; it would defy the God of Life and the Holy Spirit himself, the believed. On 

the contrary, this Mystery militates against the danger of too great a separation from their initiatory powers. That is why Paul 

says. "The man is not without the woman in our Lord, nor the woman without the man"

The time of greatest danger of this entailment of human substance in the temporal Nahash, has been solemnized 

from the highest antiquity. But it was not the Holy Spirit who was present in the Orgíacos Mysteries, was the other, not 

dominated by the Holy Spirit.

Only then is the Meshi-Ha could redo, as Meshia-H, all divine path that goes from the spiritual substance of man to 

the carnal, descending from the bosom of the divinity through all grades double angelic and astral Universe . And it needed a 

Virgin, not only on-the Body Soul can be violated without the body ceases to be a virgin, despite the monstrous With this 

attack needed a Virgin of imagination, heart, in fact, that no saw not Imagine not conceive evil, but only true Life: IHOH, and 

its image: IShOMEShIHa.

This conclusion of the necessity of the Incarnation of the only Meshi-Ha, it says that there is and can be only one true 

religion in heaven, on earth, on all lands; in Eternity, in Time, from one end. another times; and the great African Bishop 

continues to promulgate, on the other hand with this clarity of intelligence and the power of consciousness that characterize it. 

Why?

Because, by virtue of his previous research, his pilgrimage to all places of initiation, their contact not only with the 

superficial rationality and the more presumptuous of the Latin world, with sophisticated childishness, entangling and 

exclusively dialectic of the Greek world but with the atavistic deeper and more thoughtful of other human communions 

mentality it has risen from the plains to the mountains of the human spirit.

Universal relationships he covers correspond exactly to the observation point and the topography of the Hautes 

Etudes today. Similarly anarchic young Greco-Latin mentality answers our secondary Teachings and, alas !, superiors. The 

latter, without double scientific and religious counterweight are so well what he had seen Moliere, the highest Humanismo Mr. 

Jourdain and his philosophy teacher. And we have the philosophical Paganism of Humanists, scientific Paganism of the new 

Sabeans, worse than the elderly.

But the resplendent Light of double standards, scientific and religious, who ignore or belittle, could not find that all 

zodiacal system solar, for example, is a vibrational mode of divine reason and its powers? His Lodge, harmony, and Organia, 

so energizing ripple shematizan all Eter, Sound, Light, Heat, Electricity, Magnetism, and then all dynamized substances: solid 

gases, liquids and. A vibrating circular plate manifest under the arch of violin, solaro-sign Shema, by an objective virtue and 

that has human rather than observation, by a power which, while Lodge, Harmony and Organia regulates equivalencies and 

Correspondences Number and Form, like all other signs of cosmogony Word.

For the same reason superhuman, but revealed in Acts, the globule of water, seen flat under the microscope, shows 

the Shema with which marked the entire visible universe. Vibrated under the number of its form, and under the inaudible 

sound that number orders in grade



zero, in freezing, this circle defined around the first equilateral triangular equivalent number 3, then the number equivalent 

hexagonal star 6, then double or dodecagonal star, equivalent to number 12, and so solarizada and zodiacada. 

Raindrop, like all the ethereal sky of a solar system is as verbalized by a aritmología corresponding to their 

morphology. Thus, when a petulance and rashness that equal only to their ignorance, our Sabeos cientiformes militate against 

religion because they believe they have found the truffle solar myth, they would make us smile, if they did not mourn Jesus for 

our humanity governed by such a race.

Finally, if Jesus Incarnate Word has shematizado its action on the human substance decayed, being chosen twelve 

apostles, seventy-two disciples, and then three hundred sixty Affiliates, he has done nothing to meet its own logic, harmony, 

Organic Law, as Word Creator . And no longer belongs to the mentality of the third caste of the human spirit to understand the 

reason for the supreme reason, to erect their own babble in teaching against the Holy Word.

And if the same archaeometric seal mark the works of MeShIaHIM, anterioresfa the Incarnation: Numa, Minos, 

Orpheus, Moses, Zoroaster, Buddha-Y, Krishna and Manú, if today still, despite its decrepitude, Mother University of 

Brahmanism porta this patriarchal brand, it proves one thing quite different than the inept conclusion of voluntary outcasts of 

the Kingdom, the supreme realm of reason of all things, as well as the awareness that prepares them understanding. 

One of these parrots as Macrobio is raised to the operation covering its intended function solar myth until Unity and 

Universality of Central and cyclic action on the human cycle. 

And it falls, and the same stroke, the whole system of neo-pagan interpretation of the sacred books of all time, the 

pantheistic and naturalistic alegorismo metaphysicians as Fabre d'Olivet. Far from being the result of individual will and the 

subjective reason a number of theosophists to modern, religions and holy books agree for those who understand their wisdom 

and science. But the mastery of this agreement belongs only to Meshi-Ha, because he alone is the religion of religions.

Oh !, today, our blinded and completed by Macrobio and university education Dupuis form the anti-religion and 

anti-Christianity of bad bourgeois education, politics, supplanting, antisocial, sectarian. She complies, although pestilential, 

what the Brabmanes Babou called the Chaos, the Marrana of the Mysteries, the Gastromante of detritus and excrement 

scholarship. Diluvian and resorptive function It is this symbol that have claimed the Troyarios and after them the Romans in 

the Gens Julia, posing clearly the character of the savage civilization which opposed the Temple, ravenous wolf first, then 

exegetical Marrana.

This race is that the Prophet and St. Peter and designate Ep. 2nd, II., 22: "The Puerco cleaned again has wallowed 

in filth, the dog returned to his vomit." Notad this II, and this 22, concerning opposition to apostasiado Word, and the XXII 

Powers of the Divine Word, so renegade and again lost.

But the apostle is not limited there. Ep. 1, IV., 17: "Behold the time when God will begin his judgment for your own 

home." It is here the divisions of the Church into rival churches, religion hostile cults, of Catholicity in cainitas ethnicities, 

finally, the Christian social status in fratricidal nationalities. "And if it begins with us, what will be the end of those who do not 

believe in the gospel of God." Here's the renegade Instruction is examined after the clergy.

"Wells without water", adds the Apostle, Ep. 2.1, 11, 17, "waterspouts churning clouds Wind: black and deep 

darkness is reserved for them '.

18 - "For having full speeches of insolence and folly, allured by the cupideces 

instinctual and satisfactions of matter, which were previously separated from the people it infects the error. " 



19. "They promise them freedom are themselves slaves, servants of conception, because 

anyone who is defeated, becomes the slave of him who has conquered him. " 

Behold, now is the warning that comes to clarify the black and deep darkness 

reserved for blind people who are led by these blind Instruction. 

21. "Indeed, most would have earned them that they had not known the way of justice, which 

. Turn back after having known and leave the holy Law that had been given "Similarly, the Lord says to Judas:" More would 

have earned had never been born. " 

This evil humanism humanity, there is all the difference in the regression to Progreso, instinct to intelligence, the 

Arbolillo Wild graft, the worst Paganism to Christianity, of Misrule by Agnosia the divine principle of reason and human 

consciousness. 

Listen again to the Apostle on this occasion, Ep. 2nd, II, 2. "Los Angeles, although superior in strength and power do 

not ostracize one another with words of execration and a curse."

12. "But those, like animals without reason, born to fall prey to men 

that make them perish the conquerors and military invasions. Attack by their blasphemies ignore what (agnosia), and 

consequently perish in outrageous revolutions in which are immersed (Anarchy). They will receive the reward it deserves their 

iniquity. "

The anti-Christian humanist is indeed a dehumanized; is a dementalised, he emasculated the Holy Spirit and Healthy 

Living and the true criterion: Heavenly Life, Earthliving, social life, individual life at all levels of these hierarchies.

It is this humanist who on behalf of philosophy threw Pythagoras new Hercules flame. It is he who was thrown into 

the Ebro the bleeding head of Orpheus, new Abel. It is he, finally, who, after having massacred the prophets of the ALHIM 

successors of Moses, had replaced the social law of God for their own political law.

Among us, the kind of humanism that is here was severely rated by Voltaire: "Race of monkeys and parrots" It was to 

express to the Egyptian mentality imitation. By the secret laws of psychic assimilation can even reach the infernal possession, 

cnrisíaca, and degenerating of pretended philosophy in Filomanía, individual rational folly collective reasoning delirium, ridden 

by the spirit of the cannibals Demons, the Vedas called Rakshasas.

Brahmins, after the elderly Patriarchs and this for observations and experiences abode assigned to these demons, 

torrid desert that require geographical location, correspondence of psychological state. Is the Gühanna of the Vedas, the 

Gihen or Gihenan of the Bible, and added: "In the desert of Shuman, the starting point of the waterspouts, typhoons and noon 

deadly habits." The empire of Dahomey had been destroyed under this influence.

Like all mysteries, it is disclosed in Barith-Ha-Kadoshah: Bashorah Ha, Ha Kadoshah, St. Luke, VIII, 27. Warn these 

moles and monthly numbers: VIII, 27, 28, 29, 30. 

"When Jesus went ashore, came to him a man, for a long long time, he was possessed by the devil. He wore no 

clothes, and did not stay in houses, but in the burial caves." 

28. "But since Jesus appeared, prostrated himself before Him and shouting with all his strength, he said: 

What's between you and me, Jesus, Son of the Most High God? "(The Helion Melchizedek.)" Do not torment me, I spell it. " 

29. "For Jesus commanded the unclean spirit out of this man waving often 

violence. He was kept chained with iron at the feet; but he broke his chains, and the demon dragged him into the wilderness. "

30. "Jesus said unto him, Thy Name Legion, he replied, because many demons had? 

entered this man. " 

31. "And these demons begged Jesus not to order them to go to Abaddon." 



Here, as everywhere, resplendent celestial humanity of Jesus, the divine Model, the divine image IHOH on the type 

which Man was created in the divine world, in the Ain-Shoph the Word: Ain , the former says Moses. The Word Incarnate 

Creator and satisfies the demons. Thanks to his piety, they will spend the most terrible test, the fire, sweeter, than water.

32. "Now, as there was a great herd of swine feeding on the mountain, the 

demons begged him to let them enter these pigs, and he let her. " 

33. "They went because of this man and entered the pigs. Immediately the herd rushed down 

furiously from the top of the rocks at the lake, where they all drowned. " 

How many things could be said about the above! Throughout ancient Sapiencia, water is the vehicle of the Spirit, and 

the animating spirit is by correspondence zoomorphic an air and water Paloma, as the animal spirit, impure, a sow. Thus the 

name Baptist is the Dove which you can read about Arqueometre in Inmergencia of Letters Trigon of the Land of the under 

the horizon Triangle Living Waters.

This hierogram is attached to the solar letter N. is the Ioni cosmogenic of the Vedas and ionah of Moses. Ioan, Juan.

To let them go up a degree in the existence of the world is not invisible rather than the half-blind eyes of the flesh, 

these demons knew they needed the grace of Jesus, and the possibility of rejecting over unclean bodies, the subetéreo fire 

That they consumed. They knew that after this sacrifice to the divine substance, they needed, in short, the lustral water that 

only the presence of the Lord vivified.

And as were the souls of men, in any way you infernalizadas for their crimes, they were suffering; Divine Mercy 

forgave them because she asked. She will forgive just as the thief on the right.

I know that the philosophers who made God and the universe in his image little support in general, Grace, Mercy, all 

that near or far has to do with the heart rather than the brain. Their subjective ideal is a kind of contemptuous impassivity of 

passions and even feeling as punishable, he again found also in psychology called animal and in the background, analysis of 

the human. They forget that behind the term implies passivity passion, no energy mother, active, expressing the term 

Affection, the Fire whose mind is clarity; But what surprised when you find yourself with abstraction instead of Life.

They had let him die the possessed in a supreme seizure, paralysis or catalepsy, because their internal senses, and 

still more intimate, were closed; they had not seen, understood or understood anything.

Creator is the Word Incarnate and Risen is the existence of eternal life and this life throughout the Synergy of divine 

wisdom, all the energy of divine love; Existence of Life with his royal sovereign gift of grace. His direct laws are not abstract; 

living, they are created beings existing and subsisting.

They affect the visible universe or physiological Equivalency many aspects. One of the latest is mechanical and 

apparent fatalism. But these living decrees of divine freedom are neither more nor less than the old Fatum, the Ananké, 

atheism, wickedly commissioned by the Ionian School, Hesiod and Homer, the government of the Gods who are our angels ( 

our demons sometimes), and the invisible universal order our earthly eyes.

This Fatum intended is, basically, a gift of the Word: Phao, Fa-ri, a gift of regal grace granted by divine existence to 

nothingness or chaos. Is a Habeas corpus and this so-called universal Ananké is actually Providence, forecasting, provision of nothingness or chaos. Is a Habeas corpus and this so-called universal Ananké is actually Providence, forecasting, provision of nothingness or chaos. Is a Habeas corpus and this so-called universal Ananké is actually Providence, forecasting, provision of 

that sovereign grace. Moreover, this charter of divine Existence is free and eternally accepted in substance



same, by these same Archangelic Beings, and these beings are the living Word of the Word as the letters of his psychic 

Alphabet: A-Th. 

That is why St. John, read in the language of XXII Letters, Syriac or Hebrew, says: "The beginning is the Word, and 

the Word is the ALHIM ath"; which it means that the ALHIM are the Word and Ontology Andronica its functions or powers of 

the Nephesh ROuaH, and the Nephesh to NiShema.

All that is read again in objectivity on Arqueometre. Look for it, for example, the three hierograms of human Ontology. 

Immediately see all your correspondences in the double Universe, starting with the divine Trinity, its Héxada and solar center, 

that of "Lumen de Lumine", or any single astral heart of any solar heart is.

THEOGONY ANDROGONIA 

Essence; IHOH. NiShAMaH Hebrew HaMCnISHIN Vattan and Vedo 

Existence: Ipho-Isho. nephesh Hebrew Shaphan Vattan and Vedo 

substance: ROuaH. ROuaH Hebrew HâOuR Vattan and Vedo 

In that, as always, be ruled out letters vulgar pronunciation. The remaining here are, above, common to the 

Androgonía and Teogonía.

In the first two hierograms, rely on solar power N. This, by the invisible and visible light, concocts the knot, operates 

Naturalization Nat. - s •.Naturalization Nat. - s •.Naturalization Nat. - s •.

It is also noted that NiShAMaH, as it is written, is hashed equivalent 

396. Reflects as ShOPh-Ya, in the sum of the numbers given by the letters of IPhO and Isho. Control Hebrew by Vattan and 

vedo gives HaM-SHIN, for there to take into account the transformation of M to N, according to the rules of Table euphonious 

Raamaayana; pure question of pronunciation that has moreover its special importance.

The double hierogram HAM and by SHIN has a part number 45, and 360 of the other. Their sum is number 405 = 45 

x 9. 45 is the number of ADaM. 360 is the number presiding Spirit HARMONY limitless time, the Ga-Na Na-Ga Hebrew vedic. 

360 = 45 x 8; 8 = H governs Cancer, the Puerta del Hombre. It is H Heva. 360 = 9 x 40 and 40 = M. We will see in recounting 

the reform of Krishna, the function of this last letter.

All these facts that the experimental Arqueometre back, revealing them in their laws, cast a heavenly light on the 

mystery which expresses the degree of Life supereterna that only God gives wisdom of the Holy Trinity. 

SHIN, in all the languages of Central East and the Far East, such as the Tibetan, Japanese and Chinese, expresses 

the Spirit while living being and existing in the substance of fluids and not astral skies. These fluids are the invisible universe 

skies. Universal attraction comes from them the ROuaH-ALHIM. She regresses evolutionary Heaviness or central attraction of 

each Astro. She holds the triple logic, harmonic and organic sovereignty of their relations between them, ie the laws that 

govern jointly.

Turning now to the Hebrew term has, by subordinating equivalent, the number of divine wisdom 396, is not indifferent 

to see Heaven fluids written like this: Shemah-Im, also give the number 396. And this way of writing this name corresponds to 

heaven of heavens, the pure Spirit, Isho shin or supraetéreo divine sky. This Heaven, by Being subjected to ROuaH-HâOuR 

of ALHIM, governs all Enarmonia view John, all Cromatismo, all Diatonia of Powers of organic forces that are submitted to it 

and Astrality, weighty support of these forces. Ponderable say, because there are other supports, ascending the astral fluid 

Heaven Heaven.



Observation and Experience armed as they are today soon discover that in its direct modes, energy is in itself its 

support so mode until critical that encloses all its universality; This ascending from the particular to the universal, astrality to 

Eter and above yet. So that, in this, as in everything, we must return to the absolute essence that is all relative existence by its 

power of existence and other support Substaocia that way.

It is precisely what, according to John, says Moses from his first words. "BRA-shith, Principle Hexadino, the living 

stand Héxada, the Creator of Six, the Sixth phenomenal, BRA created the ALHIM, Ath-Ha-Shama-Im, Alma fluids and 

Atha-Rets Heaven, Alma Unity and gravitating Universality ". For A = 1, and Rets means Gravitar, Running in Circles, in 

Sanskrit: Star: Star, Astro, Astrality.

Now, what is the principle of the inscribed hexagon, and then the Circle, if not the Trigono? Results from this and the 

foregoing that the ALHIM are the Trinity as the Incidence Reflection; which are the logical, harmonic and organic Soul 

Dualidad fluid gravitating Heaven and Sky; they are, in short, the substance of the first and last reality, even if the matter 

seems to provide support to the substance should fall in the primordial Chaos at the Tohu: formlessness, in Bohu: inanity 

nebula, Inorgania.

Let us not forget because the ALHIM operate on the ROuaH, the AH-Oura first Zoroaster. 

We could not prove too that the Word designated under the name of divine Principle Creator Héxada, the inspirer of 

Moses, is the same as Jesus. As always, we do not content ourselves with the tradition of a single university.

The name given by the Egyptian Moses Infanta behaves, as we have seen, the name of Jesus M-OUSHI, ISHO. If 

the Rabbis have not been able to find it again in the usual spelling of the name of Moses, Moshe, is because they ignored 

ablation key 5, made by Daniel in numerous terms that mattered ensure ( 3). In Hebrew, however, this key is returned in another ablation key 5, made by Daniel in numerous terms that mattered ensure ( 3). In Hebrew, however, this key is returned in another ablation key 5, made by Daniel in numerous terms that mattered ensure ( 3). In Hebrew, however, this key is returned in another 

hierogram: Moushi-Wo, the Deliverer. Moses was indeed the Deliverer, less than the Jews of patriarchal orthodoxy who 

imposed the divine seal on behalf of Jesus.

The Talmud and Qabbalah designate the celestial Inspirador of Moses under the name Moetatron, but this is but a 

veil of true name. The pronunciation has indeed altered, affecting between Jews and Arab peoples sound and, in certain veil of true name. The pronunciation has indeed altered, affecting between Jews and Arab peoples sound and, in certain veil of true name. The pronunciation has indeed altered, affecting between Jews and Arab peoples sound and, in certain 

positions of the letter to, Alhim pronounced as in God; but written as follows: MAeTATRON = 316 = ISHO. Rabbis have positions of the letter to, Alhim pronounced as in God; but written as follows: MAeTATRON = 316 = ISHO. Rabbis have positions of the letter to, Alhim pronounced as in God; but written as follows: MAeTATRON = 316 = ISHO. Rabbis have 

searched in vain everywhere etymology of Matatron; It is in Sanskrit MATA, Matesis, TRON, Trana Salvador and salvation.

The correspondence of the terms by Numbers survived the Division of Languages. For example: M, 40, pronounced 

Ma means the water in Vattan, in vedo and many other oriental languages. In the Far West, among the Incas, ATL, 40, 

following the Atlantean term, also it means the water. This key, which is not explained but one of the sacred correspondences 

of the metric tonnage Word, all the saints and even books applies for all Mythologies. Proves what we have said in our notes 

on the Kabbalah of the Patriarchs and Lord Jesus Christ, its inspirer. It, too, the Jews have been only intermediaries, most 

often involuntary and unconscious except the Prophets.

3 This Key 5 was based on splitting comprising a Exoteric written part, and Oral esoteric part, each labeled with the number 5, and whose meeting 3 This Key 5 was based on splitting comprising a Exoteric written part, and Oral esoteric part, each labeled with the number 5, and whose meeting 

represented the number 10, corresponding to the letter I, affected to Identity in double Universe. Key, removed to I, devenía escriturariamente H or E = 5; 

and this sacred cryptography was accessible only to Initiate Key holder and names that must adapt. This is the reason, too, the division into five parts, all 

the sacred books refer to the Prot-Synthesis. See Appendix III. (Note of

A. St.-Y.) 



The difficulties returning the sense Matatron so obscure to those who ignore these correspondences arise between 

other name that has, he too, exhausted the patience of the Rabbis; is Shadai; for there are two scripts of this name, read as 

follows: Shadai = 316 is the Word, the ShVaDHA Vattan, the Vedic swadha, Isho, Jesus ( two).follows: Shadai = 316 is the Word, the ShVaDHA Vattan, the Vedic swadha, Isho, Jesus ( two).

Moreover, even Cabalim Alphabets I call moles and among other esoteric Koranitas say, according to the liturgical 

book called Maksuri, page 40: "It's called MAeTATRON the Chief who sees God face to face, it is also called IeShOua . " 

Biblical figure Isho under this teóptica relationship. Joshua is setting sun.

I hope all these tests will be conclusive with respect to the identity of the Word and Jesus, through all the 

dismemberment of patriarchal Protosíntesis. I am far from having exhausted all I could give, but it is necessary to close and 

shut the preceding for one will not be the least extraordinary.

He proclaims the Name of the Father to the Son, the divine essence and the divine existence. IHOH, which means: 

"Life" and "I am", is number 26. This mysterious figure number gives back letters by CO in Vattan vedo yen, and then in 

Sanskrit CV, CaVi, the Creator for His Word, God Poet. The first archaeometric Trigono, the Word and Jesus, the divine 

poetry is read PhOSh-Ya, and here we are led by Vedo and Sanskrit and groups called Semitic, but before Moses, this 

PhoSh-Ya we have spoken elsewhere, and that in these ancient languages, has the sense of Solar Manifestation, 

Cosmo-Fania Ya, Supreme Beauty creator, and his radiant in the same letters splendor, those of Nicod Bilo ShOPh.

Should we extend this upward hierarchical verification of evidence of divine truth? Holy Essence inaccessible IHOH, 

will respond by the Word of His Word again. But interroguémosla piously, as the supreme reason is not afraid of our reason: 

because the divine Principle demands our verification while Word-Creator, as when, clothed in our flesh, leaving St. Thomas 

verify the wounds in his side and His Hands.

What's behind this manifestation of the divine existence, behind this poetry of his Word, behind the Wisdom itself of 

this Cosmo-Fania is the creator Splendor? What is your background, your phone, your engine in the center of the absolute 

power of the Father?

Is withdrawal Thinking about yourself? Is Me ... Vedic School Lunar replaced by Krishnna by solar Word, 3,100 or 

3,200 years before the Incarnation of Our Lord?

Here is the answer: 26, sum of the numbers IHOH, has given us the Ca-Vi of the Vedas: "Brahma-Cavi," say the 

sacred books dating from Krishna. However, there is no numeral extraction correspondence between these two juxtaposed 

terms, and undeniably exists between CaVi and IHOH, 26 obviously comes from the patriarchal Protosíntesis, which the 

Aryan School has inherited not keep the principle first.

Let us go further. The radical of 26, his intimate is 13. Now, Etrusco, 13 is IG; Vedo and decimal in Sanskrit, this 

issue reads AG, l and 3. This result has given birth to Ignis, AGNI, AGiosh. The investment gives GA and GI; GA is in Hebrew 

Splendor in the organic power vedo AGNI, and also its universal penetration. "Our God is a consuming fire."

This fire of the divine essence, if it can be sometimes terrible, not least the very bottom of life; His Heart is Love 

Creator, the Conservative Love, Love Renovador and Savior, absolute, eternal, infinite. DHA is the Shva-Vattan, Vedic and 

Sanskrit swadha, the datu-ShO the first Zoroaster, 2,800 years before our-Lord.

He is the Sacrificer of Himself to all, the Agni of the Vedas, our Agnus Dei. 

two The other writing SHADAI, the small SHADAI whose number 314 or 3.14 expresses the ratio of the diameter to the circumference. (Note from A. De two The other writing SHADAI, the small SHADAI whose number 314 or 3.14 expresses the ratio of the diameter to the circumference. (Note from A. De 

St.-Y.)



 



CHAPTER THREE 

LIFE 

I 

Canon Organic Life Humanity and Revelation 

The term Etimologia Soudras.- Paganism. - Go; Go-Y. - Kahal and Kahalah. - Triple Kahal agency. Parishes or kahals in dispute with the Go-and state. - 

The tax fasting and resources. - Need for Christian autonomy. - The social canon of Sacred Tradition. - Legitimacy and Legality. - The social Canon, is 

positive or mistico? Because the priesthood has not sought its positive sense. - Trends in the Western Church in the social organization. - Why European 

General States can not be established on the model of the United States of America. - Consequences of the Congress of Westphalia. - Need for the 

restoration of the three social powers. - The European Revolution and the Sovereign Pontificate. - The French Revolution and its social consequences. - 

Our efforts by the French Government.

It would be unfair under the same designation wrap the entire caste of Soudras the ancient world, our "Missions" 

Economic call. She is, indeed, the basis of all social State under the sacred, religious and scientific at the same time tradition.

Referred to the divine Life, it corresponds to the substance in the Trinity; in its range, in social life, it is the collective 

subsistence. The term Paganism was not thus originally applied to all economic class, it was reserved for revolutionaries and 

politicians of the Third State and its followers Letrados, and this verbal feature dates from the period known as the Division of 

Languages, which also means and especially the Doctrines.

Vedo and in Sanskrit, means Burgo Pakkana refuge of Outcaste revolutionary bourgeoisie. Thus, when the Ionians 

with the Phoenicians invaded Greece and patriarchal Italy, they led hence the Pakkana, Payments, Pagus, where Pagans, the 

man Burgo, the intermediary between town and country, between the provincial economy and the other two social powers. 

But dragging its philosophism, and politicism substitution, the Burghmen to reverse the first two Powers and enslaving entire 

provincial economy of the third, the Ionians Letrados have forcibly renewed between the Orthodox, the bad sense of Pakkana 

Sanskrit.

That is why Christians the first time the term Paganism apply to all mental state and government of the Roman-Greek 

slave empire. 

The Apostles, in his shemática language, said the same thing in another way: Go, Go-and goyim. This term, 

translated by Gentiles, hierogram loses its value not only for the pun to that lends itself, but when moving from one shemática 

others who are not language. Go means, in Sanskrit, ox, cow herd. Hebrew is all inorganic or people deprived of their direct 

organization, in favor of a political state of parasitical Letrados.

Krishna, the founder of the current Brahmanism, was called Go-Pata, having made a Concordat, at the expense of 

the Proto-synthesis of ISOua-Ra, with the Proto-paganism, the Soudras. 

GO is the antinomy of the normal rate Kahal, Kahalah, Kahalim. The social canon of Sacred Tradition is enclosed in 

the latter hierogram. The Vattan root, Vedic and Sanskrit Ka joined al. Ka means the union of spirit, soul and body, whether in 

the individual, whether in society by expressing the perfect form of pure essence, his continent, his whole body, the beauty of



True, etc. Kahal expresses it in these languages, even more clearly than in Hebrew, social Canon of the Patriarchs, adopted 

by Moses as he had been for Manú.

Ecclesia Church, while state social celestial and terrestrial, while divine and human society comes from the Hebrew: 

Ha-Kahalah, like this one of the sacred languages up here. We have treated these issues further long ago. but not without 

interest, at the present time, back on our missions. Since 1876, and later, 1882, we have given evidence in hand, the 

historical key problems of religious, academic, social, and political consequence, with those who are troubled France and 

Europe. We have entrusted these works to the consciences of our contemporaries, and more confident still, verification time 

by events. This is already quite complete so we can retrace our steps regarding the terms: Kahal and Church.

Kahal is the Parish, the Municipality Type of the Faithful Presbyterians presided over by their priests. The secular 

mental pressure and Reason GO-Y government has passed this type of organic State mystical state and this fact is so 

important that we want to point out again.

The body of the parish or the Kahal, when according to his scientific and theological Canon at the same time is 

triordinal. Kahal or Parish is the first cluster, the Parents of Families, hierarchized into three orders.

Kahalah or church, in a more general sense, is the provincial Federation of parishes headed by Episcopo or bishop. 

Then comes another federal level, the Provinces and the bishoprics chaired by the Primate. Finally comes the earth 

Universality, Primaticcio degree chaired by SoberanoPontifice.

Humanity would not need another organization, if men were worthy of it: the scientific and religious socialism, and 

everything else is an error of ideologues or political parasitical lawyers. 

Returning to the organic molecule to Parish. In terms of patriarchal Canon, Unity and Universality of the sacred 

unfailing tradition, the parish because it has a triple body.

Considerémosle in dispute with a social state and government Go-and with his Reason in Senante and reason for 

pagan state. 

The powers of the first social power which includes priests and parents of family, education is, whose character is to 

drive straight Education and Instruction predominance of the first with, for reasons we have already discussed at length. 

Go-and no state, whatever, can prevent the Parents of Family devote to this function being chosen among them for 

this purpose. Let's look at the right moment with quéinagotables resources they can count at the end of social Canon.

The powers of the second order is the legal Council of Arbitrators. Go-and no state, whatever, can prevent the 

passing of the Judiciary Parish of political government resorting to this court of Arbitrators to regulate their own differences. 

This results in a huge economy without public scandal.

Paul leaves no doubt to mark the theological value of all the foregoing; and this is not theological but exactly because 

it formulates scientific truth of sociology.

Among the prerogatives of the third parish Order. which represents the economy of the parish. is the appeal to the 

Tax Fasting, as practiced in the early centuries. The church year has about sixty days of nondescript fast that we demand. 

Today this fast is mystical, no more than the individual interests and has no practical significance for the good of the 

community. But think back to the time that had a social utility, and see what  





it can be today. 

Needless to say the tax fasting claimed as required by the Third Order 

purely layman. It is mandatory for the three levels except for the Homeless. purely layman. It is mandatory for the three levels except for the Homeless. 

Suppose that at least the richest rich nutrition every day is in the ratio of thirty francs to three. Tithing fixed tradition: 

three francs for one, thirty cents for the other; average: a free sixty five cents.

What. in France there are only twenty million Catholics who are willing or able to observe sixty days of fasting, more or 

less, which involves the liturgical year, and a simple calculation will make us verify the colossal sum that this tax, which does not 

cost anything to anyone, as it is taken in sum over superfluous, it can produce. And after ten years, what would it be?

The Church of France can therefore go from feudalized the State Go-and and conquer their economic autonomy that 

would ensure not only their independence and dignity, but the fulfillment by it of the Christian Organization and the Promise of 

our Lord Jesus Christ. strictly secular in their economic order, it could also be sheltered from taxation Pagans. our Lord Jesus Christ. strictly secular in their economic order, it could also be sheltered from taxation Pagans. our Lord Jesus Christ. strictly secular in their economic order, it could also be sheltered from taxation Pagans. 

The tenth only of what would produce the tax Fasting more than what is needed to ensure against begging garbage 

seminars, lyceums and Curia, whose Cupidez etemiza among us mental state and government pagan. 

And when this race Go-and, after having spotted all, he has ruined everything, Ecclesial can always rebuild 

everything without demanding anything the Government of the Drones, if not leave their hives quiet. You may even pay 

entirely the Army, the Navy, the Gendarmerie and its own police to secure this peace if necessary.

Christian autonomy therefore has no need for any person, but the universe has need of it. It is under this mental and 

social autonomy that we have said twenty years ago: We are neither Conservative nor Destructor, but Aliado the Creator. This 

alliance is the same name of the Gospel in Hebrew Ha-Barith, Ha Kadoshah, which means the Holy word, the Holy Alliance.

Having described the Christian Agency. Capital hear this point the Apostle of the Gentiles, in his shemática tongue 

not miss a nuance of his thought.

The reader is requested to compare what is going to continue with translations in languages not shemáticas; and 

you'll see why I appeal for it, if necessary, of the latter, Hebrew or Syriac, in all matters of this importance. I know that the 

Council of Trent has given the Vulgate preeminence it had not before. It has done so in order to retain the Catholics on the 

pending free examination, proceeding without beginning and without scientific law, was at the mercy of individual 

philosophism under the name of Protestantism. But I do not forget more, and I recalled above, referring to years back, that 

Pope Nicholas I had encouraged the very religious and very knowledgeable Gionozzo Manetti to translate the Bible into three 

columns, three versions of a direct serious Hebrew; the same breath had been given with respect to the New Testament. The 

Papacy has practiced since Exegesis before the birth of Protestantism, and has not stopped in this way rather than by fear of 

the consequences themselves anarchists.

But times have changed and Freedom and fear does not give anyone. On the contrary, the glimpse is everywhere as 

the safest shield against mental state and governmental anarchy Go-

Y. 

Moreover, as a layman, we have always held on the free land of Higher Studies, as they are, if not falling, at least 

practiced today from one extreme to another in Europe. That is why, in all vital issues, and among all, Sociology, always 

compare the Christian Church with the Mosaica, the Patriarchal, the translation of theological books in no shemáticas 

languages with Hebrew or other languages XXII letters, and these, in order, with the



Sanskrit, Vedo and Vattan. The Hebrew versions of which I serve carry dates: London, 1828 and 1886.

Here is the social canon of Sacred Tradition in what St. Dionysius the Areopagite called saints teologales Oracles, in 

other words: the Gospel. 

"Just as the Bwal, The Sun, the Lord of the house, the husband, is the rash, the head of the AïShaH, the Moon, the 

Lady, the wife, just as the Meshiaḥ is the head of Ha- Kahalah, social status, and MOShIWo, the Deliverer, Ha-GO, of the 

gentiles. " Epistle to the Ephesians, and 23; Hebrew: Agartha AL APhSIM. - H. CG.

Thus the Messiah, by the fact that the King of the social state itself is the Deliverer, the Savior of the political state. 

This frees your mind by the Holy Spirit, its governmentality by the Gospel, of his death by his Law Law of Life, its Legality by This frees your mind by the Holy Spirit, its governmentality by the Gospel, of his death by his Law Law of Life, its Legality by This frees your mind by the Holy Spirit, its governmentality by the Gospel, of his death by his Law Law of Life, its Legality by 

mortal Legitimacy eternal. mortal Legitimacy eternal. mortal Legitimacy eternal. 

I emphasize these two terms: Legitimacy, Legality. The first belongs only to the welfare state only the second to the 

political state. Legality policy is always illegitimate, when it is not legitimized by the social state. This is the wild sapling 

Legality susceptible graft, provided that the graft pledge, and that the sapling do not return to their wild nature. In this case not 

worth as dead wood, good for the fire. Legality is the human self, the human will only erected in metaphysical principle for 

possession and maintenance of political government pagan. Legitimacy is the verbalization of the living principle in the social 

state, its manifestation for their eternal Laws !; Logia living, harmony and Organia.

It remains to know whether to understand the social Canon of theological texts in the mystical direction or the positive 

direction. 

From one end to the other of the sacred tradition since the first Patriarchs to the Apostles, the Canon himself 

considers the triple Sociology of the visible universe and the invisible universe. Its meaning is positive with respect to the 

Earth Organization social state, in perfect correspondence with the reality of the other two: the Divine and celestial 

Intermediary. But this sense is mistico while practical. It is mystical with respect to the science and art of these open 

Mysteries.

Needless to say, in this world, Ha-Kahalah, the welfare state must be organically constituted for the Meshiaḥ is 

based on MOShIWo about Ha-GO, the political state; if not, you do enslave its wild nature, all mystical Kahalah not 

constituted and organized practically. Why? For the pastors of Meshiaḥ, rather than not show more than your kingdom, they 

will be at the mercy of Ha-Go, which does not remember the Apostle Line Manager: GO-y.

And, why the pastors are at the mercy of the mental state and government of the Go-iM? 

A lack of socially organized Faithful. These last, individually, They have been Kahalim of law; politically, Go-IM will be done. A lack of socially organized Faithful. These last, individually, They have been Kahalim of law; politically, Go-IM will be done. A lack of socially organized Faithful. These last, individually, They have been Kahalim of law; politically, Go-IM will be done. A lack of socially organized Faithful. These last, individually, They have been Kahalim of law; politically, Go-IM will be done. A lack of socially organized Faithful. These last, individually, They have been Kahalim of law; politically, Go-IM will be done. 

Moreover, they will be mentally Go-Im blind to the sacred sociology, deaf to his Canon, parasitical pagans in competition for 

the same political state Go-Y.

We have heard Saint Paul and his theological Oracle defining true socialism. Let us now listen to the priestly 

theologians who drafted the Catechism. They have preserved, faithfully recorded the Canon and Sacred Tradition? Let's 

listen.

"The Church is the social status of the Faithful under the leadership of the Shepherds of Jesus Christ," You could not 

say it better because there is but to resort to theological text for the social Canon reveals its Organic Law. 

Who, then, has prevented the priesthood to seek the positive sense of the formula, pass the word to the Act, the 

Principle to the purpose, the Spirit of Life, this life of each day's Prayer Meshiah calls daily bread not only of individuals but of 

societies?



This question can not give you more than one true answer. The obstacle, impediment; They do not come priesthood 

itself. Come first of all mental state and government Go-and succession issues of Paganism from the Concordat of 

Constantine I; then the Neo-Paganism Renaissance, their mental and governmental reason in modern humanism since the 

fourteenth century, and especially since the Concordat of Francis I. We could give it a lot of evidence. The most important are 

developed in our missions and especially in the "Mission of the French"; but, without going back to the year 313, the starting 

point of the solder and the amalgamation of the Go-Im pagan and Christian evangelicals Kahalim, it is impossible to 

scientifically master the history of Christianity and of Christianity. Then the spirit of confusion does attributed to Christianity for 

Unbelievers what the fact of Paganism, and at the same time leads believers to defend the latter rather than the former. All 

possible revival of Christianity cuffed for us thirty years to Paganism, it is key this simple insight.

However, since it was freed from the pressure of the Byzantine Empire, the Church of the West, often according to 

the Eastern Church, tended to the direct organization of the Governed and compliance with the Law of Life: Concilios three 

orders ; Francmasonería triordinal architectural; CAVALRY three degrees; communal and parochial states. provincial, general 

and then three orders continental states; Zollverein, or rather European Economy, binding of Hansas from Novorogod to 

Bordeaux; Consulate of the Sea of Spain to Palestine, etc.

These facts leave little doubt that the Mystery of social Canon has been the subject of a theological revolution taken 

directly from the Gospel, whether in Hebrew, Syriac either before, during and after the Crusades. Consistent with the apostolic 

period and continue while the initiatory teaching and positive achievement.

In this Truth, this way of life, and if Humanism had not simultaneously dementalised and dehumanized all secular 

direction, if not priests, let us see what would have happened and what to do as social effectiveness of the Gospel. 

The so admirably sketched continental unity would have been met by herself. The organic formula would be 

embodied in European States General. Needless to say that these States General are not the United States of America that 

preaches the unchristian Go-ism and anti-European.

The United States are still only at the economic level of the Kahalah of Meshiah. But, how far is this degree being 

done now! Politicism whole of this great country is at the mercy and salary of industrial Monopolies and others, as we have 

shown in

Mission des Français. 

If Europe, which it is impossible, even at the cost of revolutions and wars without end, put an to imitate the United 

States, as she imitates centuries political systems pagans or English system, you could write about the after Pinisterre: 

Continent for sale. The

trusts Americans would not be without here parasitical his salary, traffickers, peddlers and political rubes lawyers. All trusts Americans would not be without here parasitical his salary, traffickers, peddlers and political rubes lawyers. All 

continental and colonial economy happen there. A tow of these

trusts, all the people no longer seem a wee behind a huge Bertrand Robert Macaire. We do not see our old continent, its old trusts, all the people no longer seem a wee behind a huge Bertrand Robert Macaire. We do not see our old continent, its old 

races, their old priestly and kingly nations, rich in a dazzling history that is lost in the mists of centuries, abdicating themselves 

in favor of these new Atlanteans before yesterday and industrial Moloch .

But it's time to contact you, and for this we must begin to reflect on the facts and clear of these laws. 

Europe today suffers the consequences of their semi-apostasy. It has abandoned the social Law Meshiah to ignore 

the extent of his generals to his own life, more todaviaque reflection, he had inspired States. This abandonment and current 

pagan constitution are the work not of the military but



humanists. We have shown drafted in 1648 at the Congress of Westphalia, which his blindness and vanity called the Code of 

Nations. This Code is the permanent war diplomacy and replacing the old social relations of people to people, control of the 

Church and the imperial teacher arbitration on international politics of States.

Our two cardinals Richelieu and Mazarin, Richelieuque inspired this work, which made Mazarin, were humanists 

concordat. 

Thus have reconstituted, spreading throughout Europe, the Roman Circus of Nations. They have reopened the cycle 

of universal antagonisms, religious, political, economic dismembered the social status of the Patriarchs, 5,000 years ago. In 

these planetary arenas, states, nations, races, continents are based on taming wild beasts and of gladiators and victims. But, 

taken between America and Asia, the European Directorate is today led by us to its principle of cohesion. Under penalty of 

death, he needs to rectify its antagonisms system under the Law of our Lord Jesus Christ. How? Reestablishing its three 

social powers and ensuring its functioning according to the rules indicated by us in our missions.

First social branch: teacher: Federation Alliance and no union of the churches; Universities Federation on behalf of First social branch: teacher: Federation Alliance and no union of the churches; Universities Federation on behalf of First social branch: teacher: Federation Alliance and no union of the churches; Universities Federation on behalf of 

the evangelical Promise. It legitimizes representation is the Arbitration Assembly of the Primates of the great university 

teachers, Ministers of Education, presided over by the Supreme Pontiff or his legacy.

Second social branch: Legal: Its base is given by all existing political treaties. Representing all advertised is the Second social branch: Legal: Its base is given by all existing political treaties. Representing all advertised is the Second social branch: Legal: Its base is given by all existing political treaties. Representing all advertised is the 

Arbitration Assembly of Heads of Christian Sovereigns or States, assisted by their Ministers of Justice, Foreign Affairs, War 

and Navy.

Third social branch: Economic: its base is given by the treaties of trade and maritime and terrestrial communications. Third social branch: Economic: its base is given by the treaties of trade and maritime and terrestrial communications. Third social branch: Economic: its base is given by the treaties of trade and maritime and terrestrial communications. 

Natural representation is the Arbitration Assembly of Ministers of Finance, Industry, Trade, Agriculture, Merchant Marine and 

Colonies of each country.

Thus the State Go-and Europe can move to Esi: social ado of messianic Kahalah. A single blow the Meshiah be the 

Moshiwo, the Deliverer and Savior of European politicians in the United socializing them.  

This program will eventually enter into a pontifical brain, and then a head crowned worthy of being imperial; and 

suddenly this Pontiff will be the greatest of all, and this Emperor Constantine exceed above, Charlemagne and Napoleon.

The greatest revolution that ever victimized Europe and behind her the entire Earth, has been the antisocial 

Constitution which just showed the remedy. The place she has left the head of all Christian bishops, the Sovereign Pontiff 

representing European unity in Jesus, has been shown by us in detail ( one).representing European unity in Jesus, has been shown by us in detail ( one).

So let's sum up in one word: honor presidency of the diplomatic corps, in other words: political Burial first class. All 

political conceptions of France at this time (1648) with this semipagano character, ineffective, Concordat too, and decoratively 

worldly, more and mediócrata and center-left, between the Papacy, the Empire and Protestantism. It could not be otherwise, 

having Humanism I passed the genius of our nation from life to death, from Creation to the pagan Imitation, in philosophy, in 

art, in politics, in anti-sociology, and so on.

French Catholics should remember their own history before the current Papacy reproaching their inertia and 

muteness against their pagan government. Who has reduced the Roman Curia this role Sena sleeping in the woods and 

Muette de Portici? The concordat Policy and galicano Humanism, led by two Cardinals. What could I do at that the Sovereign 

Pontiff? What has made under penalty of being nothing leader in Europe and to see removed the only points

one Watch Mission des souverains. ( Note the A. De St.-Y.) one Watch Mission des souverains. ( Note the A. De St.-Y.) one Watch Mission des souverains. ( Note the A. De St.-Y.) one Watch Mission des souverains. ( Note the A. De St.-Y.) 



contact you stay with ena, namely, the honorary presidency of the Diplomatic Corps and its consequences. Nunciatures with 

governments, embassies by the Holy See ( two).governments, embassies by the Holy See ( two).

For the Papacy to do otherwise under penalty of disappearing from the European direction, as the Patriarch of 

Constantinople under the Osmanlis, it is necessary that the European Constitution is amended. 

And to make this change take place and must take place, for the same interest of States and their governments, it is 

necessary first of all that the social Canon of Meshiah it enacted by their priests in their churches, and observed by the 

faithful. 

The second revolution raised Paganism is the work of not only anticoncordatarios Humanists, but renegades. Is less 

important than the preceding one, no longer of interest rather than a continental nation, rather than reach all other indirectly. It 

is the French Revolution.

We have scrutinized as thoroughly as possible this revolution ( 3) and shown to antisocial Pagan reaction. All that has We have scrutinized as thoroughly as possible this revolution ( 3) and shown to antisocial Pagan reaction. All that has We have scrutinized as thoroughly as possible this revolution ( 3) and shown to antisocial Pagan reaction. All that has 

been useful of it comes directly from the social Papers drawn up by the States General, in other words by the French welfare 

state. What has been unfortunate it is, in contempt of national tradition, first have distorted the operation, and then deleted the 

whole organism of the States General, provincial and communal, rather than correct them as sociology tidied.

This work of pagan humanists could not be more antisocial as their models. He almost killed France by killing the 

Church of France as a Society of the Faithful, as French welfare state and expropriate their pastors to enslave them politically.

But any attempt of this kind has its inevitable consequences, and today the Last Judgment sounded their trumpets in 

the Acts. Lack of real, scientific and theological socialism at the same time, all the work of pagan Revolution, imperially 

regularized by Napoleon I and forth across the Concordat, is in legal liquidation bankruptcy. This bankruptcy is unavoidable 

Legislator of pagan humanism, be radical, it even concordat, and in no way that of science, least of religion.

We have reported in the Mission des Français all our efforts by the Republican government after the publication of We have reported in the Mission des Français all our efforts by the Republican government after the publication of We have reported in the Mission des Français all our efforts by the Republican government after the publication of 

our first missions. We have warned, clarified, required as much as it has been possible. We have sued on behalf of 

conservation, as well as the whole country, the completion of its own law on trade unions: the renewal of the States General.

We have all claimed first professional economic order that is the basis, the substance of others; because we know 

the public wealth and originally attacked, threatened with ruin settlement by way of antisocial socialism,

We have made it our whole duty and joy, ignoring for the moment the other services that we had to pay to 

Christianity and that concern us exclusively today. 

Is France therefore destined to die? We do not want to admit it. However, the laws of history are working in Acts, and 

his word is frightening. May this country unless he too barren fig tree and cursed the Gospel. Judea was once like her fertile, 

and nutria his people, who could no longer feed today. Who, then, he has desiccated the life of this soil up to their 

background?

The Father avenged the Son! Of what? How the apostasy of the Jews who had crucified Letrados? Nothing of that. 

These humanists of Babylon, these Kahalim Esdrás theology, these pontiffs, these priests, these Pharisees, these Scribes, 

these Doctors of the Law, these atheists

two This vision of the future, these prophetic words written around 1903, there have been later, in France at least, and by the express causes mentioned two This vision of the future, these prophetic words written around 1903, there have been later, in France at least, and by the express causes mentioned 

right here. (Note from A. De St.-Y.)

3 Watch Mission des Souberains, Mission des Francais, and Appendix II. (Note from A. De St.-Y.)3 Watch Mission des Souberains, Mission des Francais, and Appendix II. (Note from A. De St.-Y.)3 Watch Mission des Souberains, Mission des Francais, and Appendix II. (Note from A. De St.-Y.)3 Watch Mission des Souberains, Mission des Francais, and Appendix II. (Note from A. De St.-Y.)



Sadducees, this whole Sanhedrin were not apostates. Deniers as blind as ferocious, yes: Forsaken, no! They did not believe 

crucify the living God in the Word of his life. Despite the prophetic Testament of the Patriarchs, Moses, Elijah, Elisha, all 

Nabim, despite the comment of the events foretold by Daniel, despite the humiliation under all empires in which the concordat 

Humanism, which dated captivity, had reduced the Papacy and the entire political leadership of his nation did not understand, 

did not know.

A Sovereign Pontiff called Jesus had restored them captive, and they saw that the Jesus who made flagellar and put 

on the cross was the eternal type, Essence, Existence, the substance of the Sovereign Pontificate, the Meshiah and Moshiwo 

of his Kahalah turned-Go-and under the universal Goïsmo. 

If this people has been scattered to the four winds, if his land has been sterilized by the central fire if the attempt of 

Julian the Apostate to give your city has made out this fire of the earth, if this same fire breaks still this same floor to answer in 

advance any attempt of this kind: what is it reserved the peoples punishment, not only deniers but apostates, the Directorate 

of these peoples, to the economy that sustains them, the very ground they nourishes? 

Earth societies are not there alone, the Heaven contemplate from within the Invisible; the King of Kings has seen fit 

not want to use more than their right of pardon; when touched the Son and the Holy Spirit, the Father does not hear more than 

his anger, and his heart is a devouring fire: Ca-Fri, Ignis, Fire of Love, the divine fire that devours everything that is contrary, 

everything tends to stain the Essence, the existence and substance of life and of all life, from one end to the other of the 

double Universe.

¿It would seem that judaizamos because scrutinize the Scriptures through all the sacred languages of the Earth? 

This would make smile to those who, having read without attention, the first time the trouble to reread were taken.

Today, the concordat Humanists, though warned time for us to complain, not without reason, of being killed by the 

Jews politically kahals and its Alliance. It could not be otherwise, and twenty years we have told you why he does. This 

minimum of organization, the Kahal, being the Law of Social Charity in a national environment or in a race, has been enough 

for the Jews to emerge cohesively, as Christianity astonishingly found himself in a universal way under paganism, lacking this 

minimum.

Does this mean that the Scepter he has been taken from Shilo for serial I returned to Judah? Jews are free to 

believe; But the prophets do not lie. This only means that this special and waiting for bearing Christian case, divine grace 

enables society of Judah, not the Scepter, which is for Shilo forever, but a small compensation: the gavel of freemasonry 

demolition, and Auctioneer hammer.

II 

Divine Life and Revelation of the Mysteries 

Revelation of the mysteries of the Trinity. - Quote of St. Cyril. - The initiatory selection. - San Pablo and legality. - liturgical correspondences. - Christmas. 

- The Souls Day. - The Incarnate Word report all tradition. - The Seal of God. - Mode My. - MIHAeLy the Mihela. - The Mysteries of the double Universe. - The Souls Day. - The Incarnate Word report all tradition. - The Seal of God. - Mode My. - MIHAeLy the Mihela. - The Mysteries of the double Universe. - The Souls Day. - The Incarnate Word report all tradition. - The Seal of God. - Mode My. - MIHAeLy the Mihela. - The Mysteries of the double Universe. 

Ascension: Pentecost. Communion of Souls. - the Holy Spirit.

Arka-METRA. - Remembering the Proto-synthesis. - The work of Krishna. - His Naturalism. - Letter M. - Breeds. political wisdom of England. - Foundation 

of the University of Calcutta. - Leo XIII and the Eastern Churches. Christianization of the Indies. - Welding system Krishna to the Proto-synthesis. - 

Zoroaster and Moses. - State reintegrated man.



 

Outside the social Canon, the other Mysteries Can also be the subject of a theological revelation? And, this, is she 

has ever taken place as precedent? The Gospel is also formally on this point. Behind him, the history of the Church 

postapostolic, that of the early Fathers, testifies in the same direction. In the Gospel, especially St John and St Paul almost 

everything have to be consulted, while the Epistles of St. Peter. The Kahalah of Meshiah after the ascension into heaven of 

this King of Glory. Shema of SheMaIM, has been marked with triordinal planning to continue in Him, Revelation triple graduate 

of the Mysteries of the Father, the Son and the Holy Spirit; in other words of the Essence of Existence and divine Substance: 

One essential, existential and substantial God.

This triordinal Unraveling the Mysteries shown again a few years after the Concordat of Constantine I, at St. Clement 

of Alexandria, St. Cyril, and the continuer par excellence of the work of St. Paul, St. Augustine. 

"There are two orders of mysteries that do not disclose to the Gentiles even catechumens. If we talk about those 

before them, we do rather than covert words," says Cyril. Indeed, mental and governmental reason the Go-Im lurked through 

all the Philosophers, and it was not good to say openly how the City of God should and could replace the City of the devil, 

how, through its Kahalah, the Meshiaḥ, acting as MOShIWo, could free the slaves Governed Greco-Roman political state and 

invited them to divine social state.

Outside this reason there is for it prudent others, initiatory, found from one end to the other of the sacred tradition. Do 

not confuse, but rather select, one by one, the three mental Races of the Church; without it will never become more than a 

bourgeois Kahal inclinante to demagogy. And the three races are by nature differentiate between them, not in the spirit of 

domination, but according to Life, the spirit of dedication and SacIificio to the community. "He that is greatest among you shall 

be your servant." (San Mateo, XXIII, 11.)

Of catechizing also it contains the Gentiles. She moves for external reasons, interested, summarized in one word: 

Legality.

The other two races do not move but for internal reasons which are also summarized in one word: Legitimacy. There 

is an abyss between these types, and all the evangelical initiation of Life is required to move from one another; the Spirit of 

duty for fear of the spirit of sacrifice for love.

San Pablo is dazzling when reveals these mysteries of spiritual Ontology, whether that addresses the Jews Kahalim, 

whether Christian Kahalah start. 

With its openness and fogosidad eagle. the Apostle is not afraid to say that even religious law. the Thorah, ordering 

the duty is not made, in the background, but for the ignorant scoundrels or tempted to infringe. As for the purely civil law, it is 

not only made for Pidos, but m.enudo by the same scoundrels.

Each of the three degrees responded as a normal development of life. according to the ages that mark their initiatory 

phases in the God-Living and double Universe, which is the bond Humanity, and Amphibious.

Triple correlation of social status of this dual universe is too well indicated, their correspondences of the earth 

Kahalah the other two are too well observed in the liturgy and even in his year, not theological witness an extraordinary 

revelation. There is no primary or secondary feast of the sacred year than start at the right point at which the positive reality of 

his mystery is fulfilled in the three Kahalahs, or churches, according to the eternal laws of the Word. We will not take as 

examples the first and the last of the great feasts of the liturgical year: Christmas and the day of Souls.

Christmas marks the universal renovamiento. It is the time when the sun rises again



on Ecliptic. But he is only doing a conservative Law, organ function, and it is not physical but because it is primarily verbal in 

Life in Him. And compliance does not consider the social status of terrestrial bodies and human Church militant but because it 

comes from the divine powers of the Word of its social and divine Church triumphant state. The latter is indicated by Moses, as comes from the divine powers of the Word of its social and divine Church triumphant state. The latter is indicated by Moses, as comes from the divine powers of the Word of its social and divine Church triumphant state. The latter is indicated by Moses, as 

we have reported in the Mission des Juifs ( Mission of the Jews), but Moses himself has done it more than repeat the tradition we have reported in the Mission des Juifs ( Mission of the Jews), but Moses himself has done it more than repeat the tradition we have reported in the Mission des Juifs ( Mission of the Jews), but Moses himself has done it more than repeat the tradition 

of the Patriarchs, and these proto-synthesis which St. John. 

Souls Day, the holy festival last year, is also a reality in the psychic social state intermediary and the divine. Is the 

time when the souls back, Earth, toward the magnetic axis of the universe: Olympus of Orpheus, Al-Borj the first Zoroaster, 

Merú of the Vedas. The hierogram Zend and pehlvi indicates why this ineffable Polo Ascension is made which corresponds to 

a descent- and a proportional welcome the Patriarchs and Saints: Pitris Brahmanical, Richis Manu, Arquis of the Vedas, and 

Shings Tis the patriarchal schools in the Far East. Those of the schools in which this mystery is still practiced by the first 

orders, the animals themselves, the psicomantes, feel its reality, and around the temples dogs howl at night the Pitris.

He summarized the Incarnate Word, returning to its point of purity and truth, the whole sacred tradition he had 

revealed as Word Creator, Conscience and Science of the Patriarchs. Copy! They say the goyim. Facts and eternal Laws of 

the double Universe, we respond after verification, Unity and Universality of Religion of the Word, Creator Incarnate, risen and 

ascended upon the Throne of Glory to the Father's right.

The goyim of Hautes Etudes say and do in vain; what they call the science of comparative religion it is nothing more 

than an inventory of auction house, a dressing habits merchant, a warehouse of antiques, a statistic arid Valley of 

Jehoshaphat bones. Not a Science in the sacred, fair and objective of this word term. So that there is science, it is necessary 

that the laws are in Acts and that Principle speak Laws by the facts.

Now, how the mentality and Go-known religious and more so his Laws facts and principle? To know the facts of the 

Mysteries, if any must be experienced and the work of scholars like this experience as the whited sepulcher and dust 

containing resemble the soul and spirit that enlivened once this dust.

The Incarnate Word has not fulfilled the Thorah of Moses and the Patriarchs past but because it came from his, 

which had given the Double-Universe as Word Creator. That is why we see in Meshiah central role as the Kahalah, in order to 

be through this body depending on Moshiwo, regarding Ha-Go. That is why, as we have already said, its first organic circle, 

their Malakim, Angeles or Apostles, bearing the number sign: 12. That is why the second circle, their affiliates, who are all 

called to episcopate, decanoic carries the number 72, which, multiplied by extensive 5, will later 360.

Solar myth !, repeat the goyim, fetishists apostates from zoomosfismo and weld cell from Haeckel. We doubt that 

these philosophers never reach neojonios honors solar myth. It would be necessary for it to elevasen its lamps to the role of 

social Sol Double-Universe. Then would be the night par excellence, the Erebe of Orpheus, the Horeb Moses, Chaos, the 

Tohu-Bohu Wa-full, intellectual, moral and physical, political, social and economic.

The Incarnate Word has applied its Organization Seal of the Living God, they say the Vedas, is solar, "because the 

Living God illuminates the Universe" (Atharva-Veda, VI, 128, 3). Quabbalim mystics, according to Ezra, say the Seal of 

God-Living is AMaTh: but the Zohar can scientifically explain the positive, the reality of this mystery, nor the 1,440 

arithmological value of this term.

Now this number, as we have noted, is the sound level hierarch musical mode 

My. The first Patriarchs under the celestial kingdom of Jesus-Rey, ISOua-Ra, and after them the Sintesis My. The first Patriarchs under the celestial kingdom of Jesus-Rey, ISOua-Ra, and after them the Sintesis 



Christian, assign this number to musical mode my, the Solar Archangel whose name is Mihael and summarizes its function. Christian, assign this number to musical mode my, the Solar Archangel whose name is Mihael and summarizes its function. Christian, assign this number to musical mode my, the Solar Archangel whose name is Mihael and summarizes its function. 

The Qabbalim seek Metaphysics and mystically this name, by the way everyone knows: the evangelical Kabbalah is most 

simply, but exactly reversed in the name of the Powers of the Word, the ALHIM of Moses. This investment: Mihla. says: 

Celestial Militia, which represents the central role Mihael.

Sanskrit MI expresses everything through and covers, radiates and surrounds, penetrates and understands. LA is a 

hierogram of Indra, the fluid Heaven, Ethereal Moses as a continent or continental opposed to gravitating Sky Content, astral: 

A-Rets. The latter word means, we have said elsewhere, the gravitante Unity, A-sTRalidad has been translated by Earth. As, 

in effect, Sanskrit A means Unit, Hebrew Rets means everything tends to gravitate. The central organic function represented 

by MIHAEL, attracts and propels directs and balances all other angelic functionalities. She maintains the common measure 

proportional, justice and the justness of their counterparts and all its circumferential relations at all hierarchical levels Double 

Universe.

This double-Universe is clearly distinguished by Moses, like all previous Patriarchs. SHEM is the divine Heaven, the 

Word in His glory, the "Missing Word" but found again in Him and by Him. In the heaven of glory are fluid Heaven SheMaIM, 

the Forces under the Powers of the Word, and the Word ALHIM his Mihela. Finally, the A-Rets, the gravitating astrality and 

Evolution in the double preceding involution.

These Mysteries to the scientific and theological time are shown on observation and experience by Archaeometric 

Science of the first Patriarchs; and this science is enclosed in the Gospel. It is therefore necessary that was not only known, 

but its true point referred to by our Lord Jesus Christ. It would have been supplied by the St. John, then 12, then 72 and finally 

to 360 after the Resurrection, and perfect intelligence she would have been given after the Ascension. Also I have reason to 

believe that the new wording of Jewish Qabbalah by SimeónBen-JOKAI, would have received a part of this disclosure, but not 

its Archaeometric matesis.

Ascension brings us to Pentecost and theological revelation of one of the greatest mysteries of the Son and of the 

Holy Spirit. 

Ascension is the eternal Meshiah rise to the top of the Triple Kahalah or church, upon the throne and under the 

crown of glory, the Shema Shema-IM, of which Jesus is the SheMaM. But the specific substance, the species of man fallen 

from the divine substance in human form up there with the glorious, bright Body and Soul Life of the Incarnate Word and 

Risen. Jesus therefore reintegrated in her species in the Kingdom; the Way, the Truth, the eternal life are as real and 

positively open and the Ascension of Our Lord Jesus Christ, bottom-up Double-Universe. Redemption before human lives 

could not rise above the Limbos Heaven, Sky Living Waters, Breast Brahma and Abraham. The lower door of the Kingdom 

(the Angel Gabriel), known under other names Tradition of the Temples, It was packed in such a way Soul, that the most holy 

same could not overcome. For his Ascension, Our Lord has come to clear it and has biologically and in reverse reopened 

entire path of the Fall.

In contrast, the Ascension has operated a swirling motion in the divine substance, from top to bottom, from the zenith 

Stasis called Gate of God, to his counterpart of Nadir, called Gate of Men, through the radiant Center Double Universe and 

Mihela of Alhim. 

It is the zenith remittance of the Holy Spirit by the Father and the Son Man and God, God-Man together forever. 

This swirl of the divine substance, having as vehicle the Eterm the Omnia pervadens Eter, has definitely biologized in 

Ha-OR of the Living God, the Soul of Life of the Apostles, of the holy women, Disciples, and Physiological Psychology . 

This same swirl, the same descent of the Holy Spirit, accompanies, rather than a lesser 



degree, the rise of all holy life, ie all good and worthy of divine Humanity Alma N. 

S. Jesus Christ. Experimental in our Lord and His Apostles, this mystery can also be for each of us, in the dear conditions of 

love and sorrow, ie internal life. Every being who loves hard enough, a being who loves you with the same power and 

ascends to God, moved by itself and its limitless pain, Essence, Existence, the substance of Divinity, and all the double State 

celeste social. You can then feel this communion of souls in God, of course he has appealed for it to him, man like us, the 

Word of our species and King of our Kingdom, relying on the supreme criterion, that of life. "Vita erat lux hominum" says John 

Protosíntesis speaking of the Patriarchs. Of course also feel the DiosViviente, will not admit Death,

In this as in everything, the Incarnate Word has not done except for himself. He has fulfilled his own Law of Love, 

and this law is the will of the Father, is called eternal life.

All Christianity is held in the resurrection at the Ascension and Pentecost. Thus the Apostles have received the 

supreme quickening all their emotional being and, moreover, thoughtful or intellectual, in God himself. The Holy Spirit is called 

by the Arabs as Moses ROuaH-ALHIM; It reflected its action is exerted, according to the proportional investment of your 

Name: HâOuR, the Light of lights; Moses says Ha-OR; Ahoura says first Zoroaster; Ahaur say Vedos, and Sanskrit also 

responds on behalf of all the patriarchal tradition: Ahar and As-Oura, the Aurora eternal, and He who possesses and gives the 

heavenly life in this light.

All the above is but a small fragmentary extract our jobs, our Arqueometre applications. People who have seen 

experimentally known investment Roua-H Ha-our and the light ripple resulting therefrom, agreeing with the latest scientific 

discoveries.

Arqueometre comes from two terms (Vedic and Sanskrit): ARKA-METRA. ARKA means the sun, central emblem of 

divine seal. So that no one can make mistakes and fall into the old Sabeism and worse, modern, patriarchal these languages 

also say everything their guardians may have forgotten. AR is the armed circle of radios, the radiant of the Divine Word 

Rueda. KA recalls the primordial Matesis linking the Spirit, Soul and Body of Truth, demonstrating the observation by 

experience, Unity Universality in the Double-Universe and its Triple social status. ARK means the power of manifestation of 

Existence conclusion by the Word, its solemnization. The investment of this term: KRA, KAR, KRI, means to create, to lead a 

fulfilling work, manifesting a law, rule, ie, maintain a continuing it creation, illustrating honor, glory worshiping render 

characters that are all well functional of the Second Person of the Trinity with respect to the First. Latin says: Creare, the Irish 

Celtic dialect says: Kara-Im.

ARKA goes further as a revelation of the mysteries of the Son by the Word, while Word Creator. Is the same word 

sung number and rhythm. It is the hymn of hymns, poetry of the Word.

MATRA is Measure Mother par excellence, the Principle; It is the Barasheth of the temples of Egypt, the first 

Zoroaster Bérazet, the Barata of divine Bharata.  

MATRA, Measure-Mother, is living in the Word-God as all his thoughts creators, is she who manifested in all things 

Unity, Universality of its internal proportions, substance depending on Distributive organic equivalence in all grades . The 

foregoing indicates the attributes; but the same term also puts them at the feet of the Divine Mother, the feminine energy of 

God he means. Maetra is also the metric sign of divine Gift, the



of the substance in all grades proportional equivalences. Universal Psychic in Grado, Athma, Hamath and Matha, is the 

female love, maternal goodness of God to all beings and all things; in a word, universal charity in its source-embracing and 

scorching of the three Kahalahs, the three churches in the IO-GA and WHI-Va Word.

We've tried elsewhere, with all the rigor of a mathematical proof that the creative function, conservative and saving 

the Word was the ultimate discovery, the crowning of all hierarchies of natural sciences, human, divine, in Protosintesis of the 

Patriarchs invoked by John at the head of his Gospel. 

We have indicated in our notes on Christian and universal Kabbalah, and have returned to say right here, with how 

deep science of tradition, very obscure Litany of the Holy Name of Jesus have registered this very fact: Jesus, King of the 

Patriarchs. The historic nature of this fact is attested over all the earth, in Europe, in Asia, in Africa, in the East, in 

ExtremoOriente, even among the Reds America, even among the Iles Regresados, even among Caraibos. We test it against 

a thousand.

Limiting ourselves here at existing universities, we witness one of the most remarkable of all, with respect to its 

documentation; the Brahmin called Agartha.

Krishna who is 12 centuries before the Incarnate Word, has ensured in its Deutosíntesis Concordat, this 

Protosíntesis the Word Creator remembered by the Gospel of John; the cycle Ishva-Ra and Oshi-Ri.

We have taken long ago, in the notes of our Jeanne d'Arc victorieuse ( Joan of victorious) Arco, the composition of We have taken long ago, in the notes of our Jeanne d'Arc victorieuse ( Joan of victorious) Arco, the composition of We have taken long ago, in the notes of our Jeanne d'Arc victorieuse ( Joan of victorious) Arco, the composition of 

the Brahmanical Archaeometric University reproducing herself in that antediluvian Patriarchal. 

There, as regards the same universal correspondence restored by our Lord Jesus Christ, and no one can say: solar 

myth, because this University still exists, rather than folding under the weight of centuries and cycles. 

Krishna, depending on Brathma, was at the head of the Sacred College, the Vyasa, the compiler, the Revelator 

again, the abbreviator; in a word the Esdrás ae the Vedas, which were five in number according to the formula. 

-Pantcha-Vedam Eka-Sastra "," Five Vedas of which only one is Arma "To face subversion that dismembered all: doctrine, 

language, society, Krishna had to give his work a concordat character with transcendent naturalism of the prakritas Palis. 

thus, in the handling of the Vedas, including the fifth, he did from all of the letter M and sea of Living Waters, the virtual point 

of embryogenesis, the cosmic matrix, the metaphysician ovule, and that of the imaginative protocell from which then evolution, 

this evolution is not only terrestrial, but it is dynamic and physiology of the astral universe. It is the transcendental idiom that 

was adopted by the Chaldean and Egyptian Universities; Now this Monad is nothing but a philosophical fetish; Fetishism is 

the same as that returns all scientific culture necessarily separated from the Divine.

But if Naturalism was contained in the work of Krishna, he was there at their level, excluding all metaphysics, in the 

primordial Matesis the Indian Grand-Master under his eyes. The visible universe while a theater Fisiologia showed good 

subject to a process of universal evolution, governed by the interastrales species, but this submission was not on but their 

planetary and not Principle Origen. And this same universe was contained all whole on the other, the Invisible.

Just read our evangelical Luz separate sastra of the Vedas by Krishna and became the Manava-Dharma-Sastra, to 

be convinced of this and to see that the sacred doctrine of the Ancient Cycle is there summed up in the first few verses, not 

then leave the scene more than the second part: base Concordat with Naturalism. 

Men Krishna mental race, indeed, are unable to destroy the Tradition 



sacred, even inverting under pressure imposed by a Concordat sectarian and supplanting Burguesia. They remained faithful 

to it, even under the appearances to the contrary, which are or are believed forced by reason of state or race. In the case of 

Krishna and his work.

You have to pay to see that justice has been preserved to this day, despite all foreign invasions, despite all the 

intimate Revolutions, the priestly heart of the old universal Empire of the Patriarchs and individual hierarchy of races. 

On top of these, your system has maintained to the present, ours, pure Aryan Brahmin and the Supreme Ordination 

of the respondent to the first order of Kahalah Ontology. 

We are not loyalists of the Castes in regard to Europe. We see in them an abuse of triordenación, triple patriarchal 

and evangelical choice. However, it is unscientific, as well as anti-religious and antisocial, make a clean sweep of Acts. If you 

have never been justified the system of castes, in the presence of the Problem of Race, that nowhere has been as 

complicated as in India, from the Himalayas to Ceylon.

Tossing this building is espachurrar all these races at a time, with no benefit to anyone, for sole benefit of a future 

invasion of the mass Mongolica in dispute with the Arabs, after having been temporarily allied with them in the same hatred, 

supported by the American mercantilism, in the same slaughter that pushed back to Europe before dipping. 

England has proceeded for more than a century, with a confining political wisdom to wisdom, not shaking the old 

building of Krishna, and contenting themselves with shelter in it. English Setter owes its strength, more intellectual than 

physical, more mental than material, to a cause entirely different from what we believe; although still weak degree, is farthest 

from the pagan Greco-Latin models continental political states, and the whole extent of their strength lies in this fact. This 

same does not hold in the representative system, but in their social bases, which were ours, and who organized England 

through our Norman invasion. These social bases are almost a Kahalah, and the political state is only an instrumentality of 

this social state. In colonization, Mental third Anglo-Saxon race has dominated; Economic, march at the head: the second, the 

dedication, the Military Staff of celto-Norman dominance, does nothing but follow to protect the work of life created by the 

previous, albeit at the expense of smaller or larger Life of the colonized. But the first race, spiritual and intellectual, 

predominantly also celto-Norman, together with that of Science religion, the first dedication to the community, no longer 

remains inactive.

Thus we see the University of the Anglican Church, which must not be confused with Protestantism, to the 

colonization of the Indies retain an example. The foundation of the Academy of Calcutta is this example and, after having 

opened this noble and high fraternity spirits, has reclosed Brahminism is because of the less enlightened intervention 

Protestant Orders. Today the same orders leave the field open, or Thinning less, to the Society of Jesus. His great prudence in Protestant Orders. Today the same orders leave the field open, or Thinning less, to the Society of Jesus. His great prudence in Protestant Orders. Today the same orders leave the field open, or Thinning less, to the Society of Jesus. His great prudence in 

China since his first missions, had also led to a spiritual and intellectual fraternity of Directorates, if it had not been crossed by 

fewer graduates drives.

With regard to India, you will not do anything useful to Europe and humanity until there is a social fraternity followed 

by a religious alliance between religious and university education on the one hand and Sacral Brahmanical College set the 

other. In its relations with the Eastern Churches, Leo XIII has shown what it is capable against European issues, if I had in 

Europe so free field and in the East, rather than the role eclipsed that has imposed diplomatic Constitution of 1648 .

All the instructions of the Supreme Pontiff on the occasion of the Eastern Churches, are worthy of the apostolic 

period and the early Fathers of the Church. Respect for customs, law and faith of every church, even in the traditional forms of 

their liturgy and its sacred language is enacted them in an admirable way, exciting for all intelligence dominating background



his Christianity and the History of Christianity. 

This pontifical address is summed up in two words: Replace with the spirit of charity to the Spirit of Domination, help 

pastors, not taking them his flock, returning them to the spiritual unity without adversely affecting its historical position and 

their ethnic rights in Universality. 

As the Sacred Brahmanical College is concerned, the same Spirit is imposed, if not to the same extent, at least in the 

evangelical preparation for a college Alliance. This same Brahmanical College has been one of the Universities of the Word 

Creator of the Proto-synthesis of Jesus, King of the Patriarchs, and its primordial Christianity. On the basis of all their sacred 

books is this truth, this fact, and loyalty, far from eclipse, has left the irreducible testimonies survive it.

Try to say what precedes high-grade Brahmins: Bagwandas or even Richis, and see, oh our beloved and revered 

missionaries, opened his lips closed forever to you. 

They will understand finally that no aportáis the Revolution to their social status, the war of influences his direction, 

Death to all that was his life, that understanding its sacred language, European language of the Patriarchs, mother of all our 

and of their minds. The Christianization of the Indies is therefore easy, proceeding from the head, body ethnic teacher. It is 

desirable to operate well and that Christian charity, for otherwise each conversion become a victim to make a outcasts. The 

teacher body can not be convinced, rather than being reintegrated scientifically and their own texts at the beginning of the 

sacred tradition itself, and then it will be easy, becoming sort by the Eastern Churches become the first order of the universal 

Church,

He shall you, in Unity and Christian Universality, reform of Krishna, renewing of Ishva-Ra, the synthesis of the verb 

Creator then Incarnate, according to his patriarchal promise, Resurrected as King of Glory, and finally, reconstituting from 

century to century welfare state land on the celestial model which is the Pontiff-King.

And this will be accomplished Unity and Universality of all cyclic sacred Tradition and Sovereignty aria, the Shilo 

Moses and Manu Shelatas. As regards the antediluvian times and then this aria sovereignty has been shown by Moses with 

his usual accuracy. He records under the name Ghi-Bor one of the arias Iglesias later turned-Iranian, and, under the name of 

Nephal, the Sacred College Ario that still exists today in the country of this name. Is this that concerns us at this time.

Returning to the weld linking the system to the Proto-Krishna synthesis. Since the beginning of 

Manava-Dharma-Sastra, from the first slokas or verses that represent the Second Person of the Trinity, Being self-existent 

being interrogated in the divine universe, through Manu, Noah Moses, by rishis supra-cosmic, the North celestial Pole. Manú 

answers them and show them this existing being itself, leaving the divine Universe to engulf the Sea of Living Waters, 

disappear there and bring to fulfillment Hence the creation of the visible universe, under the name Brah-Ma, the Bra -Shith of 

Moses.

It is this transition which depends on the return of Brahminism to Isvarismo, and for an ineluctable consequence 

arrival conviction Word integral to Christianity. Krishna, according to the science and art of the sacred word, has used every 

word, every letter Sanskrit as its relations with the XXII vattanes letters. The word that expresses the existing being itself is 

Swa-Ya-M-Bouva, Swayambu, one who exists. The first two syllables reversed and read in Vattan, say, I-Shva, and the 

number of this word Jesus-Word-Creator means, is 316.



We've seen reference elsewhere to the other Vedas by Shva-DHA, and according to our evangelical method (the first 

few lines of John), the testimony of Nepalim Aryans. we have added their patriarchal Iranian brothers Ghiborim. That is why 

after arqueometrizado the work of Krishna, we verified with the same precision instrument of the first Zoroaster, and in the 

Avesta, we again find the shwa-DHA Vattan and vedic Swada under the name Datou- Sho, the Giver himself. The name is 

also found again in predicting Salvador by the same Prophet: Sous-IOSH. Finally, Moses, heir of the Patriarchs, the 

shwa-DHA becomes Shaddai literally God Auto-giver, and as this term has its roots in the Hebrew, not surprisingly, we repeat, 

that Qabbalim and Rabbis Talmudists .

.

These correspondences, which can not be an effect of chance, are one of the tests Protosíntesis and action from the 

Deutosíntesis starting at the time of Krishna to continue through the Abrahmidas, Moses, Orpheus and Pythagoras, without 

interruption until the Incarnation of the Word Redeemer, our Lord Jesus Christ. 

"And the Word became flesh and dwelt among us, and has given us all, to all those who believed in his name, in his 

Shema, the power to become children of God" in a humanity restored to the Image World of Glory. 

Such is the information, that is the view of the High Studies confirms that Christianity, giving evidence of truth and 

returning all things to their real and not illusory perspective. 

This may be the State of Man reintegrated in the divine Biology. It is the full theological state, and surviving in 

Enharmonic Unit, or trinitarian God, eternal life, in your living Matesis and all vital potentialities unknown who ignores the 

powers and possibilities inherent in this triple state.

Everything is alive there and that is why the intelligentsia and the Word of theological books. and above all the New 

Testament, are sealed seven times Intelecto born dead, the philosophers, of subjective and dialectical metaphysicians, 

intellect stillborn, the intelligences returned in their external senses physical and physiological.

All the senses have their degree of latent or existing life; external have the least: the anthropoid AnimaJ ego; have 

internal human animated: the Androico the social individual; the intimos.tienen the animating, staff objectively impersonalized: 

Androtesta in the Lord Jesus Christ, the Social BIOLOGY Double Universe, and its center is Life itself.

Nobody has ever possessed the latter sense entirely if God is not only in his Word, the Essence in Principle of 

Existence or divine humanity. That is why the quality that this term means is the divine species of men androicos biologized in 

God, combining in them the human person to the second divine Person: the vivified image vivifying DiosViviente Image: 

Jesus.



CONCLUSION 

Paganism reserves opposed to Christianity. - lack of leadership in today's Europe. - Paganism and Democracy.

- Humanists. - The sovereignty of the people. it's possible? - Remembrance of the Missions. - Our forecasts. - Safeguarding.

In this book and in which we have published previously, we have opposed some of the reservations Paganism of 

Christianity: 

1st Social Law which is the only possessor, and that only he can perform; 

2. ° The application of this law, first to one nation like France, then Europe 

whole with accession of the Representatives of all religions, as we indicated in our Centennial 89. 

3. ° The university Sovereignty Christian, and can be extended to all Universities 

Land. three degrees of Teaching and Initiation on the basis of the mysteries of the Holy Trinity.

These reserves and their enforcement in the European mind are the only ones capable of opposing the disastrous 

results Paganism, through the Greeks and the Romans had for the entire Earth. 

We have shown, in fact, the pagan mentality presiding in all European Universities and enthroned on all Chairs of 

secondary and higher education without any real counterweight, by the fact that the catechizing, judged insufficient and the 

Apostles and the early Fathers , it is even more so today. 

Thus Europe today no longer has his head or priests or ruling classes with the characters of his order and initiation of 

their degrees. The three spiritual races are confused without being able to peel off one another of this pagan chaos. They are 

replaced by three non-spiritual but humanists Races.

Among the latter, all doctrines and all possible weapons have been forged, and then used to annihilation, to achieve 

the same pagan order: possess the political state without renewing the welfare state. But the current era presents this 

remarkable: that these three addresses are exhausted, after forces after doctrines, against its consequences: ANARCHY 

down, daughter of Anarchy above: antisocial Socialism in all its possible forms . Among the pagan Romans, proto type this 

movement has also called the social war.

Paganism, indeed, continues to subsist everywhere, over his slavery, but one distinction in his bourgeois mediocrity 

decorated with the name of democracy. This distinction is wealth and poverty. It is the beast of all human classifications.

We would be safe, and deliberately with the poor against the rich heathen pagans, if they could abocar to true 

democracy, the only possible, the Gospel; but here again the question does not arise between economic Sectarianism of 

Labor and other solidarity branches of the same order to reconstitute. If so would raise the so-called highest working class, in 

my mind and in my heart because it is the least humane and the most humane, it would have done soon regulate all matters 

by arbitration with the other Powers of the Public Economy . It does in England because she has before her a third order: a 

middle class, a second order: an aristocracy, and a first and Unversitario religious order who are still regular and almost 

conform to social Canon. But on the Continent, the problem is poisoned by the humanists of the Order of State SubTercer, he 

also repeats the term of Abbot Sieyes on behalf of the Third: What do I know? Nothing! What should I be? All!

The sub-Tercero has no other view and once brought to power by the trampoline Question 



social, inevitably respond with lead bullets voters who promised the moon, when they, lacking work, will require a simple loaf 

of ammunition. However, it will continue caling Democracy and invoking the sovereignty of the people.

Can this last? Perfectly; if you understand this holy word: People like all of France understood before being 

maddened by humanists: not an atomic dust of universal suffrage but agglomeration in organic Body of all producing Powers 

of the Nation.

The political state is not sovereign rather than the condition of having three defined Powers: Deliberative, Judicial, 

Executive. 

The people are not sovereign but when agglomerated in social status, owns also the Agency sovereignty, its three 

branches: the teacher, the Legal, Economic, only people who really are on the earth in its harmonic and organic life, and to 

make Imagenviviente the God-Living. 

This and all the developments that involves a topic such, we have stated in our Missions This and all the developments that involves a topic such, we have stated in our Missions 

(Missions). For them we have opened biology and social Therapeutics founded on the observation and the clinical experience 

of history, on the Laws of Series and Harmony result not of anthropology alone, natural science, but of Andrology, human 

science subordinate herself to visible and invisible, physical and HyperPhysics, Science and divine Wisdom Cosmology. So 

we podidp highlight on the triple point of view mental state, political and social development of mankind: Mission des Juifs ( Mission we podidp highlight on the triple point of view mental state, political and social development of mankind: Mission des Juifs ( Mission we podidp highlight on the triple point of view mental state, political and social development of mankind: Mission des Juifs ( Mission 

of the Jews); of Europe:

Mission des souverains ( Sovereigns mission); France: Mission des Français: predict exactly the same course of events and Mission des souverains ( Sovereigns mission); France: Mission des Français: predict exactly the same course of events and Mission des souverains ( Sovereigns mission); France: Mission des Français: predict exactly the same course of events and Mission des souverains ( Sovereigns mission); France: Mission des Français: predict exactly the same course of events and 

their evolutionary laws, fatal sense of fulfillment; indicate with precision that had hitherto only the physical sciences, serial how 

these laws could and can always be freely conjured a return to Harmony Act.

In these strange conditions all come subjective, all personnel system, we have not had but little work and therefore 

we announce undeserving. 

1st To the Jews, with nearly ten years in advance, Anti-Semitism in France. We have

elsewhere shown salvation, no loss in other communion with certain reactions. but in the social and universal law, the Creator 

Word Peaked again for all humanity by our Lord Jesus Christ, the Incarnate Word.

2. ° A French humanists, with twenty years in advance, the sovereignty of the Jews over 

while they are not Christians, but on the contrary, while lawyers pagans, GOIM not Kahalim. We have shown the formidable 

strength of this small company of Judah, because that law observed in their kahals or Parishes and in the holy alliance of 

these. We have not only exorcised the Society of Jesus but to Clergymen and instructors of all sects, to take into account 

more than ever this historical experience, this minimum lay body, without which the Church. Society of the Faithful, is just a 

name and social status popular fiction.

For Moses it has not repeated this type throughout all antisocial civilizations, or devenidas such, but to serve them 

shēma, regulatory sign, the andrological and cosmological time. 

3. ° In France also, to triple our classic race scholars, brothers Atreus, type 

Marcus Aurelius, Constantine type, Julian the Apostate type, we have shown the bankruptcy of their own pagan teacher ratio 

and its common reason for antisocial state, past results. present and future mental and triple government Paganism: outside, 

from international masterpiece. the Treaty of Westphalia, to its result, Frankfurt: inside, since the Revolution is said French to 

its present then and to come, thus defined: Supreme Civil War these same races on the ruins of the three social Powers 

social status enslaved by the political state, since June 17, 1789; economic bankruptcy of universal global impact, and, to 

complete the series of events of pagan bourgeoisies, men probolatinos,



unchristian. 

4th European Contracting Powers, the fate of his pagan initiator, France, its 

decay, decadence and ruin, thanks to the Spirit of imitation and death, the pagan spirit. 

We have shown above ANARCHY, mother below; all together we tested them ad nauseam that the Constitution 

continental natural relations as continuing and involves two centuries and a half. embodies the same spirit of lawlessness and 

death. and the supremacy of Europe die after poisoned, to rage, to the other continents. they will take revenge squashing it.

We had auscultated for twenty years the Asian, African and American societies, like ours, to the bottom of his triple 

life, when we predicted since 1880. in our "missions" and even in the preface to our "Joan of Arc", the coz of the younger 

races, then march forward, the awakening of Islam and the intrusion of the United States. We have also added that industrial 

and commercial war, war is bound justiciera, is prey, Victoria assigns the Continents of raw materials and human masses 

capable of Faith and Discipline.

That is why, on behalf of the European powers, is a crime against the whole of Europe to sustain and excite Japan, 

China and Turkey, while should be helped in need, our continental wall, Russia not only maintained, but to spread in Asia, and 

the entire Balkan Slavia oppose the Turk a federal shield. 

These forecasts resulting from the observation of facts and laws, these pests ongoing compliance, we had not 

revealed if they were inevitable. We would have left the Fatality continue their march muffled and veiled in Inaudible and 

invisible; Well, then, what good would awaken from their false security to those sentenced to death to continue his dream!

But science and divine Wisdom does not illuminate but to save. His double-sided sun, facing the Double Universe, 

does not show the Via and the Truth but because they too are Life,

The Law of Life Andrology is our "Missions" have called social, Statute of the Governed, organic Canon site since its 

parish or community molecule to its provincial body, then national, continental and finally global below. 

We have cleared this Truth first order, of the double ditch Acts, showing the universal history. 

In the first, Pagana, there is nowhere this Act or observed or formulated. Teachings of Paganism became the 

university Grand Master and politician what was Cristi, walk, are silent on this crucial point. And this is true. Paganism not only 

the Mediterranean but all his antecedence Asian dating back five thousand years.

Moreover, rigorous and consequently, instead of social law, the Statute of the Governed, the organic Canon of 

humanity, has not only military but domestic slavery. Finally, as the governmental reason is always the result of mental 

teacher, the will of his understanding, the undeniable fact corresponds to this that it is no less: no philosopher, no pagan poet 

has ever protested against slavery, against the servility of the popular economy to parasitical rulers Letrados system.

We have shown all the consequences of this regression fa Andrology to Anthropology, the Spirit of Life the Spirit of 

Death, Man's something worse than the Beast of the divine covenant to hell. 

In contrast, in the other historic ditch that goes back not five thousand years only, but the first andrology unit, the first 

universal welfare state and the first of the Meshiahim pontiffs, we have shown this social law, this Statute and this Canon 

breast revealed the Double Cosmologia in the name of the one and the same Word, Supreme Reason of the visible universe, 

Word 



creator of the Invisible, Science and Wisdom one another: 

Glory be to Him 



APPENDIX I 

Millennials Cycles 

Thousand-year cycles are chromatic and hide themselves in similar or octaves five hundred years periods. Harmony 

or triplicity is performed by three millennia hidden in periods of six hundred years.

Thus Pythagoras to Hierocles extends an ancient Mediterranean Paganism and has lived, dragging his death, after 

annihilated if any, most of the ethnic divisions of the old patriarchal empire, itself an ancient decaying before Pythagoras. 

This millennial himself is divided into two periods of five hundred years. Pythagoras Julio Cesar, five hundred years, 

the apotheosis of Nimrod is renewed. All the old Eastern Paganism estácompletamente reflected and exacerbated in the 

West. It is then that the Word worshiped by the Patriarchs is embodied and re-erect Yes, above all mankind, its tradition, its 

entire past or future revelation.

Five centuries later, continuing his work from the top of the Throne of the Invisible, he has taken the Apotheosis of 

the Caesars, surrendered to God what belongs to God, Principle, Law, the teacher Reason and social reason of humanity. 

Since then, the head of the Caesars is curved by him, under the spiritual power of the Apostles represented by resurrecting a 

universal Patriarch Patriarchs and as many ethnic churches.

It is then that Hierocles appears. Five centuries after him, all ethnicities killed by pagan Rome are resuscitated under 

the blessing of the Patriarchs of Jesus Christ and his quickening is moving towards the fulfillment of their civilization, their 

social status, their promise of the Kingdom of God and on earth as in heaven. France head, reliving Nations in the evangelical 

Murmur.

Five centuries later, the Anti- Word, the great Adversary, raises the pagan spirit of his Hell: the pagan Renaissance 

humanist. 

Five centuries yet and social unity of Europe is destroyed to such an extent that the whole continent is henceforth at 

the mercy of Asia and America. 

APPENDIX II 

Paganism influence on the French Revolution. Demonolatría Charles de Secondat:

When Charles de Secondat, Baron of Breda and Montesquieu, was to find Law spirit. not in the Gospel, but in the Gnide When Charles de Secondat, Baron of Breda and Montesquieu, was to find Law spirit. not in the Gospel, but in the Gnide When Charles de Secondat, Baron of Breda and Montesquieu, was to find Law spirit. not in the Gospel, but in the Gnide When Charles de Secondat, Baron of Breda and Montesquieu, was to find Law spirit. not in the Gospel, but in the Gnide 

Temple. se.entregaba unconscious, but not irresponsible, to a true demonolatría. Temple. se.entregaba unconscious, but not irresponsible, to a true demonolatría. 

Hence these classic ventriloquías the worst societies otherworldly: Soliloquy 

Lisimaca. Sila dialogue and Eucrates, and then all Sabbat gathered: Grandeur and Decadence of the Romans. More Greek Lisimaca. Sila dialogue and Eucrates, and then all Sabbat gathered: Grandeur and Decadence of the Romans. More Greek Lisimaca. Sila dialogue and Eucrates, and then all Sabbat gathered: Grandeur and Decadence of the Romans. More Greek Lisimaca. Sila dialogue and Eucrates, and then all Sabbat gathered: Grandeur and Decadence of the Romans. More Greek Lisimaca. Sila dialogue and Eucrates, and then all Sabbat gathered: Grandeur and Decadence of the Romans. More Greek Lisimaca. Sila dialogue and Eucrates, and then all Sabbat gathered: Grandeur and Decadence of the Romans. More Greek 

and Latin spirits of those who were needed to giroscopar from right to left head from Gascon legista, if not your desktop. But 

the old demons of the South had a medium of first order in this majestic bordelés insufficiently catechized by the Reverend 

Fathers. Moreover, were these mentors who had made his Telemachus give these deplorable knowledge. Thanks to this 

Demonomania that reached us from the Holy See and Minerva, all scorched earth beneath sulfur fire cooking something that 

smelled good. That stew rastacueros of cothurni and espadrilles could be called the revenge of the Gentiles, so called 

because they are all there is more villain.

A vapor leaving destruction the clefts of the Pit where snow and ice guardian 



the Middle Ages melted to boiling. that He took in the spring.

Like urchins Champs Elysees assail the victories of bouquets of violets, berthing Rosa Rose under all noses. But she 

was artificial, full of grass sorcerer ointment, belladonna and henbane. She went mad young and old, teachers and school.

Like so many parrots and jackdaws who had eaten on their perches too poppy seeds, clergy and instruction 

predicted the match in Athens, prophesying the Roman rococo. 

Ghosts toga, with cnemidas lemurs were walking in broad daylight in every book; at midnight in all theaters, also his 

demons. The court and the town had them whooping cough.

Hermes, the swift-footed, he is writing the Gallant Mercury. Venus danced the minuet with King-Sun; she put the Hermes, the swift-footed, he is writing the Gallant Mercury. Venus danced the minuet with King-Sun; she put the Hermes, the swift-footed, he is writing the Gallant Mercury. Venus danced the minuet with King-Sun; she put the 

crown on the head of Louis XV, giving sneak a little bump cute little foot. Cupido preparing the madrigal all Chloris with 

basket; Neptune undulated hair of the most beautiful to cover "the frigate"; Flora flirted with all the young abbots; Pomona 

offered strong block to the old canons, who left her his last tooth.

Devils ponian pepper source Castalia. The Hippocrene was hysteria, Himete bees, tarantulas. Everything had its 

Narciso inkwell or toad and often both together, as today. Serpent Python dulcisimamente out the black compartment and 

blowing in dactyli and spondees, the delirium tremens the spirit of orgies waiting for the blood. Silene and sang together blowing in dactyli and spondees, the delirium tremens the spirit of orgies waiting for the blood. Silene and sang together blowing in dactyli and spondees, the delirium tremens the spirit of orgies waiting for the blood. Silene and sang together 

Sancho Tales of La Fontaine and the odes of Salo. Their asses they opened the era of universal brotherhood. They made the 

world a hell noise; They rivaled in peals and incongruities.

Bacchus and Don Quixote arm up, arm down, zigzag embarked for the island of Utopia. Tilla read on the ship Argus, 

Ciro and Abbot Terrasson.

Pegasus and Rocinante they kicked at the crossroads of the crossroads, where Panteo refitting Priapus while in the 

corner of the forest waiting for the antropófaga bacchanal Panteo and postchaise travelers on Route de Varennes. 

Diana, silver horns, ebony bow, quiver glass lit up with her slender nakedness nights Deer Park; Nymphs quick feet 

in the distance throwing his hounds. Eco shouted: tayaut! The arrows flew and the goddess rang the tocata hunting all 

husbands. so heralded the breakdown of Christian marriage, free union, feminism without ovaries.

Hydra of Lerna, taunting Hercules and Deyanira were marble, was returning to do in all pools of Le Nôtre masses of 

horrible offsprings. These, feeling come the time, ran all the rivers of Paris. Anyway, the old Loba forest Bondi of old Rome, 

suckled excited to endless lobillos sticking out his tongue for the next licantropías, grinding his teeth crunching the bones of 

the saints in all reliquaries, after Church of France and the French welfare state.

A medium discovered his political formula, and Paganism would be formed without Orfeo, the seven sages and 

Pythagoras. Montesquieu was Thomas Aquinas in his doublet, short culottes and buckled shoes, jabot and cuffs o'clock in 

England, sword bolt aside, desk in banderola other. The saint had spent a Concordat with the least bad philosophy of the 

Gentiles: Baron went to the Gentiles without Concordat.

Demons is so exulted. His company Judas threw foot learners of the Society of Jesus, Jansenists, some Oratorians, 

many monks, all jealous Curas of mitred, cardinals like Dubois, bishops like Autun, youth sword and tunic, all the gratin of Gradus many monks, all jealous Curas of mitred, cardinals like Dubois, bishops like Autun, youth sword and tunic, all the gratin of Gradus 

ad Parnassum. all the staff of of Viris illustribus, at Mardi Gras cuchufleta. ad Parnassum. all the staff of of Viris illustribus, at Mardi Gras cuchufleta. ad Parnassum. all the staff of of Viris illustribus, at Mardi Gras cuchufleta. ad Parnassum. all the staff of of Viris illustribus, at Mardi Gras cuchufleta. 

While the patrol plumed pummeled each of Christianity, simple captains of adventure enrolaban fools of capirote and 

the bourgeois and wore them Roman carnival. 

All logic teachers were doing desrazonar their Jourdain, Lord, Lady and the family to 



Finally interesting little guy. Mr. devenía Numitor, Mrs. Lucrecia portrayed, flirting with the waiters warehouse with a kitchen 

knife in his hand. The latter was interesting pequeñin debautizado, spoke Latin, was called Brutus and his drum waiting to 

explode at Santerre.

The Don Juan ruined played the Catiline: The Lords Sunday took his last ell cloth to turn out to Menenius Agrippa. 

The statue of the Commendatore outlined, with his leg stone, the fatal crossing of the Rubicon.

Tartufo put the door pondered the law of suspects. He breathed fire cooks for making the Jacobins Y Weavers. The Tartufo put the door pondered the law of suspects. He breathed fire cooks for making the Jacobins Y Weavers. The Tartufo put the door pondered the law of suspects. He breathed fire cooks for making the Jacobins Y Weavers. The 

Misanthrope delirious with Burrhus, Filinto Seneca, holding the lyre Orontes Nero. Vadius ruminated "the Friend of Men", 

Trissotin "Father Duchene." All Diafoirus no customers were changed in Pompilius with syringe on shoulder. Not wanting the 

court and the town die with their pills, waiting for the day of glory dialogue, the scalpel on the highest poppy heads pharmacist 

garden.

Soon she had to leave their ranks the Aesculapius of Humanism, the great "bleeder" Philanthropy, the excellent Dr. 

Guillotine. 

Pedants engaged with tobacco, wise women not desencolerizaban against duchesses thanks Y swarms of prettily Pedants engaged with tobacco, wise women not desencolerizaban against duchesses thanks Y swarms of prettily Pedants engaged with tobacco, wise women not desencolerizaban against duchesses thanks Y swarms of prettily 

chisgarabís. They had their jaundice, Y Muses dressing, terrorized the very young clerics, by the day; because at night all cats chisgarabís. They had their jaundice, Y Muses dressing, terrorized the very young clerics, by the day; because at night all cats chisgarabís. They had their jaundice, Y Muses dressing, terrorized the very young clerics, by the day; because at night all cats 

are gray in the "Garden of the Greek roots".

But the above was nothing ally Patelin lawyer. Declared war on the whole of French society on behalf of the A But the above was nothing ally Patelin lawyer. Declared war on the whole of French society on behalf of the A 

DECEASED the Forum, the Agora and even parliamentarism English, who took the one mill words. DECEASED the Forum, the Agora and even parliamentarism English, who took the one mill words. 

The tricornio in battle, the tail sprinkled sulfur upright horizontally brandished The Spirit of laws. His eyes sparkled The tricornio in battle, the tail sprinkled sulfur upright horizontally brandished The Spirit of laws. His eyes sparkled The tricornio in battle, the tail sprinkled sulfur upright horizontally brandished The Spirit of laws. His eyes sparkled The tricornio in battle, the tail sprinkled sulfur upright horizontally brandished The Spirit of laws. His eyes sparkled 

wolf, his teeth snapped, his voice howled. He puts the devil in the body of the Basoca and the Sorbonne, which was 

constituted secular gullet. He appealed for it to mask hotels to Cartouche Y to Mandrin against the castles, the rights of constituted secular gullet. He appealed for it to mask hotels to Cartouche Y to Mandrin against the castles, the rights of constituted secular gullet. He appealed for it to mask hotels to Cartouche Y to Mandrin against the castles, the rights of 

citizens against the City; Man against humanity, the Jus summum in the summa injuria citizens against the City; Man against humanity, the Jus summum in the summa injuria citizens against the City; Man against humanity, the Jus summum in the summa injuria citizens against the City; Man against humanity, the Jus summum in the summa injuria 

against all causes of his flat bag was not loaded ... 



APPENDIX III 

Shema DACTIL key 5, E = 10, Y / 2, B 

5 holy books 

EAST-ARY 

EXTREME 

EAST AFRICA-MONGOL SEMITIC KALDEO SEMITIC 

PANCHAVEDAM ZEND-AVESTA KINGS PENTATEUCH 

- - - -

Same method as Joséphe 

after studying the historian 

Berosus. 

1. Rigveda. 1. Vendidad-Sadeh. 1. Y-King. 1. Genesis. 

2. Yadjour-closure. 2. Izeshné. 2. Chou-King. 2. Ex. 

3. Sama-Veda. 3. Vispered. 3. Chi-King. 3. Leviticus. 

4. Atharva 4. Yeshté-Sadeh. 4. Li-King. 4. Numbers. 

5. Manava-dharma. 5. Siroz. 5. I-King. 5. Deut. 

(Krishna, s. 30 to. J. 

C.) 

(1st Zoroaster, s. 30. BC) (Fo-Hi, s. 30 to. J. 

C.) 

(Moses, s. 16. J. 

C.) 

5 divine powers 

EAST FAR EAST 

ADI-BOUDDHA. BOUDDHESWARA PRADJNA SIOU-TO 

5 D'jaras: 5 Boddhisativas 5 degrees of wisdom 

1. Vairotchana. 

2. Akchobya. 

3. Armithaba. 

4. Amoghasidda 

5 degrees priestly 

AFRICA WEST EUROPE, NORTH AND NORTHEAST 

PRIESTHOOD EGYPTIAN THE PRIESTHOOD DRUITICO 

5 degrees 5 degrees 

Egyptian priests Druiths, Bretones and Galos; Drotts, Aces, Varaighes and Slavs.

1. Aede: Lira, Books of Hermes (Thoït). 1. Voids. 1. Analogs. 

2. The Horoscope: Clock, Palma, Books of Hermes. 2. Serónidas. two. - 

3. Hierogramado: Plunas, Books of Hermes. 3. Bardos. 3. - 

4. Estolista: Codo, Glass, Books of Hermes. 4. Eubagos. 4. - 

5. The Prophet: Divine Seal, Hermes books. 5. Causídicos. 5. - 



 

NOTES ON TRADITION Kabbalistic 

MY DEAR FRIEND ( one).MY DEAR FRIEND ( one).

It gives me great pleasure to answer your good letter. I have nothing to add to your remarkable book on Jewish 

Kabbalah. It is classified in the first rank by eminent and well-deserved appreciation has made him the lamented Mr. Franck, 

the Institute, the man most authoritative to give a judgment on this issue.

Your complete his work, not only in terms of scholarship, but also in terms of bibiliografia and exegesis of this special 

tradition, and, again, I think this beautiful definitive book. 

But knowing my respect for tradition and at the same time, my need for universality and verification through all the 

procedures of current methods, also knowing the results of my work, do not fear to extend the subject, and, conversely, you 

want to ask. 

I have not accepted, in effect, rather than for the benefit of inventory books of the Jewish Kabbalah, despite how 

interesting they are. But once the inventory fact, my personal research has been directed on the previous universality from 

which these archaeological documents, and on the principle as well as on the laws that have been able to motivate these 

facts of the human spirit.

Among the Jews, the Kabbalah came from Kaldeos by Daniel and Ezra. 

Among prior to the dispersion of the ten tribes of Israel Jewish, Kabbalah came from the Egyptians, Moses.  

Among the Kaldeos as among the Egyptians, Kabbalah was part of what all metropolitan universities called Wisdom, 

ie the synthesis of science and arts reintegrated into their common principle. This beginning was the word of the Word.

A precious testimony of ancient patriarchal premosaica peclara this lost wisdom or upset about 3,000 years before 

our Lord. This testimony is Job, and the antiquity of this book is autológicamente signed by the position of the constellations 

he mentions: "What has become of Wisdom, where then is?" Says this holy patriarch.

one Saint-Yves letter to papus. one Saint-Yves letter to papus. 



 

Zodiac call denderah Zodiac call denderah 

1. Leo 4. Scorpio 7. Aquarium 10. Tauro 

2. Virgo 5. Sagittarius 8. Pscis 11. Gemini 

3. Pound 6. Capricorn 9. Aries 12. Cancer 



Moses, the loss of the previous unit, the dismemberment of patriarchal wisdom, are listed under the name of 

division of Languages and Nimroud Era. This time Kaldea

It corresponds to that of Job. 

Another testimony of patriarchal antiquity is Brahmanism. He has preserved all the traditions of overlapping 

geological past and the different beds of the earth. All who have studied it from the modern point of view were surprised, and 

his documentary wealth and the impossibility of which they are holders have not been able to classify them in a satisfactory 

manner, both from the chronological point of view and from the point of scientifically. Its divisions in Brahmanical sects, 

vishnavistas, Shivaites, not to mention more than those, also contribute to this confusion.

It is also true why do the Brahmins of Nepal traced to the beginning of Kaly Young rupture of the old universality and 

unity of the primordial teachings. 

This primitive synthesis had, well before the name Brahma, that of Isvha-Ra, Jesus-Rey: 

Rex Patriarcarom Jesus, They say our litanies. Rex Patriarcarom Jesus, They say our litanies. 

It is this primordial synthesis refers to John at the beginning of his gospel; but the Brahmins are far from doubting 

your Isoua-Ra is our Jesus, King of the Universe, as the Word Creator and principle of human Word. Without it, they would all 

be Christians.

Forgetting the Patriarchal Wisdom Ishva-Ra dates back to Krishna, the founder of Brahmanism and its Trimurti. 

There's also agreement between the Brahmins, Job and Moses, about the fact and as to the time.

From this babélico time, no people, no university has already owned, but the state of fragmented waste, the 

Universality of the divine, human and natural knowledge old, reduced to its principle: the Word-Jesus. St. Augustine 

designates under the name religio vera designates under the name religio vera 

this primordial synthesis of Word. 

The relatively recently as writing, rabbinic Cabala was known from beginning to end in their written or oral by Jewish 

adherents of the first century AD sources. Certainly he had no secrets to a man of courage and science of Gamaliel. No was 

not for his first and preeminent disciple, St. Paul, Apostle become risen Christ.

Now, here's what St. Paul says, First Epistle to the Corinthians, Chapter II, verses 6, 7, 8: Now, here's what St. Paul says, First Epistle to the Corinthians, Chapter II, verses 6, 7, 8: Now, here's what St. Paul says, First Epistle to the Corinthians, Chapter II, verses 6, 7, 8: 

"We preach perfect wisdom, not wisdom of this world, nor of the princes of this world are destroyed; 

"But we preach God's Wisdom, locked in her mystery that had been hidden wisdom, which God before all ages, had 

predestined and prepared for our glory. 

"None of the rulers of this world has known; for if they had known, would not have crucified the Lord of Glory." 

All these words are heavy as gold and diamond carat, and no one of them than infinitely precise and precious. They 

declare the failure of Jewish Cabal.

First of all, us specify the meaning of the term Kabbala. 

This term has two meanings depending on whether it is written, as Jews, with Q, ie the twentieth letter asirio 

alphabet, which is numbered 100, or the C, the eleventh letter of the alphabet, which is numbered 20. 

In the first case, the name means Transmission, tradition, and the thing is so indecisive; So much worth the 

transmitter, both worth the transferred; traditor worth much, much better tradition.

We believe that the Jews have transmitted quite faithfully what they have received from the Kaldeos wise, with his 

writing and recast of the previous books by Ezra himself led by the Grand Master of the University of the Magi Kaldea, Daniel. 

But from the scientific point of view, this  



 

DESCRIPTION DESCRIPTION BRAHMANIQUE.- Brahmin. GRAND GRAND CERCLE.- circle- VII simples et a l'Voyeless usage doubles du Vattan.- XII 

unique single and double, as the only use of Vattan Vowels. PETIT CIRCLE.- small circle. VII VII Voyelles mystiques dans les Datus des Mystéres.- VII 

VII mystical in the Datus of the Mysteries Vowels. RETABGLES.- rectangles. XXII Lettres de l'Alphabet Magique de l'Cachée.- XXII Deed Lyrics Magic 

Hidden Alphabet Scripture. L'ensemble est basé sur le Ordre établi visible dans les Cieux pair SWAYAMBVHV the Sublime CREATEVR L'ETRE DIVIN 

existant par LVI MÉME.- The set is based on the established order in the visible heavens by the sublime SWAYAMBUHU CREATOR, THE DIVINE 

BEING Existing itself. Les XII XII zodiacaux Voyelles correspondent aux signes. - The vocal XII XII corresponding to the zodiacal signs. Les VII VII 

Planétes.- aux Datus Datus VII VII to the planets. Les Lettres aux XXII XXII Arcanes des Mysteres de tout Procédé Céleste et du CHAR DE BRAHMA.- 

Las Letras XII to XXII arcana of the Mysteries of all Celeste Procedure and BRAHMA truck. Francais.- French. Asdamique.- Adamic.

does not advance the issue. It is therefore reculada but an inventory of the Assyrian documents and thus in series to the 

primary source. In the second case, Ca-Ba-La means the power, the

XXII, CaSa as C = 20 and B = 2. 

But then the question is resolved exactly as it is the scientific assigned to the patriarchal age of twenty numerals 

alphabets letters. 

Should we make these alphabets a monopoly of race, calling Semitic? Maybe, if it's really a monopoly, not otherwise.

However, according to my research of the most hidden ancient alphabets of Ca-Ba-La, XXII letters, the secret that 

has certainly served as a prototype, not only to all others of the same gender but the Vedic signs and Sanskrit letters, is a ary 

alphabet. It is one that eminent Brahmins who have never dreamed require me the secret of it.

It differs from the other so-called Semitic in their letters are morphological, ie exactly talking forms, which makes it an 

absolutely unique kind. Moreover, a careful study has made me discover that these same letters are the prototypes of the 

zodiacal and planetary signs, which is also of utmost importance.  



Brahmins call this alphabet Vattan; and seems to go back to the first human race, then, by rigorously geometric 

forms five mothers, himself, Adam, Eve, and Adamah is signed.

Moses seems to designate in verse 19 of chapter II of its Sepher Barashith. Moreover, this alphabet is written from Moses seems to designate in verse 19 of chapter II of its Sepher Barashith. Moreover, this alphabet is written from Moses seems to designate in verse 19 of chapter II of its Sepher Barashith. Moreover, this alphabet is written from 

the bottom up, and their letters are grouped so as to form morphological images or speakers. The pandits erase these 

characters on the chalkboard when the lesson is over gurus. I also write from left to right, like Sanskrit, and therefore 

European, For all the foregoing reasons, this alphabet prototype of all Kaba-Lim belongs to the Aryan race.

L'ALPHABET ALPHABET SANSCRIT.- Sanskrit. VOYELLES.- VOCAL. CONSONEES.CONSONANTES. throaty Guturales.-. palatal 

Palatales.-. Cérébrales.- brain. Dentales.- dental. Labiales.labiales. Semivoyelles.- semi-vowels. sibilant Sifflantes.-. Aspirées.- vacuumed. double 

Doubles.-. FIGURES CHIFFRES.- SIGNES DERIVES.- mixed. Apostrophe.- apostrophe.

You can therefore continue not giving this genre alphabets Semitic name because they are not the monopoly of the 

races that are named, wrongly or rightly,  

But it can and should be called schematic. However, the scheme does not mean only sign of the Word. but Gloria. It 

is this double meaning that you have to pay attention. reading the passage from St. Paul up here.

Also available in other languages such as Eslavón. For example, the etymology of Slavic term is Slovo and Slava. 

word meaning and glory.

These senses lead already high. Sanskrit will corroborate this altitude. Sama, who again found also in the languages 

of Celtic origin, means similarity, identity, proportionality.



equivalence, etc. 

We shall see the implementation of these ancient meanings. For the moment, let us summarize the above.

The term Cabal, as we understand, means the alphabet XXII Powers, or the power of this alphabet Letters XXII. This 

kind of alphabet has an Aryan or Japhetic prototype. It may be designated, a good law, under the name Alphabet Word or 

glory.

Upon my word and Gloria! Why these two terms are related in two ancient languages as distant as the Eslavón and 

Kaldeo? This holds a primordial constitution of the human spirit in a common principle, the scientific and religious time: the 

Word, the Word cosmological and their equivalents.

Jesus, in his last sentence so mysterious, casts, in this as in all a decisive light on the historical mystery that 

concerns us here: 

"O Father! Crown me with the glory that I had before this world was!" The Incarnate Word refers in this to His Work, 

His direct creation as creative Word. Creation designated under the name of divine and eternal glory of the astral 

prototype and temporal world, created by Alahim this imperishable model.

That the creative principle is the Word, antiquity has on this point but a unanimous voice. They are there to talk and 

create synonyms in all languages.

Among the Brahmins, the above documents to the worship of Brahma represent ISOU-Ra, King Jesus, as the Word 

creator. 

Among the Egyptians, the books of Hermes Trismegistus say the same thing, and Oshi-Ri is Jesus Rey read from 

right to left. 

Among the Thracians. Orfeo, initiated into the Mysteries of Egypt around the same time that Moses had written a 

book titled Divine Word. book titled Divine Word. 

As Moses same, the principle is the first term and the subject of the first sentence of his Shepher. there is not God in As Moses same, the principle is the first term and the subject of the first sentence of his Shepher. there is not God in As Moses same, the principle is the first term and the subject of the first sentence of his Shepher. there is not God in 

His essence, IHOH, which is not named but on the seventh day, but of His Word, the divine creator Héxada: BARA-shith. 

Bara means talking and create; Shith means Héxada. In Sanskrit, the same meanings: BARA-Shath.

BARA-shith this term has resulted in countless discussions. San Juan peaks him as Moses, from the beginning of his 

Gospel, and says, in Syriac, cabalistic language XXII letters: the beginning is the Word. Jesus said: I am the Beginning.

The exact meaning is thus set by Jesus himself corroborating all previous Universality. premosaica.  

The foregoing explains that the truly ancient universities deem the creative Word as the incidence of which human 

speech is the exact reflection, when the process alphabetical cases exactly the Planisferio the Kosmos. 

Alphabetical process, armed with all equivalents, then it represents the eternal world of glory: and the cosmic 

process represents the world of the astral heavens. 

That is why the Prophet-King, echoed throughout the patriarchal antiquity, says: Coeli enarrant Dei Gloriam. Or in That is why the Prophet-King, echoed throughout the patriarchal antiquity, says: Coeli enarrant Dei Gloriam. Or in That is why the Prophet-King, echoed throughout the patriarchal antiquity, says: Coeli enarrant Dei Gloriam. Or in 

French: the astral concerns the world of divine glory. The Invisible Universe speaks through the visible.

Are both determined here: 1. cosmic process of old schools; 2. ° the the corresponding Alphabets.

For the first point, Forms III mothers: the center, the radius or diameter and the circle; XII devolving signs; VII 

evolutionary.

In both cases: III + XII + VII = XXII = CABA, pronunciation of: C = 20, B = 2, Total 22. 

CQFD 

Alphabets for twenty-two letters corresponded to a solar-lunar, solar zodiac or assembly of an evolutionary sevenfold. 



 

DES ARITMOLOGIE XXII XXII LETTRES.- ARITMOLOGÍA OF LETTERS. Les Lettrres extraides.- Las Letras III extracted. La gamme des VII.- 

the range of VII. Le Mode des XII.- Mode XII. Divinité.- Divinity. Déité.- Deity. Fri absolue.- absolute life. Indivisible Life Vie.- indivisible. Symetrie 

mono-asique.- Symmetry monoásica. Symetrie Deuto-asique.- Symmetry Deuto-asic. Axe.- Axis. Pour the construction of Sphére.- For the construction of 

the Sphere.

Schematics were alphabets. 

The other, by the same method, letters devenían 24 times the foregoing; by 28 letters, your moles; 30, their sun-lunar 

month; 36, their decánicos, etc.

On the alphabets of twenty-two letters, the Regia, the emissive of the first leg, the remissive of Return was I or Y or J, 

and put on the first inscribed equilateral triangle, was autológicamente form, with two others, the name of Word and Jesus 

IShVa- (Ra), OShI- (Ri). 

On the contrary, all the people who have embraced the naturalist and moon schism by Regia have taken the letter M, 

which governs the second elementary trine. 

All Vedic system, then Brahmanical has been well regulated subsequently by Krishna, from the beginning of 

Kaly-Youg. This is the key Book IEVE Wars. Regia Wars I or Y against the usurper M. Kaly-Youg. This is the key Book IEVE Wars. Regia Wars I or Y against the usurper M. Kaly-Youg. This is the key Book IEVE Wars. Regia Wars I or Y against the usurper M. 

You have seen, my dear friend, the ultramodern tests, ie simple scientific observation and experimentation, which the 

oldest tradition has been both restored and verified by me. I will not say it here but what is strictly necessary for the elucidation 

of the historical fact of Kabbalah.

According to the fathers that preceded them, the Brahmines human languages divided into two groups: 1. 

Devanagarias, languages or civilization heavenly City reintegrated to divine cosmological principle; 2nd Pracritas, wild and 

anarchic languages of civilizations. Sanskrit is a language Devanagari forty-nine letters; the Vedo also with eighty letters or 

signs derivatives AUM point, ie, the letter M.

These two images are quabbalistic in his particular system, the letter M that forms the starting point and return. But 

they have been, since its inception, and still are, to this day, articulated



on a strip of temple twenty-two letters, of which the primitive Regia was I. 

All corrections are possible and easy, thanks to this key in the triumph and greater glory of Jesus, the Word of IEVE, 

in other words, the primary synthesis of the first Patriarchs. 

Brahmins current alphabet lend his twenty-two letters a magical virtue; but this term has no meaning for us than 

superstition and ignorance.

Superstition, decay and super-station archaeological features and more or less altered formulas but that a thorough 

study can sometimes, as is the case here, relate to a previous teaching, scientific and conscious, not metaphysical or 

mystical.  

greater or lesser facts, the law and the principle that motivated this primary teaching ignorance. 

Moreover, the lunar vedo-Brahmanical School is not the only one in which science and its solar synthesis, the 

religion of the Word, have degenerated into magic. Just a little exploring Earth's universality from the Babelic time to see an 

increasing decline attributed increasingly to ancient alphabets superstitious and magical character.

From Kaldea to Thessaly, from Scythia to Scandinavia, the Kouas of Fo-Hi and Musnads of ancient Arabia to 

Varaighes runes, you can see the same degeneration. 

Truth, in this as in everything, is infinitely more wonderful than the error, and you know, dear friend, this admirable 

truth. 

Anyway, as nothing is lost in the earth's humanity, but in the whole Kosmos, which has been still, and bears witness 

to the ancient universality of which Saint Augustine speaks in his 

Retractions. 

Brahmins cabalizan with eighty Vedic signs, with forty-nine letters of the Sanskrit Devanagari, with nineteen vowels, 

semi vowels and diphthongs, ie, all masora Krishna superinfection by Vattan or Adamic alphabet. Arabs, Persians, the 

Soubbas, cabalizan with its lunar alphabets of twenty letters, and Moroccans with his or Koreish.

Zodiac Zodiac parole.- of the word. Alphabet Solaire sun lettres.- des XXII XXII Alphabet of letters. Planetarisme of Planetarismo parole.- of the 

word. Septenaire des lettres.- Septenario of letters. Dodecade des lettres.- Dodecade of letters. Musique.- Music. Adamique Adamic et Nombres.- and 

numbers. Devanagari.Sánscrito Sanskrit Devanagari. Astral.- Astral. Francais.- French. D'ordre.- numbers Order numbers. Rayon.- Radio. 

Circonference.- Longeur the length of the circumference. Diamétre.- diameter. Points centraux.- central points. Circonference.Circunferencia.

Manchu Tartars cabalizan with your monthly alphabet of thirty letters. The same observations made between 

Tibetanos among Chinese, etc .; the same reservations as to the changes in the ancient science of the cosmological 

equivalent of the word.



It remains to know in what order should be functionally equivalent willing these XXII on the world map of Kosmos. 

Have it under your eyes, dear friend, the model according to one who has been legally deposited under the name of 

Arqueometre. 

You know that the key to this precision instrument for use of higher learning have been given to me by the Gospel, by 

certain very precise words of Jesus, to compare with those of St. Paul and St. John.  

All religious, Asian and African universities, supplied with cosmological or solar alphabets, solar-lunar, schedules, 

lunar, monthly, etc., are served their letters in a kabbalistic manner. 

Whether pure science, interpreting Poetry Science or divine inspiration, all the old books, written in devanagarias and 

not pracritas languages, can not be understood but by the Kabbalah of these languages. 

But these must be reimbursed to the XXII schematic Equivalents, and these cosmological their exact positions. 

The Cabal of Jews is therefore motivated throughout the above constitution of the human spirit: but it does need to 

be metric tonnage, ie measured by its regulator principle, controlled on the tool measuring Word Y. its primary Synthesis. 

I do not know, dear friend, if these pages will answer your warm standby. I could not but whole chapters summarize 

in a few lines.

I pray thee excuse imperfections, and not see, in the above, but a testimony of my goodwill and my old friendship. 

January 10, 1901. 


